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Too efRcient?
Too demanding?
Too honest?
Too involved?
Too good?
Too careful ?
Too fair?
Always.
%
That's Faust Printing. Because success today results from never being satisfied with success yesterday.
You can never be too committed.
Faust Printing. In-house capabilities of one to six color printing, foiling, embossing and die cutting.
8656 Utica Avenue, Suite 100; Rancho Cucamonga, California 91730 (714) 980-1577 FAX (714) 989-9716
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Culbertson Winery Battles Fiscal Woes
by Patt Grantham O'Neill

$1.50

|

Once they were friends...now they're locked in a battle royale

Inland Empire Business Journal

bur miles east of Temecula,
[warmed by the sun and cooled
by the ocean breezes that drift inland
through the Rainbow Gap, the French
Meditenanean-style buildings of the
John Culbertson Winery decorate the
hillside and belie the bitter fight for
control of the business that is occur
ring there.
Once friends, now opposing parties
in lawsuit and counter-suit, winery
founders John C. and Martha Culbert
son and financial partners John and
Sally Thornton are locked in an acri
monious battle royal. Repercussions
have spread through San Diego high
society, where both couples are promi
nent figures.
Culbertson filed suit in July alleging
that Thornton, a venture capitalist.

At Deadline

Chino Valley Bank President and
CEO John Cavalucci has
announced the appointment of his
successor, D. Linn Wiley to chirf
executive officer. Wiley was previ
ously the executive vice president
cf Wells Fargo Bank's Inland
Valley Division.
see complete profile in October

Thomton involved a lawyer from a pre
vious Thornton enterprise in the winery
business.
Saying that he feels "very, very hurt
that what I'm saying occurred," Thom
ton filed a countersuit alleging fraud,
deceit and betrayal, that Culbertson
faked expense accounts and misappro-

The sad thing Is that no
one Is going to win...
-John Culbertson

manipulated events that have mined the
business so he could take it away. Fur
ther alleging slander, that usurious and
illegal interest rates were charged on
loans, that Thomton may have evaded

the tax laws and backdated important
documents. Culbertson is asking for $2
million in damages. Recently another
cause of action was added to the suit
alleging conflict of interest when

priated $40 thousand from the corpora
tion when his personal home mortgage
went into default.
Only the bitter dregs of a promising
relationship are left. Each party claims
the other made the initial move for
Thomton to invest in the winery.
In 1986, Culbertson was becoming
well known in wine making circles.
He had expanded a hobby into a small
business making sparkling wines at
Rancho Regalo del Mar in Fallbrook,
vintages which were wiiming major
Please see Page 35

Good Grief! What Happened to My Bank?
by Phillip L. DIment
Inland Empire Bu^ness Journal

Money is like manure. If you spread it
around it does a lot of good. But if you pile
it up in one place it stinks like hell.
-Clint Murchison, Jr.
Time, June 16,1961

u,

nder a new tide of uncertainty.
Inland banks, thrifts and credit unions

Is name changing the new game
for those who want to float In a
"survival of the biggest"
financial market.
are peeping with caution at a new land
scape. One that's battered with regula
tion, slammed with mergers and
greased with provocation from "has
been" lenders. It's all happened in a

Health care Choices to be Limited: Hospitals to Close by the Hundreds
The 1990s offer no immediate relief from the health
care crisis for Inland Empire employers and individual
consumers.
Health care's share of U.S. gross national product is
expected to rise to at least 13 percent by 1996. More
than $1 trillion- $3,900 per person-will be spent by
our nation for health care in 1996. Also, more con
sumers will enroll in managed-care plans that place
tighter controls tm costs and utilization but afford more
freedom of {sovider selection.
According to Arthur Anderson & Co., consumers
will be willing to accept some cutbacks and modifica
tions in the delivery of health care services; however,
they will not tolerate restrictions on access to advanced

medical technology. The tragedy of the situation is
that more than 400 hospitals may close between 1991
and 1996.
According to a recent Arthur Anderson Delphi
study, payors will attempt to control their cost of pro
viding health care by requiring home care services to
replace inpatient services, shorter hospital stays,
greater use of non-physician health care profession^,
and patients travel to "centers of excellence" for com
plex procedures. In addition, payors will attempt to
limit access to advanced medical technology-a strate
gy few consumers are willing to accept.
As health care costs continue to cut into corporate
profitability, employers may resort to significantly

few short months and the worst of the
reform is still to come.
Murchison's 1961 money-pile com
ment is no more tme than today, and
who smells it worse than small Inland
Empire banks struggling to defend
their turf in a market where the spreads
between borrowing and lending are
razor thin.
Please see Page 12

Health care Percent of GNP to Keep Rising

trimming health benefits. Financial pressures on
American businesses are expected to increase as the
federal government shifts a large portion of health care
costs to the private sector. A
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This Month in the Inland Empire Business Journal

Focus on Telecommunications and the
High-tech Office
16,17
Discover what the newest trends are in
office telecommunications. Why are It^tops hot? Can voice-message technology
take your company off hold?

(cover) Table for Two!
See story on Page 29
i Already in its third successful season. Table
5 For Two" is the ultimate in eating entertain- :;:;
iment. Food critics Allen Borgan and David
; Cohen may not agree on everything they bite
sinto, but it's "thumbs up" for informativei;|
i reviews on the Inland Empire's best restaugrants.
8:

Attention IJl. Hotels:
IVavel Tops Baseball

About the Cover...

Cover design provided by Christopher Polantz, Polantz Studios in Pasadena.
Photography by Bud Coiner of Coiner Photography in Riverside. Type and
composition by Terryll Smith. The setting for this review took place at
Spencer's restaurant at the Maruko Hotel in San Bernardino.
Culbertson Winery
Battles Fiscal Woes
3
Once good friends, now John Culbertson
and John Thornton are locked in a battle
royale. Who's money is at stake? Will
Culbertson's famous champagne trickle
down the drain?

End of the Commute-Employees Have
Offices Brought to Them
7
You've heard about "telecommuting,"
now find out if it's really going to woik
as the Inland Empire Business Journal
takes an in depth look at a new transpcxlation alternative.

Good Grief! What Happened to My
Bank?
3
In a feature editorial report, Phillip
Diment uncovers tough realities facing
Inland Empire financial services execu
tives. Why will service be the key to
bank survival in the Inland Empire?

Regional Government:
A Recipe for Disaster?
8,9
Here both sides of what will soon be a
heated debate. Shall we remove control
fi-om local governments?

Coachella Valley Firm Nets State
Workers Comp Contract
5
If you've never heard of Hospital Billing
Analysis, you may soon. This Palm
Desert firm now handles over $5 billion
in state funds.

Drugger on Banking
11
In an exclusive intCTview with the Inland
Empire Business Journal, Robert
Drugger, chief economist for the
American Banking Assoc. offers insights
on the complexities of financial reform.
Can Inland Empire banks face giants
from Japan?

FOCUS '92:
SMALL BUSINESS CONFERENCE AND EXPO
Ontario Airport Hilton

SBA

Saturday, October 26,1991
8:30 a.m. - 4:15 p.m.
Cost $45
CHAFFEY COLLEGE

Inland Empire Residential
Homes & Communities
* Special Take-out *
• From Car to House (Metal Homes)

21

Balancing Jobs and Housing

22

San Bernardino Rent Control

23

Water Tycoons Plan for Drought

24

New Homeowners Beware!

26

Interior Design Trends

26

Residential News

27

33

Can Outside CPAs be a Part of Your
Business?
34
Not just score keepers, a CPA can pro
vide you with the knowledge.
The Missing Link
36
The initiative to act! Find out about a
new decision-making theory.
Technology no Longer a Luxury:
It's a Requirement!
38
What design considerations are today's
Inland Empire businesses looking at to
improve efficiency and effectiveness?

Also
Newsmakers

0

Answers for the Inland Empire

7

Editorial & Opinion

•••8

lEBJ Close-up: Sheila Brown
KCKC4<BON

• Master-Planned Communities

30

Residential Construction

Weekend Time Out
Rancho Valencia Resort

18

Letters to the Editor

25

Real Estate Focus

31

Small Business Corner.
8

28

34,35

Desert Business Journal

37

Ideas for the Inland Empire................—10

San Gorgonio Pass Area News

40

People, Places & Events.........—......—15

Corporate Profile:
Sun World International

41

The Lists:
Savings & Loans........
.....—.~.—12
Independent Banks.—....—......
.13
Airlines Serving I.E..
.32
Comrcl. Design Rrms
38
Inland Empire People

16

City Focus: Redlands..............................42
Inland Empire Calendar

43

Inland Empire Profile

43

r Business Listings

For The Record
To amend our error in the August issue of the Inland empire Business
Journal, the new address of Dames & Moore is as follows:
621E. Carnegie Drive, Suite 260 • San Bernardino, CA 92408
Phone: (714)381-2004 • Fax (714) 381-6234

US. &MR BMIIMS AdmlnUratkM

• Engineering

A
"nuts
and
bolts"conference to
provide training
and information to
help your business
g

r

o

• Design and Construction
• Regulatory Compliance
CENTERFOR
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

w

50\EARS

DAMES & MOORE

Workshops:

ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE

Business Plan • Customer Service • Effective Advertising • Marketing
Government Contracts • Effective Interviews • Import/Export
Tax Planning • Total Quality Management • Time Management
Dealing With Difficult People • Obtaining Financing • Public Relations

ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIMLITY

Sponsored by: Chaffey College Center for Economic Development
and the U.S. Small Business Administration*
Local Chambers of Commerce lending support:
Chino, Montclair, Fontana, Ontario, Rancho Cucamonga, and Upland

For more information call (714) 460-1511/1512
• The U.S. Small Business Administration's participation as co-sponsor does not constitute an express
or implied endorsement of the co-sponsoris) or participants' opinions, products or services.

• Geosciences
• Waste Management

6 Mutton Centre Drive, Suite 700
Santa Ana, California 92707
(714)433-2000
Telecopier (714)433-2364

621 E. Carnegie Drive, Suite 260
San Bemardino, California 92408
(714) 381-2004
Telecopier: (714)381-6234

911 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 700
Los Angeles, California 90017
(213) 683-1560
Telecopio: (213)628-0015

9665 Chesapeake Drive, Suite 360
San Diego, California 92123
(619) 541-0833
Telecopier (619) 541-0890

45
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Health Insurance for Min
imum Wage Employees
Today, a large part ol
our workers cannot afford
the luxury of health
insurance, so they rely
mainly on the inadequate
fains of public emergency
care provided largely by
counties. In recent years
our national government
has
transferred
responsibility for such
"social savices" to states in ,
order to reduce "big
government" and increase
local control
over
everyday life. This
is ^Former
overlooked tax bases, and
Ambassador b> Mexico.
we all see the decline of urban centers into which so
many minimum wage workers have moved in recent
years. Even comparatively wealthy states like California
are close to insolvency, so they are cutting tack on all
social programs in order to relieve pressure for new
taxes which the public resists.
Where does the soluticm lie to the sad state of affairs
in which many millions of adultSi and children, find
themselves without preventative as well as remedial
medical attention? Of course, we can make a solid
argument diat this situation is not really a social concern,
and that eachmust look out for himself
even the
cMldren, presumably.
This writer believes California must re-think the issue
of public health in "a no-holes barred" manner. Such an
approach would avoid the two extremes of the polidcal
right (to each his own) or the left (the state owes each
full protection).
Let's remind ourselves of that minimum wage
workers are a very large number in our population,
who's dependents are irmocent of the families plight.
Employers of minimum wage workers resist footing the
bill fa fmancial reastms and because these workers are
more transient, health insurance issues have been
addressed largely on the basis of vested interests, like
labor, management, themedical profession and political
thewy.
The will to devise a workable and adequate health
insurance policy will stem fran the conviction that basic
health care is a vital part of our national interest.
Productivity and creativity will be found at random
among our people, and it is in the interest of everyone
that the rest live in good health (to the extent... that
poverty in itself does not determine the state of personal
health). Ultimately, it can be argued that eveiyaie pays
more for bad public health than they would for go^
health- Conversely, preventioi costs less than a cure, be
it personal health or maintenance of our car or plant
equipment.
Minimum wage workers are growing in numbers as

W h y i s It?...
... a man wakes up in the morning alter sleep
ing under an advertised blanket on an adver
tised mattress and pulls off advertised paja
mas. Takes a bath in an advertised tub,
shaves with an advertised razor, washes
with an advertised soap, puts on advertised
clothes, sits down to a breakfast of adver
tised coffee, puts on an advertised hat, rides
to his office In an advertised car, writes with
an advertised pencil...then, he refuses to
advertise, says advertising doesn't pay, and
then. If a business Isn't good enough to adver
tise...he advertises It for sale.

.

N
• • •

Sneak Preview

FOCUS

OCTOBER'"

SmaU Business Guide
MVorid Trade
Mortgage Banking
Hoteis and Lodging

illa

^
• • •

THE LISTS
OCTOBER...
.
fniand Empire Office Pro|e
Suite Hoteis

Interconnect Vendors

NOVEMBER."
NOVEMBER."
Office Products
Heaith Care

Executive Retreats »• Besort

AD DEADLINE
For October Issue is
September 21st
For Information Call

k 391-1015

Retaii Maiis
Auto Luxury Deaiers
CPA Firms
Is your company on OUR list? It
should be!! If you think your
company qualifies to be Included on
any of the above lists and you have
not received a simple questionaire
from the Inland Empire Business
Journal, please contact Jo Ann
A
Hensley at

Coachella Valley Firm Nets State
Workers Comp. Contract
he California Department of Health Services
has awarded a three year contract for the recov
ery of all new claims of reimbursement of Medi-Cal
expenditures from workers' compensation cases in
Southern California to a team of Coachella Valley
residents.
A contract approved by the Department of Health
Services was executed last week by Tom Suitt,
Chairman of Hospital Billing Analysis of Palm
Springs and attorney Roberto De Aztlan of Indio, as
joint contractors.
Under the terms of the contract, Hospital Billing
Analysis and De Aztlan will seek recoveries in work
ers' compensation cases where Medi-Cal has provid
ed medical expenditures to an injured worker.
Hospital Billing Analysis and De Aztlan will be
authorized to settle disputed claims on behalf of the
Department of Health Services and to appeal adverse
rulings of the Workers' Compensation Appeals
Board.
Bruce Burton of Indian Wells will serve as the
Project Director for the HBA/De Aztlan team. Bur
ton commented that the state of California provides
significantly more workers' compensation benefits
than any other state, paying out more than SS billion.
"All California taxpayers should be aware that we
are out in the trenches trying to recover taxpayer
funds to ease our current budget deficit," said Bur
ton.
Burton said that workers' compensation is big
business in California.
"There are raighly eleven million workers in Cal-

Bruce D. Short (left) is president of Hospital Billing Analysis,
Inc. and Bruce F. Burton (right) is project director for
worker's compensation Recoveries for Medi-Cal,
Southern Calfornia.

ifomia, and each year there are about as many as
one-and-a-half million industrial injuries, approxi
mately 5(X),000 of which are 'lost time' injtuies."
Burton pointed out that HBA/De Aztlan for
Southern California will be sending reminders of
statutory notice obligations to all workers' compensa
tion attorneys and insurance companies providing
such coverages. A
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N E W S M A K E R S
Partners Buy Out SDC Develop
ment
—
Two senior
vice presidents
of Newport Be
ach-based SDC
Development,
James Watson
and Joseph Seitz,
have purchased
the assets of the
company in a
Joseph Seitz
SDC Investments, Inc. m a n a g e m e n t
buyout.
In a major restructuring of the firm,
SDC Development has become SDC
Investments Inc.,
which has acq
uired the devel
opment firm's
assets. The port
folio acquisition
includes retail
land, shopping
centers, industri
al parks and
office buildings
James Watson
SDC
Investments, Inc.
in California,
Nevada and Ari
zona.
Sunwest Asset Management Com
pany, which manages more than 15million-square-feet of space around the
country, is a wholly-owned subsidiary
and is also being acquired by Watson
and Seitz.
In addition, the two principals have
entered into a management agreement
with The Koll Company, which pro
vides for SDC to relocate to the Koll
headquarters building in Newport
Beach. The agreement also provides
that accounting and other support ser
vices will be provided by Koll on a fee
basis.
James Watson and Joseph Seitz
joined SDC Development as develop
ment partners in 1983. In 1986, Wat
son became senior vice president and
development partner in charge of all
industrial development and operations
and Seitz became senior vice president
responsible for SDC's retail division. A

Jay Moss 5th in World Precision
Machining: SBVG-Trained Stu
dent Back From Holland Skills
Olympics
Jay Moss, 20, of Fontana has
become the world's fifth ranking preci
sion machinist in competition with topranking students from 25 countries in
Amsterdam.
His longtime coach and instructor
from San Bernardino Valley College,
William Clarke, who accompanied
Moss to Holland last month, called his
student's placement in the 31st Interna
tional Youth Skill Olympics "a special
honor" against tough competitors. The
gold medal for first place went to a stu
dent from Germany, the silver to Japan,
and the bronze to Taiwan. An Austrian

student came in fourth.
Moss began winning gold medals
when he was a 16-year-old student at
Fontana High School under Clarke's
tutelage. His three-week-long trip to
the Netherlands was sponsored by Gen
eral Dynamics Air Defense Division in
Rancho Cucamonga, where he is a
machinist. A

Job Shopping!!

"One-stop shopping" reaches a new
level at lyier Mall. As of July 15, peo
ple can shop for a job.
Tyler Mall will re-open in October
as The GALLERIA at Tyler, a twolevel, super-regional shopping center.
The 195 new and renovated shops will
create hundreds of jobs in Riverside
County.
The Employment Development
Department (EDD) is joining with
Tyler Mall to match prospective
employees with stores. The Tyler Mall
Job Placement Center located at the
Information Center near J.C. Penney
opened on July 15.
Shopping for a job? A Job Place
ment Center has been established to
help you with your search. Operated by
The State of California Employment
Development Department (EDD), the
Job Placement Center is equipped to
match prospective employees with
retail-store employers at the Galleria at
Tyler.
Joann Eraser, an EDD representa
tive, is on-site to provide employment
information, applications, and inter
views. For more information call (714)
358-0525. A

the conference
with
other
members of
the National
Organization
of Social Secu
rity Adminis
tration, he is
now far better
informed and
equipped to
help local fam
ilies who may need assistance in secur
ing their Social Security benefits.
The first area of consideration dur
ing the conference was this develop
ment in the area of children's benefits
under the supplemental security
income provisions of the Social Securi
ty Act.
A 1990 United States Supreme
Court ruling may potentially give
retroactive benefits as far back as 1980
to disabled children whose "parents
have limited income and resources...
even though that child's claim was pre
viously denied," said Pfaff. There are
approximately 450,000 children who
may now qualify for benefits which
were previously denied them under the
old system, he also stated.
The second agenda during the
Washington conference involved
changes in procedures used to evaluate
the claim's of disabled widows who
apply for benefits under the deceased
husband's account.
A new test to determine disability in
such cases has been mandated by the
courts. This mandate greatly enhances
the widows' chances of success. The
Social Security Administration will be

^ ^

Del Webb Pledges $100,000 Sup-?
port to College of the Desert —

A pledge of $100,000 to the Endowment for
Educational Excellence Campaign of Col
lege of the Desert was recently announced by
Del Webb. Marking the occasion at the COD
campus are (from left to right): COD presi
dent Dr. David A. George, Frank Pankratz of
Del Webb, campaign chairmanWilliam Bone
of Sunrise Company, and Terry L. Green,
campaign director and COD dean of commu
nity education.

Del Webb has pledged $100,000 to
College of the Desert as part of the
cranpany's corporate contributions pro
gram. The pledge was announced by
Del Webb California Corp. chairman
and president Frank Pankratz.
The six-figure pledge was made in
response to the college's Endowment
for Educational Excellence Campaign,
a major initiative currently underway to
ensure the academic enterprise of the
college. A

\
%
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SIMPLIFIED PROCESSING
Western Community Bank is the
Inland Empire SBA Expert
Call one of our "Extra Eff(»t" offices
or visit one of our offices today.
"SUPER PREMIER PERFORMING BANK"
2ND YEAR IN A ROW

PfalT Discusses Social Security
Changes in D.C. Meetings —^
The Coachella Valley was recently
represented in Washington, D.C. by
Social Security Attorney Samuel Pfaff,
where he discussed changes in proce
dures used to evaluate Social Security
claims for children and disabled wid
ows.
Pfaff indicated that since attending

required to re-examine some prior
decisions as a result of this change.
As with the changes in the disabled
children's SSI benefits' procedures, this
could also result in a previously denied
applicant being entitled to substantial
sums in past due benefits. A

MouiCtdlcc

32iE,Sbak5L
Cortmm, CA 91719
(714)754-4110

NprcoBnmck
2816HmmtrAif*.
Naito.CA 91760
(714) 757-5410

OmianoBmtteh
Om$mio,CA91764
(714) 941-BANK

750N.AnU5MAt>B,

Tttmeuim Bmnck
28751 B^mekoOBl^nuaRd.
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(714)676-1WCB
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End of the CommuteInland Empire Employees Ha^e lheir Offices Brought to Them

E

fvery morning at 7:30 a.m., history
repeats itself. Brake, stop. Brake, stop.
Knuckles are white, fists clenched and
wrapped tightly around the steering wheel.
Brake, stop. Brake, stop... Brake... Go!
Taillights ahead flicker off, and you begin
to roll. 10 mph... 20 nqth. Ahead on the
shoulder, you see the cause of this 15
minute delay—a police officer giving a
ticket Not bodies being pulled from wreck
age, not a "sig alert," just some py doing
something wrong. The anger in you swells
as you envision a screaming boss waiting at
the office. Just another rush hour in Southera California.
As California's population increases and

? ?

cent," says Leonard. "It is very
more cars merge onto freeways,
likely that telecommuting will
commuters see no end to conges
considerably reduce traffic
tion in sight But, some key play
congestion. If telecommuting
ers in the state are banking on a
helps to achieve that 17 per
fairly new system that many
cent
goal, then we will make
believe can significantly reduce
progress."
freeway traffic. That system is
According to The San
called "telecommuting."
Bernardino Associated Gov
According to Senator Bill
ernments Board, telecommut
Leonard (R-Upland), telecom
ing pilot project centers are the
muting would keep an average
result of a state hill
of .85 cars per
co-authored by
worker off free Telecommuting is not telecomputing.
Telecommuting doesn't necessarily
Senator Leonard,
ways.
Assemblyman
"We need to mean you have to have a computer.
John Kershaw
Steve Clute (Dimprove traffic effi
Riverside County Deputy Administrative Officer.
Riverside), and
ciency by 17 per

A N S W E R S

F O R

T H E

I N L A N D

Assemblyman Jerry Eaves (D-Rialto),
intended to relieve traffic and allow Inland
Empire residents to work one or more days
a week away from their offices, which are
often located in Orange or Los Angeles
Counties.
Currently in the Inland Empire, there are
telecommuting centers in the Ontario Com
merce Center, the Inland Telebusiness Cen
ter in Ontario, and the Comm Center in
Richmond. Additionally, a center will open
in October in the Riverside/Corona area.
Costs to businesses will vary in each
center, and each will have everything an
office needs, such as phones and computers.
What is telecommuting? "TelecotnmutPlease See Page 40

E M P I R E

? ?

Is Telecommuting a practical solution to traffic congestion on the freeways of Southern California?

ith adequate affordable technology and a growing need to
reduce automotive commuting, telecommuting has become practi
cal. The remaining question deals with personnel issues of span of
control, employee motivation, and employee interaction. I believe
I
telecommuting can "fit" many personnel units. It is also possible
I
M that a supervised telecommuter site can introduce a greater range of
I> D '
work situations.
Kay Ceniceros
Interest in telecommuting has lagged because of reluctance to
Supervisor 3rd
try new approaches and because of gaps in technology. The
District, Riverside
increased interest is stimulated by new congestion management
County
laws, reduced mobility, and improved technology. Teleconferenc
ing, fax machines, and computers that talk to each other over long distances make telecon
ferencing far more attractive today than in 1985!
No single component of our program to reduce smog and congestion is a silver bullet.
Telecommuting will supply a part of the solution. We think there is now a fertile field to
explore telecommuting. A

I

f private companies and government agencies were to adopt
telecommuting programs at the same rate that normally occurs for
sociological changes, the United States would save about 50 billion
passenger-miles (1.2 billion gallons of gasoline) by the end of the
century. However, if telecommuting were to be adopted at an accel
erated rate, the annual savings would be about 150 billion passen
ger-miles (more than 4 billion gallons of gasoline by the year
Assemblyman
2000).
Jerry Eaves
Telecommuting has gained widespread attention for a variety of
reasons: in today's modem world people appreciate flexibility; telecommuting offers flexi
bility, especially to a family in which both parents work.
With smog getting worse by the minute, Califomians wasting more than $1,100 per
year by sitting in traffic jams, the cry for alternative modes of transportation logically leads
to concepts such as telecommuting. Telecommuting is an option that can generally reduce
every cost associated with traveling to work. As such, it is an option that cannot be ignored
and deserves a great deal of attentioa A

Bob Varshay, CEO
Los Angeles Dis
trict Associated
General Contrac
tors of California

X elecommuting is a good strategy for some professionals but
not all. In construction, one has to be at a jobsite to perform the
work, deliver materials or inspect completed projects.
On the other hand, some attorneys, professional engineers,
public utility and government workers may benefit from working at
home one or two days a week. Yet, we all know professionals who
function better when they can see and talk with several colleagues
at the same time.
Any reduction in traffic is to be applauded but telecommuting
will be realistic for perhaps less than five percent of the com
muters. A more realistic solution is to continue to invest in a bal
anced transportation system—^highways, transit, rail, vanpools, carpools, and telecommuting. A

I

believe that not enough companies are looking into telecommuting
as an alternative. I believe that it will slowly gain momentum. If enough
companies became involved, I am sure it would have a tremendous
impact on traffic congestion and smog.
Telecommuting has gained .attention because of the many benefits it
offers the employee. In my case, I am much closer to my territory from
home than from the office. I can respond much quicker to customers'
needs. Another benefit is that you are not gone from home ten hours Mary Hernandez
Account
per day. Because of this, you are better able to keep an eye on your
children when they come home. If I am home, my kids come into my Executive AT&T
office at home and "report" ia This gives me a good feeling to know Telecommuter
that I can work full time and still keep an eye on my kids most days after school. A

X work at home two days a month, and I've discovered that the
benefits of telecommuting are numerous, including less stress,
increased productivity (fewer interruptions), and reduced wardrobe
and travel expenses (no need to dress up or drive the car).
While I don't believe telecommuting is the only solution to
this huge (traffic) problem, I believe it's a step in the right direc
tion. I, like a lot of other people, am aware of and increasingly con
cerned about the fact that daily driving to and from work results in
Hilda R. Weglarz
tons of auto emissions spewing into the air every day. From an
AT&T Telecommuter
environmental perspective, telecommuting offers a viable way to
cut down on traffic congestion and harmful auto emissions.
There's no doubt that telecommuting is a growing trend. The explosive growth in the
communicatioiiS industry has made the concept of moving information instead of people a
reality. Technology once reserved for the office is now readily available and easily installed
in the home. Affordable home office tools such as copiers, computers, modems and facsim
ile machines allow people to communicate regardless of where they're located. A
he transportation/telecommunications linkage evidenced by
concepts such as telecommuting has not been sufficiently explored
to permit conclusive statements about air quality or traffic manage
ment impacts. However, we have conducted limited research on
telecommuting as pa^^f a state of California pilot program under
the auspices of the Department of General Services. Telecommuting has great promise as a transportation management strategy. How John P. Wolf, Chief
substantial or considerable is yet to be determined on a systemwide
Office of Traffic
basis. The fmdings in the above mentioned pilot are: Two commute h^Pi'ovement, Dept.
trips reduced and 40 mile overall travel reduction per telecommutTransportation
ing day.
Telecommuting is gaining much attention because it appears to address such important
problems as air pollution and traffic congestion and may also be linked to broader issues
such as worker productivity and international economic competitiveness. Will it solve the
"traffic nightmare?"Not by itself in the short term, although its implementation could occur
over a shorter period than other congestion relief measures. If neighborhood work centers
sprelb, telecommuting could have a profound impact on both craigestion and air quality. A
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Regional Government:
Recipe For Disaster

E d i t o r i a l
Norton...A Pot of Gold?
Norton Air Force Base scheduled to close in 1994 is a 2,000-aCTe site to become either a
major asset or a mammoth liability as the base undertakes a redevelopment program. The Inland
Valley Development Agency (IVDA) composed of elected persons of the county of San
Bernardino, city of San Bernardino, Colton and Loma Linda under the management of its
Executive Director, Robert R. Mitchell must in our opinion, develop a master plan and flien
seek bids from experienced and financially capable developers for the plan's implementation.
Last December the IVDA granted an exclusive development agreemoit and then an extension to
a developer who was unable to perform. The contract was cancelled.
A San Bemardino County supwvisor said, "it is a wasted year in retrospect." And David
Ariss, managing director of the C^ifomia Commerce Center, is quoted as saying," IVDA lost a
lot of good faith. They lost a lot of good P.R., and they got a lot of egg on their face..."
Despite the major toxic problem ovw this past year, it is our belief that Norton Air Force
Base can be a 2,000-acre "pot of gold...at the end of the rainbow..." That is, if IVDA develops
the masto* plan and then plays a fair ball game with responsible proven developers. A

Enough!!!..is...Enough!!!
Many California businesses can be heard shouting, "enough is enough" as they exit
California. Companies at one time sang..., "California Here We Come," now they shout in
anger, "Adios," "Good-bye." The Economic Development Authority of Western Nevada
recently placed an ad in California Business Magazine which read: "People are discovering the
best place to do business in California: Westran Nevada." There are similar ads proclaiming the
advantages for Califomia business to move to Utah and Idaho. California business simply
cannot endure tlK increase in state taxes, as well as the proposed new taxes for health care and
air quality. We are losing jobs in aerospace, electronics, construction, and manufacturing. What
must we do? We must get these businesses back to Califomia. How? We must cancel the
"Wilson" tax inaease. We must also cut some old taxes. We must cut the sales tax, corporate
income tax, capital-gains tax and we must also cut individual income tax rates. Yes, we want
clean air, but clean air must be economical, feasible and without job losses.
How can we cut these taxes and still balance a reasonable state, city and county budget?
Privatize a wide range of public services with efficient, less expensive private companies
performing the tasks. Sell our airports. The Reason Foundation, a Santa Monica based-research
institute claims that the sale of L.A.X. and Ontario Airports conld add $2 billion to Los Angeles
City and County coffers and would earn over $200 million a year in property taxes alone. Think
possibilities. A
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Local government is the most cost effective and
responsive level of government

T

and utilize existing resources. AB 3
here is currently a proposal will not solve this problem—it will
before the Legislature which would only reduce the authority of local
governments while
add another layer of
increasing regula
bureaucracy to Califor
While California's
tions, paperwork,
nia's already bulging
tremendous growth
and confusion.
governmental waistline.
requires effective
If regional gov
AB 3 (W. Brown),
short and long-term
ernment
were to be
would create seven
planning, this will
implemented, it is
regional development
not be accom
likely that the coun
and infrastructure agen
plished
by
creating
ties of San Bemardi
cies (RDlAs) to prepare
another
layer
of
no, Orange, and Los
plans for air quality,
bureaucracy.
Angeles would be in
water quality, trans
the same region.
portation, housing, and
This would prove
open space issues. In
addition, it would create subregional disastrous for San Bemardino Coun
authorities on a county or multi- ty, virtually guaranteeing that it
county level and a state Growth would bear an increased burden of
Management Commission which unwanted facilities such as waste
would prepare conservation and disposal sites and prisons. For exam
ple, San Bemardino
development plans
County
currently
every ten years.
houses more than
While California's
12,000 prison in
tremendous growth
mates while Los
requires effective
Angeles County
short and long-term
does not have a sin
planning, this will
gle state prison.
not be accomplished
Under
Speaker
by creating another
Brown's
proposal,
layer of bureaucracy.
this trend would
No one is more sen
most likely contin
sitive to the needs of
ue.
local
community
a
One must also
than the community
question the logic
itself. For this rea
of
any
system
which
would place
son, the authority for local planning
decisions must rest with local com cities like Los Angeles in the same
region as Barstow or Needles. As the
munities, not Sacramento.
concems
of these areas—^tralfic, pol
The current debate in support of
expanded regional government lution, water, etc.— are different, it
ignores the fact that a host of coordi is illogical to have the same set of
nating agencies to address regional regulations for both. Instead, com
issues already exists. In the Inland munities must have the authority to
Empire, for example, the Southem address specific, and often unique,
Califomia Association of Govem- local needs. Cities in San Bemardino
ments (SCAG), the San Bemardino County have fought hard for local
Association of Governments (SAN- control and cannot afford to have
this authority imdercut.
BAG), and several
Prudent and effec
regional water and air
Califomia does
tive
planning is essen
quality control dis
not need more
tial to ensure Califor
tricts deal with region
government; it
nia's stability in the
al issues. And, because
needs to better
coming years. Howev
these oiganizations are
organize
and
uti
er, such planning must
made up of local rep
lize
existing
be coordinated by local
resentatives, they are
resources.
authorities sensitive to
sensitive to local con
the unique concems of
cerns when making
their
community. For
regional decisions.
Local government is the most cost this reason, AB 3 should be defeat
effective and responsive level of ed. A
government. If there has been failtu'e
to deal with growth, it is because the
Assemblyman Paul Woodruff is a member
state has not adequately dealt with of the Transportation and the Ways and
growth issues such as the increased Means Committees. He represents the
demand for schools, roads and water. San Bernardino area.
Califomia does not need more gov
ernment; it needs to better organize
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Close-Up: Sheila Brown

"The Luck of the Irish"

Up Close...

lEBJ: How long have you been in the
radio business? What events led to your
current success?

Occupation: General Manago' of
KCKC-amandKBON-fin.

Brown: September will be the start of my
32nd year in broadcasting, starting as a
receptionist in 1959, then spending 12
years as a traffic manager...the art of bal
ancing commercial sdiedules along with all
other programming elements...a job where
you must literally please everyone from the
client to the on-air.personnel.
I had always thought of work as just a job
until the 70s. Our general manager at the
time asked me when I was going to start
thinking about a "career." Once I set goals
for myself, my career took off. I went
into radio sales . . . after three years, an
opportunity arose to become a local sales
manager. From thafl progressed to national
sales manager then general sales manager. I
became an assistant general manager for
one year and have been the general manag
er of KCKC-AM and KBON-FM for the
past six years. Any success I have
achieved is due in large part to belief of
others^ in my abilities, my strong belief in
the power of radio, a strong work ethic and
"the luck of the Irish."
lEBJ: What's unique about KCKC/
KBON?

Brown: The personalities are what have
made the stations unique. We're not just a
dial position that plays music. We have
become an integral part of peoples every
day lives. Listeners, who have moved out
of the area have described it best. They
write and/cH' call and tell us what they miss
most about the area is their "Radio Family."

lEBJ: How do you decide what country
hits or what oldies to play? Do you adhere
to a strict schedule, or play whatever the
listeners request?

Brown: KQCC bases its selections on the
success from our "rate a record." Contin-

Brown: With the major growth of the
past five years, the area has become much
more ethically, diverse and radio stations
will constantly re-evaluate what is offered
and how to serve the niche markets. With
so many media choices available, the era of
mass-media marketing is disappearing and
effective marketing and advertising strate
gies will need to be designed to reach the
consumer of the 90s "the individual."

Family: My husband, John
(November will mark our 38th
wedding anniversary). Two grown
children, son John, daughter Laura,
and two grandchildren, Mariana
and Drew.
Aviations: President, River
side/San Bemadino Radio Broad
casters Assoc.; Board of Directors
of Southem California Broadcast
ers Assoc.; American Women in
Radio and Television; Pacific Pio
neer Broadcasters; Soroptimist
Intemational; American Business
Women's Assoc.; Advisory Board Senior Companion Program; San
Bernardino Executive Assoc. Publishers Advisory Board, Inland
Empire Business Journal.

ued play and advancement are based on
phone requests from listeners and the "feel"
we get atot a song's potential for growth,
we also have selections on staff music
meetings, plus keeping an eye on the trade
magazine Radb and Records as to national
play trends.
KBON's music selection is based on the
billboard list of hits from past charts from
the 50s to early 70s. Sticking to songs that
were in the top five. Our program director
has worked with stations that were syndi
cated oldies formats. He researched these
formats to appeal to our target demograph
ic of 25-54. This input gives him an edge in
selecting music for KBON in the Inland
Empire.

IBEJ: What advances have radio stations
seen as a means of improving efficiency?

Brown: Advances in technology are hap
pening so quickly that what was state-ofthe art a year ago, can often be obsolete.
The winner is the listener, as the advances
enhance the quality of what is heard. Satel
lite-delivered formats have helped small

lEBJ: Ifell us a little about your personal
life. How do you like to spend your time
away from work?

Shetta Brown talks with the
KBON "Morning Man"
Mike Williams

stations to operate without expensive over
head. Higher efficiency AM transmitters
can significantly reduce energy consump
tion.

lEBJ: What technological advances do
you expect to see in the future?

Brown: There is currently a lot of hulla
baloo about digital audio broadcasting in
our industry. Research is being conducted
for both satellite and terrestrial transmis
sion systems and a combination of the two.
While there is no question to the benefits of
digital radio signals, there are also many
many problons yet to be resolved.
I also expect more radio stations to pro
gram different varieties of "all talk." For
example, all entertainment, all news and all
sports. Also, I wouldn't be surprised to see
more than one station in a market-sharing
sales staffs or programming to stay cost
effective.

lEBJ: How are the d^ographics chang
ing in this area?

State Assembly Office of Research Calls Regional
Government a "Good Idea"
In an exclusive interview with the
Inland Empire Business Journal, Mr.
Todd Kaufman, principal consultant
to the State Assembly Office of
Research explains why regional
government is more efficient
than people think.

by Phillip L DIment
Inland Empin Business Journal

lEBJ: Mr. Kauffman, why do you
think regional government is a good
idea?
Kauffman: We did a report about a
year ago called, 'California 2,000.' We
discovered that many of the state's
problems like abortion, affordable

housing, trafffc congestion and agricul
ture were regional in scale. They
required solutions that could be solved
beyond city and county boundaries.
Local governments are doing their jobs
well and they try hard...but the fact is
that they don't have the geographical
coverage or authority to deal with
these problems. Often, when they try
to do so, they end up shifting their
problems to another region and then a
fight starts.
lEBJ: For example?
Kauffman: In the 1970s, Riverside
enacted a series of growth-control mea
sures. It was well intended, but what
happened? People were "chased" out

of the city to outlying areas like
Moreno Valley. Now those people
have to commute farther to work. The
problem really wasn't solved...it just
became someone else's problem.
lEBJ: What about the Southem Cali
fornia Association of Governments
(SCAG) and the San Bemardino Asso
ciation of Governments (SANBAG).
Are not these organizations doing their
job?
Kauffman: We looked at their ability
to deal with a host of growth related
problems and found many short-com
ings. They work well on single-issue
mandates...but when they discover that
issues, like transportation and air quali

Brown: I love to travel and meet new
people. When at home, I am constantly re
decorating or changing something in or
around the house we lived in for 25 years. I
tell my husband it's cheaper than owning
five or six different homes. I also love to
putter around the yard. I do some of my
best thinking then.
lEBJ: What do you foresee as your great
est challoige?
Brown: As the number of media choices
continues to proliferate, the greatest chal
lenge will be to stay as competitive as pos
sible in an ever-changing and growing mar
ketplace, yet still continue to serve our core
audience.
lEBJ: If you could name three people
who have made a significant impact on the
growth of business in the Inland Empire,
who would they be?

Brown: Jack Brown of Stater Brothers is
the only name that comes immediately to
mind . But there are others! A consortium
of local businesses and government leaders
from the various Inland communities have
worked together, such as the Inland Empire
Coalition which is a cooperative effort of
Riverside County and San Bernadino
County; the Inland Empire Economic
Council, the Economic Developihent part
nership and the State Department of
CommCTce are having significant impact oi
the business area. A
ty are inter-related they have trouble
integrating them...and that's what
regional government will do.
lEBJ: How?
Kauffrnan: Speaker Willie Brown's bill
AB 3, would consolidate regional agen
cies to serve a single purpose. Seven
major regions each with a number of
reporting sub-regions. It folds up into
some pretty significant savings.
lEBJ: WTiat about authority?
Kauffman: I'd say there will be fewer
talkers and a lot more doers. It will be
a stream-lining process. I think a lot of
the state's inconsistencies will be recon
ciled with compact and concentrated
patterns of growth. More than any
thing, it's an anti-sprawl policy that
provides vision for how growth should
occur. A
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Ideas For The Inland Empire

Getting
an
MBA in
the
Inland
Empire

Capitalists and the
Thousand Points of
Light - Doing Good in
the Inland Empire
Kitt Irwin
Ray Maghroori

Mike Clarke

If you've be«i thinking about getting your MBA but don't
want to leave the Inland Empire, you don't have to. There are
plenty of schools and programs to choose from right here.
Most university business graduate programs cater to the
working professional and offCT only evening classes. Some
schools offer off-campus programs, in addition to on-campus,
to facilitate convenient, commute-free graduate business edu
cation.
The first thing you should do as you contemplate the
move from full-time work to ftill-time school, or at least to
part-time school, is to evaluate your motives for seeking the
MBA. If you're tired of the corporate track you seem to be
running on, the MBA can be your ticket to a challenging and
exciting new job and can also substantially increase your
salary out of the gate. Keep in mind that a MBA is not as
unique as it used to be. There's been a 30% increase in MBA
grads since 1980. And statisticians estimate that as many as
200,000 students are currently studying for their MBAs.
Given this kind of growth in advanced business degree
holders, the school you choose is more important than ever.
You should seriously consider the ratio of educational invest
ment to return. The evenings and weekends you sacrifice (for
up to five years, seven in some cases, for part-time MBA
programs) and the salary you forego for full-time school may
not be worth it, unless you carefully research the program
you enroll in. You wouldn't recommend an acquisition or
merger for your company unless you'd done your homework
and knew what you were talking about, right? Think of your
career as your company and research accordingly. Here are
some questions you should be asking about the schools you
might want to attend:
• What kind of reputation does the school have amongst
your co-workers, managers, friends? Word of mouth may
convey more about a school than a college catalog.
• Is the school accredited by the American Assembly of
Collegiate Schools of Business? (This accreditation guaran
tees only the most minimum standards of quality instruction.
No accreditation doesn't mean it isn't a good school but be
very diorough in your research.) Is the school ranked nation
ally in any business publications?
• If you start part-time, can you transfer to full-time later
in the program to finish sooner? How long does a part-time
and full-time program take?
• What kinds of jobs and salaries do graduates typically
gamer after graduation? Will the school give you a list of
alumni you can contact for their impressions?
MBA programs have changed over the last five years; ask
for the most recent alumni info.
• If the program is off-campus, what is the percentage of
full-time, regular faculty to part-timers?
• What is the cost for the entire program? How likely is it
that the tuition will be increased before you graduate?
• What sorts of emphases are available? What makes the
school unique? Are there any faculty members who are cor
porate "stars?"
While many universities offer programs in or around the
Inland Empire, only the Claremont Graduate School's Peter
F. Dmcker Graduate Management Center is listed in the
regional business schools section in Business Week's Guide
to the Best Business Schools. The Dmcker Center has both
an MA in management and an MBA in advanced executive
management Be warned that this school is private and tuition
can be steep, but if you're looking for relocation, as well as
advancement, through an MBA, a nationally-known school
like the Dmcker Centw might be worth exploring. But this
CCTtainly doesn't mean the other area schools aren't as well
known for their quality instmction within this region and
Please See Page 31

Rolling Out the Wel
come Mat: Moreno
Valley Strengthens
Relations With
Developers
Judith A. Nieburger
Moreno Valley Mayor

There is a catch, of course. The dynamic growth of the
region combined with monumental government spending
cuts and current economic conditions are laying siege upon
our health and human services. In the most critical cases,
people who previously were "making it" in the margin can't
keep house and home and family together. New groups are
in the margin wondaing what unseemly evait will hurtle
them into the breach.
What's all this got to do with business? Community prob
lems translate into business problems: Lost productivity,
increased costs and lost business. Why? Employee inattaition, stress, absenteeism, tumovo-, accidents, increased health
costs, crime, pilferage. Can you think of more? If you are a
real capitalist at heart, you know that conditions in your com
munity have a lot to do with the bottom line.
Not many of us are prepared to single-handedly provide
the range and depth of services required to sustain a stable
pool of employees and consumers - even for our own opera
tions. These services include health education, free or low
cost childcare, employment placement and counselling, hand
icapped training and counselling, a host of family counselling
including services for both sides of the families experiencing
intraise anger, violence or abuse, drug and alcohol rehabilita
tion services, onergency food and assistance, and temporary
shelter. So what's a capitalist to do? Where does one begin?
In their enlightened self-interest, many businesses of the
Inland Empire have found not only an avenue of providing
for the long haul, but also a means of achieving additional,
shortCT term business objectives.
Last year our local United Ways collectively raised
around 10.5 million dollars in support of their respective
community needs. How does business take pride in the
efforts of a charitable organization? The central forum for
United Way fundraising and information is in the workplace.
Without an open door from business. United Ways don't
function. Businesses decide whether or not to permit an
employee campaign, where the real generosity of the com
munity is realized. Those decisions are being made now, as
the United Way annual campaigns begin to run full force.
We in management sometimes say our employees can't
afford to contribute to a huge fundraising effort and we want
to protect them. Occasionally we offer a corporate gift but
refuse to permit an employee campaign. Our underestima-

This editorial has been written in response to misperceptions by a recent columnist regarding the financial health of
Moreno Valley and its relations with the development com
munity.
Our city has attained national recognition over the past
year as the fastest growing city in both the state and nation.
Much publicity has been generated about Moreno Valley's
phenomenal 318% population growth in the past decade,
largely spurred by the availability of high-quality affordable
houses and the city's suburban, family-oriented appeal.
There has also been considerable media attention devoted
to the fact that Moreno Valley is primarily a commuting com
munity, because residential growth has outdistanced the rate
of business and economic development. Finally, this city, like
many others across the nation, has faced \ery serious eco
nomic challenges over the past year, largely due to impacts
from the dramatic downtum of the national economy—par
ticularly on the housing construction industry.
In addressing these challenges, the Moreno Valley City
Council has made some very difficult and unpopular deci
sions in recent months—the most controversial of which
dealt with the general fund budget. To avoid a $10.6 million
budget deficit this year, the Council took a number of bold
actions: We reduced the operating budget by $3.5 million
(which included staff layoffs); began restructuring the organi
zation to maximize operational efficiency; and enacted rev
enue-enhancement measures to put the City on a sound finan
cial footing. These measures included a temporary utility
usCT tax and a business license tax, which quite predictably
drew criticism from many sectors of the community.
No one likes taxes, and no one on the Council took
delight in voting for the new taxes. Based on the low tax sta
tus of the City (the lowest per-capita tax base in Riverside
County) and the limited ways of raising revalue, our options
were very limited.
I can say unequivocally that the City is on the road to
economic recovery. To ensure thisy the CouncU and staff are
moving forward with cost-cutting and efficient ways to main
tain a balanced budget.
Foronost on the Council agenda at this point is to
proactively tmd aggressively attain our economic develop
ment goals. Most specifically, we want to bring jobs to
Moreno Valley!
The potential for goal achievement is very great, as
noted by a recent MIT study which identified the greater
Moreno Valley areas as a national pacesetter in job creation:
ova 70,000 new local jobs by the year 2000.
Our intent is to attract a diverse array of companies to
Moreno Valley, including industrial, commercial and corpo
rate employers. And we are currently structuring our devel
opment process to make it more "user-friendly," informative,
and stteamlined to better serve developas.
This does not mean, however, that Moreno Valley will
do business at any sacrifice to building standards. When the
City was incorporated in 1984, we rebound against the per
ceived lax development standards of Riverside County. The
Council enacted higher standards to assure that only quality
development would come into Moreno Valley. Some may
view this as being overly restrictive, but the results have been
quality development that our residents are proud of.
To further stimulate industrial development and commu
nity redevelopment initiatives, the City recently hired a new,
progressive Economic Development Director, Linda Guilles.
She will spearhead the overall effort to attract and retain
businesses in the city and to develop marketing and incentive
programs to interest companies in relocating and staying
hoe.
Already we are seeing outstanding results from our pro-

Please See Page 43

Please See Page 31

On June 22,1989, Presidait Bush envisioned those thou
sand points of light - a "vast galaxy of people and institutions
working together to solve problems in their own backyard."
The role of individual volunteers, foundations and public
charitable agencies is pretty obvious in this plan, but what
about those pure-hearted capitalists among us? After all, the
primary role of business is to make the bottom line shine and
that's no small task - especially now. Adam Smith essential
ly said "Act in your own self-interest." What then is the
advantage to capitalists to expend resources in support of
community services and volunteerism? Upon examination,
quite a lot.
It's not hard to decide to do business in the Inland Empire.
We have a relatively low cost of living and corresponding
overhead and a great deal of people out here. And for now,
we've got space. Those people will work and produce and
they will consume goods and services. There are more peo
ple coming fixrm all directions. We like that We'd like those
people to do business for us and with us in all that space at
low overhead. We get all that and rows of palm trees lined
up against the mountains to look at too!
There are more people
coming from all directions.
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Dugger on Banking: Survival in the "New World Order"
by Phillip L Dlment
Inltnd Emptr* Business Journal

In an exclusive interview with the
Inland Entire Business Journal, Robert
Dugger, diief economist of the American
Banks Association, offers his insights on
the "new banking order."
lEBJ: Will small banks ltd
survive in this new world of ^
mega-mergers?

banks throughout the United States are
competing against foreign financial com
panies of all kinds. When all of these
financial competitors are considered
together, U.S. banks, even the largest of
them, are relatively small.

lEBJ: How will these large institutions
insure their deposits? Do you foresee a
^ = ______ cooperative insurance mecha111^
nism amongst them?

Dugger: There's no doubt
about the future of commu1T^i
nity banks — small "mom
« ""
and pop" banks across the
jk
country. Community banks
appear to have a competitive advantage in the personal service that they are
able to provide through their
local contacts in a community. Whether the example is upstate New
York, when the big money center banks
tried to move into that region in the 1970s,
or in California, where in-state branching
has been permitted for many years, the
story is the same — community banks are
alive and doing well, and in many
instances, flourishing and expanding.
lEBJ: With today's mergers, are we
putting too much power in a few hands?
Dugger: It is very unlikely with the U.S.
anti-trust laws and concentration limits
contained in interstate branching laws, that
any banking company become unduly
large. What is extremely important to keep
in mind is the fact that when we look at
banking competition, we have to take into
consideration all the competitors of banks.
These include: everything from the small
est credit unions and savings and loans,
finance companies both consumer and
commercial finance companies, to the
largest corporate lenders such as Westinghouse, General Electric, Merrill Lynch,
American Express and the like. Ad^tionally, we have to keep in mind that U.S.

Dugger: The largest institutions will continue to insure
'0/!^
their smaller domestic deposits
the way they are insured now
ijLJ
through FDIC. As for foreign
|THF
branch deposits, the new legisipjl^^^ lation is likely to provide that
those deposits are not insured
by any agency of the United
States government; however,
tf the government is required
to protect those deposits for
any reason, the banks, which have foreign
branch deposits, will reimburse the govomment for providing that protection. What
this means is that for foreign branch
deposits, the large banks will be protecting
themselves. For all other deposits, the curroit system is likely to be Uie system that
prevails in the future.
lEBJ: How will Congress act to bring
banking up to speed? How will Congress
deal with issues like interstate banking?

in mind is that the Japanese banking sys
tem was modeled after World War U on the
U.S. banking system that existed at that
time. The most appreciate comparison is
not with Japan but wi& Europe, and there
we see clear recognition of the advantages
of permitting insurance, securities, invest
ment and banking activities to be integrat
ed within a financially-sound corporate
structure.
lEBJ: What, in your opinion, will be the
key to survival in the "new banking
order?"
Dugger: The keys to survival in the bank
ing order are thiw. First, financial sound
ness. In the future, there will be less
reliance on the government's guarantee and
greater reliance on a company's own finan
cial strength. Second, service — here suc
cess will depend on providing customers
what they want and when they want it.

Third, pricing. The key here will be to
provide products and services that the cus
tomer wants at the lowest cost.
lEBJ: Is California immune to bank fail
ures like those on the East Coast?
Dugger: I may be located on the East
Coast, but over the past decade and a half,
I have wimessed bulking problems in the
Southwest, the Midwest and now the East
Coast. As for the future of California's
banks, an impmtant source of their strength
lies in their relationship to the Pacific
basin, an economically potent and vital
region of the world. California banking
has also benefited from a relatively pro
gressive banking environment — remem
ber California itself is larger than most
countries in the world, and with its in-state
branching opportunities, banks have been
able to develop in California in a way that
enhances fmancial stability. A

Banks throughout the United States are competing against foreign
financial companies of all kinds, banks and non-bank companies, insur
ance companies, security firms, and widely diversified "universal
banks" When all of these financial competitors are considered together,
U.S. banks, even the largest of them are relatively small

SURVIVAL OF THE BIGGEST
Will the Nation's Top Survive...

Dugger: Congress is actively considoing
narrow legislation to modernize U.S. bank
ing laws. It is expected that, in this phase,
some modmiization will take place partic
ularly in the key areas of deposit insurance
reform and interstate branching. Interstate
branching is likely to be permitted, thereby
enabling companies to branch interstate
and reduce costs and enhance services.
lEBJ: How do we stack up against Jt^an?
Dugger: We are probably ahead of Japan
but behind Europe. The key thing to keep

Owner/User
Commercial & Industrial

REAL ESTATE LOANS
90%

Up to
financing!
30 day funding/competitive rates
Fully amortized over 25 years
Loans up to $1.5 million

^

Mac Hicks/Judy Banacky
(714) 699-5566

(800) 722-6669

BANK
COMMERCE

Southern California's 'Number One" SBA Lending Bank — as of FYE SBA 9/30/90
Equi^ Opportunity Lender

In the New World Order?
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Inland Empire Savings & Loan Scoreboard
Stars

Bank Name

city

Pomoaa FS & LA

Pomona

«**«

Redlands

***

Redlands Federal Bank, F.S3.

Tangible
Assets
1432.291

Tangible
Net Worth
89.880

Tangible
Cap. Ratio

Risk-based
Cap. Ratio

First Qtn
1991 Income

6.25

9.390

2.294
1.701

839.023

47.763

5.693

7.632

32187

5.491

12574

0.600

HemetFS&LA

Hem^

S86.221

Provident Savings Bank, FSB

Riverside

S18.119

29.749

5.742

9.319

0.671

Pakn Spring! Sanings Bank

Palm Springs

143.836

5.333

3.708

7.904

0.183

119.72

2559

2147

4.519

0.161

108.130

3.608

3.337

5.674

0.135

75.733

3.706

4.894

8.658

0.099

52212

4.109

7.870

11.301

0.037

39.274

2227

5.670

10.754

0.098

Fiist FS & LA of San Bemaxdino

San Bonardino

InlandS&LA

Hemet

Life Savings Bank

San Bernardino

• Secure Savings Bank, FSB

Fontana

: Mission S&LA A FA

Riverside

*«

****

;

Data Courtesy of Bauer Financial Reports, Inc., Coral Gables, Florida, for period ending March 31,1991 Researched by Philip Diment, ©1991 Inland Empire Business Journal

About the
List...
Definitions:
Stars:
Bauer Inc. proprietary rating
Tangible Assets:
Total Assets measured by Tangible
Accounting Principles (TAP).

Good Grief...
Continuedfrom Page 3

Many unanswered questions for
regional and national financial
institutions.

Tangible Net Worth:
Net Worth measured by TAP
Tangible Cap. Ratio:
TAP NW/TAP ASSETS. (Thrifts are
required to maintain a tangible capital
ratio of 1.5%).
Risk-based Cap. Ratio:
Total Cap./Risk-adjusted assets (Thrifts
are required to a minimum ratio of 7.2%).
First Qtr. 1991 Income:
Profit OT loss for the first quarter 1991).

will be the furthest thing from Tom's
mind as he views tough new federal
regulations. LaHay is also monitoring
heightened competition not just from
well-established banks in Riverside, but
from new national giants and large COTporate wheelers who have learned, not
so long ago that trading notes with cor
porate neighbors is often cheaper than
using safer standardized services
offered at the area bank.

The general trend we now wimess in
the Inland Empire financial services
market is one of optimism.
What's the Government Doing?
Case in point: First National Bank,
With major bank mergers now a
a major San Diego lender decided not
too long ago to test the Inland Empire commonplace in the nation's financial
lending market by opening a loan pro park, the ability of the Federal Govemduction office at 14th street in River ment to assist troubled institutions has
been substantially weakened.
side.
Why? Because today's troubled
No sooner had people walked in the
institutions are not
doors-- the branch
"Mom and Pop" banks.
shut down. "It would
They are big ware
have required more
houses of money-iron
money than we felt it
skyscrapers that can
wise to spend to
cover and conceal bad
establish a satisfacto
loans and poor perfor
ry presence with just
mance.
a single office so far
Unfortunately, a
from our primary
seeming lack of Feder
market area," said
al foresight led to the
Tom LaHay, bank
demise
of Indepen
president. "The city
The city of Riverside is more than
dence
Bank,
an Enciof Riverside is more
adequately served by other
no-based
giant
with a
than
adequately
financial institutions
branch
in
the
Inland
served by other finan
•Thomas L. LaHay
PrtsuUnt and CEO
Empire and a fist in the
cial institutions. Fur
First NaUonal Bank
tarbaby.
ther attempts by First
In late August, Independence was
National Bank to expand into this mar
ket would most likely involve a merger foimd to have linkages with the Bank of
with a locally-based instimtion."
Credit and Commerce International
Sadly enough, LaHay made the (BCCI), a Middle East based power
safest move. Was his bank in trouble? house known for mcxiey laundering and
Not at all. In fact, the bank enjoyed a an unstable portfolio.
"It was part of a master scheme,"
12 percent increase in assets to $607
says
Gerry Findley, chairman of Breamillion in second quarter 1991. But
based
Findley Reports a widely recogveitturing into new geographic markets

The Star Rating:
The star ratings classify each thrift
based upon a formula which factors in
relevant data including, but not limited
to: historical trends, loan delinquencies,
repossessed assets, reserves and asset
quality. Negative trends are projected
forward one quarter to compensate for
data lag time. BFR employs conserva
tive measures when assigning these rat
ings and consequently these ratings may
be lower than that supplied by the institu
tions themselves. As a general guide
line, the following groups were used:

Thrifts with an adjusted tang. cap. ratio
(TAP CR) exceeding 6%. These institu
tions are on Bauer's Safest Thrift List.
***

Thrifts with an adj. TAP CR between
4.5% and 6%.
TAP CR between 3% and 4.5%

Thrifts or banks that do not or would not
meet regulatory capital requirements.

Currently the House Banking Com
nized authority on California Banks.
"They kept it pretty secret and finally mittee is desperately brainstorming for
"too generous to fail you" policies,
om goverxunent has put an end to it."
Unfortunately, that end came a lit like bolstering the FDIC by $70 bil
lion. That's a fine
tle too late. Jobs will
idea, but it's aimed at
More
and
more
it
seems
be lost, and the failure
bandaging
an ill
makes another dent in
like the Federal Reserve
ness...not preventing
the economy.
is losing it's focus. But
it.
Bank America,
"Independence is so is America. It used to
and CitiCorp have
up for sale now," says
be we could confide in
combined asset val
Findley. "But I don't
the
hometown loan offiues that exceed $400
know who wants
cer...now
we
confide
with
billion.
That's for
it...their loan delin
two
banks
alone.
a 1-800 number
quencies are mas
What
will
the
Fed
do
sive...the bank is very
if they fail?
shaky." The sad tmth
More and more it seems like the
is that most employees of the failed
institution, including branch managers, Federal Reserve is losing it's focus.
were never made aware of any connec But so is America. It used to be we
tions with the BCCI. "Neither any could confide in the home town loan
employee, and member of the board or officer...now we confide with a 1-800
management knew that there was any number.
According to Nancy Sinclair, direc
linkeage of ownership between Inde
pendence Bank and BCCI," said CEO tor of marketing for First Trust Bank,
one of the largest lenders to the greater
Gaith Dubrich in a recent Inland
Empire Business Journal interview. "I Ontario area, hometown service is
can tell you one thing, one of the rea what people will want and what they
sons I took this job is because the gov will continue to want in the next 10
ernment had approved Gaith Pharaon years.
But will they get the service?
as a 100 percent shareholder. 1 was
present at the meeting with FDIC regu Will First Trust survive what seems to
lators and he had to have their permis be a no-win marketing battle where
sion to purchase...It certainly reassured new national giants stronghold con
me in my own naive way that indeed sumers through overly aggressive tele
these people had checked him out. 1 vised and direct mail campaigns?
Today in America there are over
wouldn't have taken the job otherwise.
According to Findley, there have 12,000 banks that are undercapitalized.
long been reasons to suspect that Inde Why? Because an increasing number
pendence Bank was in trouble. The of U.S. businesses no longer want to
question remains, why didn't the Fed utilize the services their banker offers.
When area banks see the shortfall, they
act sooner?
Today, the Fed has already provid look for new profit alternatives. They
ed assistance to over 500 troubled can offer high-risk loans at high-risk
banks, 90 percent of these institutions
Phaao
Page 13
failed.
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Iniand Empire Independent Bank Scoreboard
:::: Bank Name

Toul
Assets
$(000)

Is
11 CUno Vmey Bank
I^XBt Tiuft Bank
Si: RiveoideNB
1 WneyaidNB
Bank of Hemet
Pahn Desert NB

% Change
Since
Dec.'89

Qiino

S20302

1.6

Ontario

409363
238050
128704

-1.4
Z8
0.1

103697

-0.6

84188
76063
74819

12S

Rivenide
Rancho Cucamonga
Hemet
PalmDeaeit
Corona
Riverside
Temecula
San Bemadino
Wctorville
Mcseno Valley

Toul
Loans
$(000)

% Change
Since
Dec.'89

Total N.P.
Loans
$(000)
8508
7447

-7.4

138

5.4

161451
107826

-4.1
-1.2

1614
658

33.9
-49.1

86547
58890

•XS

61
690

176
1.00
0.60
007

4.9
19
-1.9
10
13.3
1.8
1.1
-0.5
4.5

-1.0

9.1
-4.1

57174
55522
49501

5.2
10
4.7

Ontario

38738

1.8

28236

-1.4

Temecula Mdley NB
Fust Bank of Pabn Desert
Bank of Desert NA

Beaumont
Temucula
Paim Desert
LaQuinta

36205
35128
34040

-3.0
0.3
4.6

23523
24562
22855

-118
4.5
-4.1

9.6

Fontana Hist NB
Fust Mountain Bank
Cal-WestNB

Fontana
Big Bear Lake
Moreno Valley

90
0
245
246

Redlanda
Hemet
Apple VaUey
Rialto

0.2
-4.3
-11
27.9

12269
8708
8642

9.6
28.1
53.8

19813
20830
19215
14979
5040
6335

-8.7
-5.2
1.5
-4.3

Redlands Centennial BK
Valley Merdiants BK NA
Sun Country BK
Inland Ccmmunity BK NA

29175
29155
28366
26725
12931

156.5
78J
84.6
26.4

0
0

Gateway Western Bank

Ujdand
Riverside
Yucca VaUey
Hersperis

6.9
-0.5
7.3

As a %
of Gross
Loans

-19
1.0

69012
68784
62583
62409
60888

9.9
11.4

% Change
Since
Dec.'89

357009
269719

54622
54268
50980
41866
39813
35128
47010
44972
32622
33360

Western G»nmunity Bk Corona
Inland Empire NB
Ovedand Bank
Bank of San Bemadino
Desert Community Bank
VklleyBank
Upland Bank
DeAnzaNb
Fixst Ccmmunity Bank
Hi^ Desert Bank
Golden Pacific Bank

Income

Non Performing Loans

Loans

Assets

Ciiy

2239
4062

372
1703
1441
151
350
139
1355

-0.6

**•*

29.2
**•*

-43.7
240.7
504.0
84.2
•***

51.1

65
1
0

-96.9

298
519

21.1
-65.7

0
277

0
0

***•

*•**

*•«*

174.3
18.4
****

-43.3
27.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

1.17
066
3.13
182
036
0.87
0.39
186
014
0.00
0.00
1.06
121
0.00
1.21
0.45
0.00
1.27
1.63
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

As a %
of Total
Assets

Income Before
Extra Items
$(000)

1.64
1.82

2039
241

0.68
0.51
0.06

485
119
340

0.82
0.49
2.28

206
221
117

2.09

22
250
140
242

0.22
066
0.22
123
0.11
0.00
0.00
0.77
1.43
0.00
0.81
0.31
0.00
0.86
0.92
0.00

84
160
-40
124
33
-624
-39
53
55
124
100
77

0.00

-119
-91

0.00
0.00

-174
-156

Capital
Aiui. Return
on Avg. Assets
(R.OA.)

Pnmary Cap.

iW::;

Assets

1.58
a23
a83
0.37
1.31

7.39

^

6.45
7.78

m
m

1.04
1.22
0.66
ai3
1.42
0.92
1.55

6.33
9.21
9.19
5.87

6.32
8.71

1.02
0.34

10.93
8.22
10.58
8.58
7.12
8.65
7.96
8.52

-6.79
-0.44
0.64
0.79

3.04
9.64
6.19
7.81

1.02
1.38
1.14
-4.13

7.96
9.14
15.13

0.57
1.15
-a29

-3.10
-8.98
-8.75

i
1

29.94
24.73
37.66
28.77

ss?

Data Courtesy Sheshunoff I lata Services for period eru/ing March 31,1991 Researched by Phillip Diment, ©1991 Inland Empire Business Journal

Good Grief...
Grant Thorton, an accounting
firm, expects one in every six
banks will be bought out in the
next two years.
Continued from Page 12

rates, or they can look to strengthen
their market position by teaming up
with other Hnancial institutions.
Can I TVust My Local Bank?
With newly merged national giants,
the ability of Inland Empire indepen
dent banks to play the rate game with
national banks and or large corpora
tions with crisp balance sheets will be
tough. Small bank success will be
determined by the ties they have within
the communities they serve.
Most Inland Empire banks who
have established strong rapport with
individuals and small businesses will
no doubt make it through the major
financial services overhaul.
Shrewd Inland Empire bankers will
avoid testing new geographic markets.
They will look to survive by competing
where national giants often cannot...
personalized service and community
support will spell success.
A lean, well-trained staff will also
be a marked characteristic at Inland
banks for the duration of the 90s. This
comes at a time where (aside from
interest) wages and benefits can
account for as much as 70% of a bank's
expenses. Yes, costs will be cut.
What about mergers? Already the
•Inland Empire's largest independent
bank, Chino Valley Financial Corp. has

aimounced plans to consolidate with
Foothill Independent in an effort to bol
ster market strength. Mergers will hap
pen.
Grant Thorton, an accounting firm,
expects one in every six banks will be
bought out in the next two years.
Employment in the industry will drop
drastically.
But we must learn to live with it.
Some banks will win, others will loose
many will change names. But the bot
tom line for established Inland Empire
banks will be service, more service,
determination, a firm handshake...and a
smile.

rA NOTE TO THOSE WHO READ"]
I
THIS EDITORIAL
|
{ The views expressed in this story are

J

I based on current actual market |
I trends besieging the banking indus- j
I try. Inland Empire Banks have j
' consistently out-performed similar j

I

institutions across the nation. With-

j

[ out the support of our banks, thrifts, J

I

credit unions and insurance compa-

j

I

nies, many of the area's fastest •

I growing companies would not exist •

I

today.

To those bankers who have

I

I worked to see the Inland economy •

I

out perform the nation I say "well

I

I done" and best wishes. May your •

I

integrity, service and determination

I

I see you through.

.

I

I

I

I

First National's LaHay sums his
Inland Empire outlook nicely...
"The extended recession and
decreasing spreads within the banking
industry made it necessary to cut short
our Riverside 'experiment' ...We still

believe the Inland Empire is a strong
candidate for continued growth, and
we hope to retum...at some time in the
future."
Tom, the storm's not over yet...A

Earning Money is
Hard Work
Banking Shoiil(±i't Be!

Do you think youTe getting the same treatment from
your bank that big companies get?
Community Bank is aggressively seeking cash cycle,
capital expenditure credit relationships in the lowermiddle market:
• • Inventory/Accounts Receivable Financing
• Production Equipment Loans
• Physical Plant Expansion Loans
• Product Development Loans
• Professional Service Corp. Capitalization
• Cash Management Services
We offer the best of both worlds; we're small enough to give you access to
decision makers and big enough to meet significant needs.
Courier Service Available
Call for appointment or plant visitation
BUSINESS BANKERS
Todd Bell 350-0519
Diane Huppman 881-2323
Beth Carlson 881-2323
George McFedries 793-9511
Hector Gutierrez 793-7575
Russ Moore 350-0519
Steve von Rajcs 793-7575

COMMUNITY BANK
Inland Division

Member FDIC

lii
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The
Health of
inland
Empire Financial
Institutions
Orange National Bank Names
Karhart Vice President
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Inland Empire Financial News! I
pany in Temecula.
Henrich is also past president of the
Temecula Valley Chamber of Commerce,
and the past president and founder of the
Rancho California Toastmasters. A
Hank of California Piiccts
Campbell Vice President

the commercial lending and real estate constmction fields.
Campbell lives in Riverside with her
husband and three childrea She is a mem
ber of the board of directors for Concilio for
the Spanish-Speaking of Riverside County,
a non-profit, social-services-type group that
serves the underprivileged Spanish commu
nity. A

BMAWC executive
committee for two
years and has served
this year as program
chairman for the organi
zation's Fall and Spring
conferences in San
Francisco and San Diego.
He has been a marketing officer for 37
years, the last 10 with Bank of Redlands
and Community Bank. He is a former
mayor of Redlands, past president of the
Redlands Chamber of Commerce, and is
active in community affairs that include the
Redlands Area United Way, The San
Bernardino County Museum Foundation
Board of Directors, Kiwanis Intemational,
and the First United Methodist Church. A

X he board of directors of The Bank of
Inland Officer to Head Western
California elected Joyce M. Campbell vice
Bank
Marketing Assoc.
'range National president in its business banking unit in
Bank has named Riverside.
Joan K. Earhart as
Campbell will manage a portfolio of
•ommunity Bank's Jack Cummings was
vice president and existing middle-market business clients, as recently elected president of the Bank Mar
manager of its well as help develop new clientele.
keting Association, Western Chapter, at
newly-formed SEA
Campbell, who joined the bank in March their Spring Conference in San Diego.
Loan Department. of 1990, has seven years of experience in
Cummings has been a member of the
The appointment
was announced by
Wayne F. Miller, president and chief exec
utive officer.
Earhart comes to Orange National
Bank with 16 years of SBA experience,
most recently with Eldorado Bank, serving
there as vice president and manager of the
Small Business Administration Loan
Department. She will be responsible for
business development and department
management.
Earhart is on the board of directors for
the Santa Ana Economic Development
Corp. and the Riverside County Certified
O o your big city bank assigned you a "personal" local business more often and for more years
Development Corp. She is a member of
banker. Now he's left town without so much as than First Trust Bank. We've been around for
Women in Commercial Real Estate and
was awarded the 1990 Lender of the Year
a good-bye, but don't take it personally. He over a century, and have learned a thing or two
by the Riverside County Certified Devel
probably didn't have time to leave a note before about the needs of our local businesses. We're
opment Corp.
he was transferred and, besides, the news isn't solid and we offer outstanding services for small
Earhart resides in Orange with her hus
all bad. There is a great
band Don, and two children, Michael and
and large companies
Jerry.
locally-based bank to
alike. Call Larry
Orange National Bank, an independent,
help your business
Petersen today at
full-service commercial bank, is entering
through the rough
its twelfth year of service. The bank has
945-2740. It's a local
four offices located throughout the Orange
times. In fact, no bank
call and Larry will
area with its corporate offices located at
has come through for
take it personally.
1201E. Katella Avenue. A

YOUR BIG-CITY BANKER
LEFTLOWN.
IT WAS NOTHING PERSONAL.

Hennch Promoted to C K() of
Kancoii Securities

J

udy Henrich
has been promot
ed to chief execu
tive officer of
Rancon Securities
Corporation,
announced Daniel
L. Stephenson,
chairman and
founder of the Rancon Group of Compa
nies.
Henrich has served as the fum's execu
tive vice president since 1988 and also
performed duties as chief operating officer.
As CEO, she is responsible for overseeing
all of Rancon Securities Corporation's
mffliey-raising efforts, marketing services
and public relations, as well as managing
the company's regional wholesale represmtatives.
Priw to joining Rancon in 1981, Hen
rich was manager of public relations and
advertising for Kaisff Develqjmait Com

THE UNCOMMON BANK

Trust
Bank

SINCE 1887

MEMBER F.D.I.C.

Business Financing: Larry Petersen (714) 945-2740 • Real Estate Projects: Bob Mort (714) 945-1275. Trust Services: Guy Beyersdorf (714) 983-0511
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Coming in the October Issue

I

The Inland Empire Business Journal
Presents
Koll Company I'romotes
Bernard, Keith and Yahr to
Vice Presidents

•

Promotion of
Scott S. Bernard,
Ronald J. Keith and
Gerald O.Yahr to
vice
president,
development, for the
Koll
Company's
Southern California
division has been announce by Richard
M. Ortwein, president of the division
which covers Orange, Riverside and
San Diego Counties.
Bernard, whose title was develop
ment manager, is developing projects
for The Koll Company in Riverside
and San Diego Counties and was
responsible for Koll Center Irvine's
southwest sector. A
Leslie Shell and Beverly Car
penter Are Together Again!!

It's official, Leslie
Shell, well known
interior designer has
joined Beverly Car
penter at her beautiful
design showroom in
Palm Desert.
Shell, known as the Leslie Shell
designer's designer, first met up with
Carpenter at La Mirage Interiors, where
both received the designer of the year
awards. A graduate of the University
of Georgia, who completed graduate
work at UCLA, Leslie is the first lady
of the industry showrooms: Kreiss
Collection, Rapport Intemational, Rick
Hechtman, Italmond and others. As a
licensed Realtor Associate, Shell
knows what great interior design can do
to achieve a sale. Her preferred pro
jects are total renovations expressing
the desert colors and natural designs of
straie, marble and iron mixed with the
COTtemporary.
Shell's signature can be found on
estate homes, hotels, and showrooms,
the world over. She's versatile, switch
ing from contemporary to Santa Fe or
Malaga to Morro Bay. Some of her
Desert successes include homes at
Morningside, Vintage and The
Springs.A

She Did I t !

If

The Greater
Ontario Visitors
and Convention
Bureau announces
that Kim Cagle,
GOVCB director
of sales, has recent
ly been selected
"Supplier of the
Year" by the Sacra
mento chapter of the Society of Gov-

emment Meeting Planners (SGMP).
Cagle, who is the first recipient of
this coveted award, has been a member
of SGMP for over three years. One of
three nominees, Cagle was elected by a
five-person committee consisting of
both suppliers and meeting planners.
"I'm very honored to have this recogni
tion and acknowledgement," says
Cagle, "and I realized it takes a team the bureau and its members!"
Cagle was awarded this honor for
her outstanding service to the commu
nity, performance in her Bureau posi
tion and participation in SGMP.
According to Bureau President, Art
Bean, Cagle's achievement brings great
pride to the Bureau. "Kim's honor is a
shining example of the type of profes
sionalism and service the Bureau
offers, as well as a reflection of her
efforts and hard work!"
A seven-year veteran of the hotel
industry, Cagle has been employed by
the GOVCB since 1988. Prior to her
ciurent position she worked in the sales
and marketing departments of Red
Lion, Hilton and Trusthouse Forte
hotels. A
New Officers and Member
Elected to Riverside Commu
nity Hospital Foundation

f

At its recent
annual meeting,
the Board of
Directors of Riverside Community
Hospital Founda
tion elected Roger
W. Ridley, M.D. as
its Chairman. Dr.
Ridley is a long-time resident of River
side and a retired physician (Anesthesi
ologist). Through the years he has
served the RCH Foundation in many
leadership capacities.A
I 'onual wear ('oiiipanv
l)resses-iip Riverside Count\

If

M i k e
Corr a0,
president of
Gin giss

"Just For You"
Restaurant
and
Entertainment Guide

For Advertising information Call
(714) 391-1015

" California doesn't
want to talk about it
because they don't
want people to know
it's out there as an
option."

"The Happy Solution"

SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE
Monday, September 14.1987

^CORPORATE IN TAX FREE NEVADA....
NoSrol^incidentaUy eUminate California state income taxes, become judgment proof and
mote as an adjunct to your primary business purpose. For privacy, anonymity and protection..
Nevada beats Delaware hands down. Even if you are already incorporated, there areg^t
benefits for you. For FREE literature, caU or write:

LAUGHLIN
ASSOCIATES, INC.
1000 E. William St Carson City, NV 89701
1.800/648-0966 FAX (702)883-4874

HEUHNG
CALIFORNIA GROW
Sumitomo understands the business
climate and has lent its assistance
to various businesses from small mer
chants to major corporations for over
3S years. Helping California busine.sses grow
has helped us grow to become the state's
ninth largest bank.
l£t us assist you locally, statewide or world
wide by offering our expiertise in:

• cash management
• commercial financing
• intemational banking
• deposit services.

I n t e r n -

ationail. Inc.,
the world's
largest co
mpany spe
cializing in the rental and sale of men's
formalwear, recently aimounced their
plans to formally dress-up Riverside
County by opening 15 new locations.
Currently there are 44 locations in
Riverside County. With over 240
Gingiss
Formalwear
Centers
nationwide in 36 states, the company
reported sales last year of $66 million,
which accounts for approximately 10
percent of the entire formalwear
industry. A

Call any of our convenient
ofiHces ready to serve you...

•

Sumitomo Bank
Sumitomo Bank ot California

Pomona Office:
255 W. Mission Blvd.
Pomona, CA 91766
(714) 622-1101

Member FDIC

Claremont Office
102 N.Yale Ave.
Claremont, CA 91711
(714)624-9091
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Technological Breakthrough Turns Telephone Into An Advertising Tool

ing improved customer
he newest concept to hit the cfflnmuni- relations and reduced
cations industry is a series of music-quality caller abandonment. They
micro-chip units, designed to work with find it increases the effect
your phone system, to provide your callers of their current advertising
with information about your organization's efforts by reinforcing audi
products and services, while they're waiting bly, what their caller has already seen, read
"on-hold." These new digital marketing or heard. They're able to introduce new
units boast an internal download feature, products and services, thereby showing an
unlike the early digitals which were called inaease in their profits, as well as reinforc
ing the company image.
message repeaters.
Most electric phone systems, developed
In the early 80 s, many companies
after
1986, are already MOH (music on
decided that they needed to give waiting
hold)
capable. Nearly every touch tone
callers something to listen to besides
phone
system, not already MOH capable,
silence. Some installed radio and others put
can
be
made so with the addition of an
endless loop or auto-reverse tape units on
MOH
card,
or peripheral equipment. The
the line. Because of continuous wear and
digital
playback
unit is then easily connect
unpredictable playback function, these tape
ed
to
the
MOH
feature
of the phone system
units have given way to the digital equipand
stands
ever
ready
to provide waiting
mait that features volume and tone flexibil
callers
with
vital
and
thought
provoking
ity and memory capacity up to 32 minutes.
information
about
the
company
they are
Conqranies who already market the messagecalling.
on-hold program are now experienc

This new concept can be utilized by any
one, anywhere, regardless of type or size of
business.
There are many reasons callers are
placed "(Ki-hold" ,(1) a gaierally large vol
ume of calls, (2) "cluster calls," where cer
tain times of the day become very busy, (3)
transferring calls, or (4) placing the caller
"on-hold" while you find an answer to their
question or check on their order. If you do
any of the above, you can expect to reduce
caller ffustratim and paint a more profitable
picture for your cranpany through the use of
marketing-on-hold.
Currently there are several companies
nationwide offering "on-hold" services.
They will provide the digital equipment and
produce the program including script writ

Inland Empire People
athedral City is a city on the move,"
according to Michael Daly, the city's
first economic development director.
"During our first years," (Cathedral City was
incorporated in 1981), "we have gone from a
10,000 populaticMi to over 32,000. We are one of
Califcffnia's fastest growing cities."
Daly has been an economic development pro
fessional for 20 years, having worked in Nevada
and Colorado before moving to California to take
a position with the Redevelopment Agency of
the city of San Jose. Daly was appointed Cathe
dral City's first Economic Development Director
in November 1990.
Since arriving in the Coachella Valley, he has accomplished several economic
development firsts for Cathedral City, including the production of an Economic
Development Demographic Overview for investors and developers. Daly also
drafted an Economic Development Strategic Plan which was unanimously adopted
by the City Council in January, and helped create the Coachella Valley Economic
Development Association comprised of the nine desert cities. College of the
Desert and Riverside County.
Cathedral City is the third most populated city and the third biggest revenue
producer in the Coachella Valley. If it continues to grow as planned. Cathedral
City will be the largest city in the valley by the year 2000. "We need to plan for
growth and have a clear vision for our future," adds Daly.
In order to generate a stable tax base, Daly plans to build on the current diverse
sales tax of the community, while attracting new conunercial and industrial devel
opment. A
-by Phillip Diment

ing, voice talent, music background and stu
dio time and they pay the music licensing
fees. Productions are based on what you
want your caller to hear.
In today's competitive marketplace,
companies need to explore every avenue
available to them to promote their products
and services, and the benefits of doing busi
ness with their company. With the advent of
the digital playback unit, they can now
make full use of the most frequently used
piece of equipment in the office.... the tele
phone.
Ron Knowles, a San Bemadino native is
President of Creative Audio Marketing
(CAM), a company which specializes in
voice message technology. For more infor
mation call (714) 550-9550. A
£ i

m\m

ancy Sinclair is the vice president and
director of marketing for First Trust Bank
in Ontario. Sinclair is involved in market plarming,
research, product development, public relaticms and
customer service.
Her major career accomplishment was the
design and implementation of a sales training pro
gram for the bank's new account position.
With all the mergers and acquisitions within
today's banking industry, Sinclair sees the ability to
maintain integrity and tradition as a major challenge
facing banks. "1 think our hometown attitude will differentiate us from the rest."
Also involved as vice president with the California Inland Counties American
Marketing Association,and as a member of the Westem Chapter Bank Marketing
Association Sinclair is sometimes hard-pressed to find time for her hobbies (walk
ing, reading and skiing). She enjoys supporting community groups like the
Ontario-Pomona Association for Retarded Children (OPARC), where she serves
on the board of directors of the Children's Fund.
"1 have a real concern for children," says Sinclair. "Crime, drug use, welfare
dependence and homelessness are on the rise and unfortunately, the victims are
often our children...they are our future and we need to keep them safe, healthy and
happy."
Sinclair was bom in San Diego. She is married to Charles Sinclair and they
have two teenage sons, Matthew and Brian. Sinclair received her BS degree
from San Diego State University and her Masters Degree in Management from
the Claremont Graduate School. Nancy and Charles make their home in
Rancho Cucamonga.A
-by Phillip Diment
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An Inland Empire Focus

In an exclusive interview to the Inland
Empire Business Journal, Jose Gama
explains why laptop computers are more than
just the wave of the future.

A civil engineering and land survey
ing firm by its nature must stay abreast
of high technology. For example, when
the City of Rancho Cucamonga hired
Psomas and Associates to map the
entire city, computerized measuring
instruments were used to capture and

Three Ways Laptops Have
Helped
• First, the computers enable crews to
process data collected at the
jobsite—whether it be for a construc
tion survey or mapping project-^and
perform calculations previously done at
the office. That way, if adjustments of
any Mnd are required, the crew needn't
return to the'office or wait for new cal
culations to be sent to them. Adjust
ments done on site can save time,
mcmey and assure greater quality.
• Second^ the laptops can be combined
with other sophisticated electronic
instruments for maximum efficiency.
For example, software can be devel
oped for the laptop to use alongside the
Hewlett Packard HP-48 SX pro
grammable calculator. The new HP-48
is a cross between a very powerful cal
culator and a very small computer that
replaces hand-written field notes with
an accurate up-to-the-minute print out.
Grews also use laptops to process and
report data from sophisticated survey
ing instruments known as total stations.
The resulting reports are easier to pro
duce and provide a fuller account of
survey crew findings.
• Third, laptops ensure faster communi
cations. Site superintendents often are
surprised when a survey team member
walks into a construction trailer, holds
up a laptq} to the telephone jack and
sends or receives important data to or
firom an office. Transmitting by modem
qu ickly pu ts the information in the
hands of the decision-maker, whether
projea manager, field team member or
in-house engineer.
process data from U.S. Department of
Defense satellites.
More recently, under the direction
of Mark Massman, a Bechtel project
manager working for the Riverside
County Transportation Commission
(RCTC) on the "Measure A" trans
portation improvement program, a

computerized mapping database called
a Geo-based Information System
(CIS) was developed. With this CIS,
the agency can make "Measure A"
funds go farther by providing an enor
mous amount of mapped data for use
by public and private carganizations.
Today, modem offices bristle with
computers and telecommunications
equipment, used for surveying and
designing projects, directing field
crews, project management and many
other functions. Indeed, technology has
helped many firms help serve their
clients more effectively. Today, sys
tems are available that can display 125
layers of mapped infrastructure such as
water systems and streets.

This high pow
ered
equipment
enables civil engi
neering firms to bet
ter manage the ser
vices provided to
clients. Outside the
office, significant
improvements in
efficiency have been
accomplished by
providing survey
crews with laptop
computers.

Laptops in the field
Whether working on the Pomona
Freeway transportation improvement

program or the Palm Springs Airport
renovation, Psomas survey crews spend
100 percent of their time out in the
field, using sophisticated measuring
Please See Page 43

When It ComesTbTeleconiniiimcations,
WeVe Alread^There.
This is the future. At least, it's one
artist's idea of how the future is going to
look. If we had asked ten different artists,
chances are we would have ended up with
ten different ideas.
That's why we
created SmartParktelecommunica
tions services for
selected business
centers around the
countty Because
American business
has just as much
trouble deciding
what the future is
going to be like.
By working with
select real estate
developers, we've
built in a telecom
munications sys
tem that's ready for
anything the future
holds. So when you
need the virtually
unlimited voice,
data and video transmission that is cap
able with a digital fiber optic network,
we can install it within days. Without
incredible cost.
How much better is this kind of a
system for your business?
An ordinaiy phone line and modem

can transmit one line of text per second.
A fiber optic equipped SmartPark cen
ter can transmit the entire 29,000 pages
of the Encyclopaedia Britannica in the
same second.
And because
we monitor the
performance of
this system
24 hours a day,
7 days a week,
you get superior
reliability iong
with superior
technology.
But the biggest
advantage ofa
SmartPark busi
ness center isn't
what you can do
today.
TTiis system is
designed to work
with technology
that hasn't even
been invented yet.
So if you, like
so many people in American business,
were surprised by mobile phones, fax
machines, modems, fax modems and
personal computers, take advantage of
our SmartPark services.
They make you ready for the future.
No matter which one arrives.

SmartPark* Services
1-800-828-7280

THE POWER IS ON

GTE Telephone Operations:CALIFORNIA Camarillo: KoD/Leonard CamariDo Center. Cerritos: Cerritos Towne Center. City of Industry: Crossroads Business Park,
Majestic Spectrum. Long Beach: Kilroy AirportCenter. Ontario: Centrelake Business Park,The OntarioCenter. Oxnard: Channel Islands, Oxnard Town Center.
San Bernardino: The TrfCity CorporateCentre. West Covina: The Lakes at West Covina. WASHINGTON Everett: Harbor Pointe,Seaway Center.
SmartPark" is a registered service mark of GTE Corporation.
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Weekend Time Out

A MODERN "GARDEN OF EDEN" IS RIGHT AROUND
THE CORNER AND DOWN THE ROAD
iJuddenly you catch the "love bug"
and the "wonderlust" together. A
delightful feeling—^but what do you do,
and, better yet, where do you escj^ to
in order to satisfy these wishes?
Your first thought would be to find
Your hunt and search is over
when you discover that inti
mate retreat is right around the
comer.
your passport and head to the nearest
travel agency. But wait—hold
on—what were you really thinking
about? You sheepishly admit that you
don't want to spend that much money,
and you don't have the extra time to
spend on such a whim. This abruptly
dashes your dreams about an exotic hol
iday to the south of France or a quick
fling to Mexico. Yet, you still insist on
searching for that special place.
Your hunt and search is over when
you discover that intimate retreat is
right around the comer—just 25 miles
north of downtown San Diego. Hidden,
among rolling hills overlooking the San
Dieguito Valley in Rancho Santa Fe, is
John Gardiner's newest resort, Rancho
ValeiKia. This hideaway beckons you to
enjoy their exquisite and peaceful sur
roundings—just hop in your car and
you're almost there.
In Andrew Harper's H i d e a w a y

Report (a connoisseur's guide to peace
ful and unspoiled places), Rancho
Valencia is listed as one of the best
1990 new resort sanctuaries in the Unit
ed States. CBS-TV "This Morning"
called it one of the country's top three
romantic getaways. Most would agree
just upon arrival.
Along with an elegant
Southwestern decor, peace and
serenity would be the best
words to describe John Gar
diner's Rancho ValeiKia Resort.
A very low-key and private resort,
unlike its neighboring La Costa Resort
which can host hundreds. Ranch Valen
cia can provide the privacy for roman
tics that only a smaller resort can offer.
This hideaway has only 21 secluded
"casitas" with 43 spacious suites locat
ed on 40 acres of rolling hills and
accented by beautiful bougainvillea and
hibiscus bushes.
Each luxurious suite includes a
secluded patio, a sunken living room
complete with an adobe fireplace and
wet bar, and an extra large bathroom
with a spacious closet area. Your first
thought upon seeing this cozy suite is,
"I definitely will enjoy my stay here,
even if I don't leave this room." Each
morning guests are greeted with freshsqueezed orange juice, a newspaper and
rosebud. Not a bad way to begin the
day! You could stay there all day, but
when you peek outside the windows.

PJs Hires New Chef
They say
he
can
cook fish
so tender
and so sueculent the
a r o m a
alone can
entice the
desires of
anvfinicfcv

gourmet buff. He's the cousin of
famed Palm Springs Mayor, Sony
Bono, With rou^y 15 years expericnce in the preparation of a wide
range of entrees, Victor V. Gaglio
knowshow H>please,
Gaglm's new kitchai is at PJs cafe
in the Inn Suites Hotel Ontario, located M 3400 Shdby Street. "He has a
flair fcff plate ptesaitalion,'" says facHel
manager Ken Sliwa. A

you are coaxed to wander around to
explore the marvels of this area. Ran
cho Valencia is a delightful combina
tion of many worlds. Southwestern and
Spanish in its ambiance, it also offers
you the feeling that you could actually
be in the south of France. This resort
has been the inspiration of developer
Harry Collins and architect Jim Morton.
Along with interior designer Hank
Milan, their vision made Rancho Valen
cia what it is today—a carefullyplanned resort.
First and foremost, Rancho Valencia
is known for its tennis facilities, boast
ing 18 championship tennis courts and
offering clinics and private lessons.
Golf can also be arranged on nearby
courses. The professional croquet lawn,
two pools, Jacuzzis and spas empha
sizes the serenity of this resort. If you
are still in doubt that you're not reliving
the modem-day version of the Garden
of Eden (substituting oranges, of
course, to the tempting apple), your last
test would be to witness the floating
hot-air balloons wandering over the
hills at sunset. You later stroll to the

main clubhouse and sample the
gourmet delights offered by La Tapenade Restaurant. A French-California
menu entices the guests who dine either
outdoors by the hacienda-styled patio or

indoors next to the warmth of the cozy
fireplace. Chef Claude Segal (who
replaced Wolfgang Puck when he left
Ma Maison to open Spago) carefully
oversees each dish that leaves his
kitchen. From the homemade tortilla
chips to the ravishing desserts, a labor
of love is clearly in evidence in the
preparation of all La Tapenade's savory
delights.
So well planned is Rancho Valencia,
that it even offers the executive busi
ness conference and unique meeting
rooms to accommodate from 20 to 1(X)
people. These facilities include "The
Library," a deluxe 22-seat board room
and "The Terrace Room" which can
service up to 100 people. For a tmly
intimate conference, a three-bedroom,
four-bath executive hacienda is avail
able. The hacienda is also well suited
for small weddings.
Yes, Rancho Valencia is a tempting
resort for those who desire the perfect
getaway which includes a romantic set
ting. An ideal retreat for those enjoy
professional tennis. A unique place for
the executive, and a heavenly spot for a
demanding gourmet. John Gardiner's
Rancho Valencia Resort has it all! A
piece of heaven is right here.
John Gardiner's Rancho Valbicia Resort is located at 5921 Valencia
Circle in Rancho Santa Fe. Call (619)
756-1123 for further details.

herato
iversid
Catering to Groups
of All Sizes.
Trust your next meeting to River
side's first class, full service
hotel. • From executive
retreats in our private
boardrooms to grander
functions in our 2,000
sq. ft. ballroom. And, of
course, there's the 92,000
sq. ft. Riverside Convention
Center right next door for those
really big events. H So next time
you're planning a function from
5 to 500, let us cater to all the
details that add up to your success.

S\
3400 Market Street
Riverside, California 92501
(714) 784-8000

By Ingrid Anthony
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Ride Sharing Plans For the Inland Empire
cle by 50 percent.
The majority of plans have been
approved; however, a number of companies
are facing potential settlement fees for fail
ing to submit initial plans by the June 30th
deadline. The AQMD reports also show that
several plans have been rejected, with some
companies receiving second disapprovals.

June 30tli was the deadline for Inland
Empire companies, with more than ICQ
employees, to submit ride share plans to the
Southern California Air Quality Manage
ment District. The carpool plans are the
first component of Regulation XV, the 1987
ruling that requires major employees to
increase the number of commuters per vehi

for not meeting AQMD specifications.
Within the plans, companies ftiust
include specific strategies they will use to
decrease single-occupancy vehicles. Com
panies may offer employees incentives for
carpooling or using public transportation.
Flexible work hours or telecommuting may
also be offered. In addition to the initial
plan, companies have to show progress later
towards an average goal of three workers for

every two cars.
Penalties for submitting late plans, or no
plans, have been harsh. Settlements repwted
by the AQMD have been as high as
$245,000 in the Los Angeles region. How
ever, settlements are typically more modest,
ranging from $5,000 to $10,000 in the
Inland Empire. Southern California Auto
Auction in Fontana settled at $7,800, while
Chaffey College agreed to pay $6,000. A

Status Report on Regulation XV Notices of Violation
City

NOV Dates

Reasons for Violation

Status

Riverside

6-18-91

Pending

Riverside

6-06-91.

Failure to submit approved Regulation XV
Plan (second Disapproval)
Failure to implement Regulation XV Plan

Colton

Failure to submit initial Regulation XV Plan

Pending

Fontana

6-12-89
7-18-89
8-01-90

Failure to submit initial Regulation XV Plan

Settled

Corona

4-24-91

Failure to submit initial Regulation XV Plan

Pending

Rancho
Cucamonga
San Bernadino

11-08-90

Failure to submit initial Regulation XV Plan

Pending

11-05-90

Failure to submit initial Regulation XV Plan

Pending

Ontarb

3-27-91

Failure to submit initial Regulation XV Plan

Pending

Palm Springs

3-20-89

Failure to submit initial Regulation XV Plan

Settled

Palm Springs

4-12-90

Failure to submit initial Regulation XV Plan

Settled

Rancho
Cucamonga

5-03-90

Failure to submit initial Regulation XV Plan

Settled

Company Name
Company ID#
Alumax Mills Products Inc.
012247
La Sierra University
043326
Williams Furnace Co.
001303
Southern Calif. Auto Auction
056299
Corona Clipper
019049
Costco
082514
Anita's Mexican Food
032076
L.A. Gear
082563
Desert Hospital
005872
Radison Palm Springs Resort
065560
Chaffey College
034389

Riverside & San Bernardino Counties Wage & Salary
Employment & Civilian Labor Force Estimates: May 1991
The following estimates are prepared and released monthly. Quarterly summaries of data, and analy
ses of labor market trends and developments and other inforrnation on industries and occupations
significant to the area are published in the quarterly Labor Market Bulletin.

LABOR FORGE: EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT

Labor Force, Employment & Unemployment May-91
Civilian Labor Force a/
Employment
Unemployment
Unemployment Rate (%) b/

Apr-9I

Mar-9I

May-90

1,092,200 1,101,000 1,093,200 1,069,400
991,700 1,002,800
993,400 1,002,900
100,500
98,200
99,800
66,500
9.2
8.9
9.1
6.2

al Labor Force is by place of residence. Employment Mudes persons invol ved in labortmanagement disputes. Data revised to March 1X0 benchmark.
bl The unemploymeru rate is computed from unromded data. Ther^ore, it may differ from rates
using the rounded figures in this table.
* Current morah preliminary, past months revised.
Note: Because of a change in methods, current labor force data (Nov. 1989forward) are again com
parable to the data for January 1983 - March 1988. However, these data are not strictly comparable
to the data for April 1988 - Oct. 1989.

Settlement
Amount & Date

Pending

$7,800.00
4-25-90

$500.00
5-26-89
$2,000.00
2-28-91
$6,000.00
8-28-90

Indians Negotiate... Homes to be Built

o.

between his firm and the Cabazon was
'cotillo Development Corporation executed in November of 1990, after a
will break ground in October for Indian nine month period of negotiation.
The $130 million project on a site
Sands, a "new town" residential commu
nity of approximately 1,100 homes on a appraised at $9.2 million has been master230 acre site between Coachella and planned as a resort style residential vil
lage offering six floorplans
Indio. The offering
and
twelve architectural
of homes will be
The site is contained
treatments.
Approximately
bounded on the
on
the
Cabazon
103 homes will be built in
North by Avenue 48,
Indian Reservation,
Phase One construction and
on the South by
be offered at prices ranging
and has been leased
Avenue 50, on the
from
$69,900 to $95,900.
East by Tyler Street
for two consecutive
The Indian Sands homes
and on the West by
25 year periods
will range in size from 1,000
Gates Lane.
to
1,600 sq. ft. and feature
The site is con
three
and
four
bedroom
construction with
tained on the Cabazon Indian Reserva
two
to
two-and-one-half
baths.
tion, and has been leased for two consecu
Holmes said market studies pointed to
tive 25 year periods for a total of 50
years, according to an announcement by a high demand for affordable single fami
Bob Holmes, Chief Executive Officer of ly-homes in a luxurious, fesort communi
Ocotillo Development and John James, ty offering a full range of features and
services. The gate-guarded new town will
the Tribal Chair
maintain its own pri
man.
vate security force,
"Our goal was
in addition to into provide highhome security, sys
quality,
truly
tems.
affordable hous
Holmes said sales
ing
in
the
would officially
Coachella Valley
open in early Octo
that entry-level
ber, but that a reser
buyers could readvation
list was cur
ily afford," said
rently
being com
Holmes. "The
Bob
and
Valeries
Holmes,
principals
of
piled.
solution appeared
OctotUlo Development Corporation.
Information on
to be leased land,
Indian
Sands is
and the Cabazon
Tribal Council were very supportive of available by contacting Ocotillo Develop
ment Corporation in Indian Wells or Cen
our efforts."
Holmes said a letter of imderstanding tury 21 Emery in Palm Desert. A
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houses can be gotten up to seismic four, but it takes a
lot more bracing and strapping. It is much more
expensive to make a wooden house seismic resistant
than it is to do the same for a metal frame house.
As a bonus, steel framing is impervious to the
$309 million damage done in California every year by
termites.
Rust has been eliminated in two ways. In order to
rust, the metal must be exposed to the elements over a
long period of time. Steel studs are inside, covered
up, and galvanized materials are used.

From the Car
to the House
Metal Framing Moves From
Commercial to Home Building

Environmental Advantages

House builder Daryl Frazier, president of Nice
Homes in Cathedral City, has already created quite a
stir with the first metal frame house he is building in
Desert Hot Springs, one of the first in this area and
the first in 20 years. Every building inspector in the
Coachella Valley has been to his site
— not to inspect, but to learn. Is this
the future of house building? Frazier
seemed uncertain of how his plan to

build the next metal frame house with
an all-female building crew would be
interpreted. He is just trying to make
a point: metal framing is so much
lighter than wood that women can
handle it.
For example, a wooden garage
door header (18 feet X 14 inches X 4
inches) is 300 pounds of solid wood
that takes three or foiu men to put in
place. The same house member of the
galvanized steel Frazier uses only
weighs 75 pounds (it's hollow). Two
women can do the job. Frazier said,
"This opens a lot of doors to people
who don't have a place in the home
building industry now."
Just because the houses are lighter
does not mean they are not as strong
as wood frame houses; steel is seven
times as strong as wood, according to
Frazier. A steel house frame will
weigh less than half of a wood frame
because steel has the highest strengthto-weight ratio of any building materi
al, which means builders can do more
with less material.
It is much easier to engineer steel
for-seismic requirements than any
other material. The homes are
designed for the highest risk rating
area, which is seismic four. Wooden

There is less waste and no deforestation involved
with using steel studs. The difference lies in a system
designed home, which is what a steel structure is. If
the building plan calls for a piece to be 8'6" long, the
factory will cut it that length and send it to the job site

t *

m
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instead of selling the builder a 10' piece of lumber
which he must cut, then throw away the remaining
1*4". Steel is value-engineered in a manufacturing
envirorunent, not in the field one board at a time. In
most wood frame housing, builders are allowing at
least a 10-15% factor of waste in wood that they
either have cut off, or in cracks, warps or splits in
Please See Page 22

Why do we get
most of our
business from
referrals?
Because legions of satisfied cus
tomers have found that City National
Bank is a powerful financial ally.
A City National banker learns
your business and takes an active role
in identifying your needs. And then
we move fast to fulfill them, every
thing from receivables financing and
lines of credit to cash management
and investment or trust services.
For over 36 years, City National

il

has built relationships so strong that,
today, our satisfied customers are our
primary source of new customers.
We think a bank should do more
than lend money and process checks.
It should be an active financial part
ner in your success.
City National wants you to pros
per, and we're ready to help.
For immediate action, call us now
at 1-800-8-PARTNER.

CIIY NATIONAL BANK
Member FDIC. Member Federal Reserve System.
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Inland Job Housing Balance Unlikely by End of Decade
by Phillip L. Diment
Inland Empin Buslnaaa Journal

Complex Program Changes Name and Focus

can move your job closer to your resi
dence or move your home closer to
he Inland Empire currently your job and make the balance change,
holds a job-housing imbalance but then the next week you're back to a
of 300,000 people. "That's commute," says Albright.
300,000 commuters who travel outside
The question that most ask is
the two-coimty region each day," says "WILL THERE BE A SOLUTION?"
Steve Albright, director of Riverside's Will there ever be enough labor inten
Economic Development Partnership.
sive companies locating in this area to
But the jobs are here! "Over the keep people off the freeways?
course of the last 12 months, despite
The SCAQMD no Icaiger plays ring
the recession, the Inland Empire master in the job-housing balancing
showed positive job growth in every act. Instead, they've contracted the
sector," says
Southern California Asso
Right now the numJohn Husing, chief
ciation of Governments
ber we're looking at
economist for the
(SCAG) to help manage
Inland Empire Eco for the year 2000 is a
the mayhem.
nomic Coimcil. "This
"Basically what we've
growth of 1^50,000
is the only labor mar
done
is change the name
people in the Inland
ket in the state where
of the program," says
Empire alone.
this is true. We're up
Claudia Keith, a spokes
15,000 jobs from
person for the AQMD.
1990 whereas Los Angeles, Orange, "The original goal of our regulation
Ventura and San Diego are off by was to see a nine percent shift from
80,000. That's one reason why our job-rich areas into affordable housing
unemployment rate is around nine per areas...that has since transformed into a
cent now...much of our labor force still program that SCAG now handles. It's
works in these counties."
called 'A REDUCTION OF VEHICLE
Nevertheless, the whole concept of MILES TRAVELLED.'"
balancing jobs and housing is quite difDespite the popularity of the VMT
ficult to monitor and measure. "You reduction program in regulatory circles.

I

From the Car
to the House
Continued From page 21

The recession and building slump
hasn't hurt the residential steel
framing business.
lumber that they can't use. The average waste in a steel
frame house can be put in a wheelbarrow, versus one and a
half pickup loads of scrap lumb^.
Frazier admits that he is using the
environmental advantages as a marketing
approach. For example, the steel used is
recycled. A 3,630 square foot metal
house frame weighs 15,000 pounds.
Given that an average car contains 2,125
pounds of steel, there are 4.9 cars in that
house frame. Seventy percent of the
steel produced in the U.S. today is recy
cled from old automobiles, refrigerators,
etc.

Crossing Over From Commercial
Building
Gary Payton, president of Los Ange
les-based California Building Systems,
Inc., says that in the past steel framing in

ing new highways, new lanes, and new
methods," says Arnold Sherwood a
imexpected population spiuts projected director of SCAG's transportation divi
sion. "The bill totaled
to the end of this
more than $110 billion
decade have many
In developing the
dollars.
I don't have to
economists cross-eyed
Vehicle Miles Trav
tell
you
what elected
and wondering if bal
elled reduction pro
officials had to say to
ancing jobs and hous
gram,
state
policy
that. One thing is for
ing isn't altogether an
sure
the funds were sim
makers
have
encour
unreality.
ply
not
available."
aged us to look for
"Right now the
But since SCAG's ini
number we're looking
ways to kill the
tial
1988 funding projec
at for the year 2000 is a
demand.
tion^
they have taken a
growth of 1,250,000
tremendous
capital infu
people in the Inland
sion.
"Today
we're
looking
at some
Empire alone," says Husing. "It grew
by 1,033,000 in the 80s; now we're $34 billion. That's money raised from
looking at a quarter more people in the a nearly doubled gas tax, increased
90s...that alone indicates there will con sales taxes in areas like the Inland
tinue to be an imbalance...yes. Inland Empire and revenues generated from
Empire business growth is fast, but the sale of large scale bond programs."
Does money solve problems? Sher
people come first...then businesses, and
wood
thinks it will certainly help. "In
eventually comes the infrastructure."
developing
the Vehicle Miles Travelled
While building transportation infras
reduction
program,
state policy makers
tructure does not weigh heavy in Husing's immediate forecasts, the Southem have encouraged us to look for ways to
California Association of Govermnents kill the demand...obviously it's too
(SCAG) may be looking to dump a expensive to constantly 'build our way
load of tax and bond revenues into a out of our problems.' Yes, roads will
be built, in newer, heavily congested
future east-west system overhaul.
"In 1988 policy makers asked us to east-west corridors, but changes will
project how much it would cost to inte also have to be made at the business
grate a complex infrastructure includ

Please See Page 25

residential units has been an oddity. "I've been in this busi change. To do steel framing, a wood framer leams to use a
ness for 14 years," he said, "and this is the first time I can screw gun instead of a nailo" (or hammer or stapler), and to
remember that residential steel framing has beat other than use a chop saw which is similar to a skill saw. It doesn't
a novelty. There is genuine interest
take ICHig to cross-train. Cabinet-mak
from the top builders, not only in Cali
ers will still be used because steel frame
Daryl Frader's dream is
fornia, but across the nation. This time
builders are not taking all of the wood
steel framing is here to stay and it is
out of the house, just what is used for
to design metal frame
going to get a larger percentage from
framing.
homes that
now on. We have finally developed a
Add to die pain of the building
owner/builders can put
system to utilize the advantages of steel
slump a volatile lumber market over the
together from kits to earn
and make it cost-effective."
last six months. "You can't bid a job
"sweat equity" that will
PaytcMi's company is associated with
and be sure lumber prices will be the
Angeles Metal Systems, the first con^ia- help them make the down
same when you are ready to build," said
ny west of the Mississippi to do light
payment on a first home.
Frazier.
gauge metal roll forming. California
Del Webb California Corp.
Business Systems came here a year and
agrees. Operations Manager Bob Fer
a half ago and has been putting a prototype infrastmcture ryman said, "Del Webb is in the process of designing a pro
together that will address this market long-term.
totype metal frame home in Las Vegas. Because of the
He said that there are three questions developers ask: 1. erratic and unpredictable lumber market, we consider it a
What is the cost per square foot? 2. Who very strong possibility that in the next ten years many
is going to put it up? 3. Can I get it builders may consider steel an altemative."
approved? The answers are that cost-wise
it is competitive with wood. Wood framers
Erector Set Homes in the Future
are going to put it up. It will meet any
Daryl Frazier's dream is to design metal frame homes
building code requirement anywhere in the that owner/builders can put together from kits to earn
world
"sweat equity" that will help them make the down payment
on a first home. Labor costs to frame a house run three to
Help From the Housing Slump
four thousand dollars. With the kits Frazier has in mind, an
The recession and building slump hasn't owner and a few friends or family members could put up
hurt the residential steel framing business. the house frame in a weekend, leaving the contracts, work
"Resistance is less than at any time that I ing with the lender, to fmish the home.
can remember in my 14 years in the busi
California Business Systems will give a free steel fram
ness," said Paytoa
ing cost estimate to any builder within three days of receiv
Daryl Frazier took advantage of the ing a copy of the floor plan. Fw more information, contact
slump to retrain his building crew and Gary Payton at (213)260-5380. A
overcome human nature's resistance to
by Patt GranthamO'Neill
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San Bernardino Rent Control: A Bad Idea and Unconstitutional as Well
he Mayor of San Bernardino and the majority of
the city Council are leading the taxpayers down a prim
rose path of rent control under circumstances that could
cause taxpayers immense losses.

Here's the Situation

because it pays homage to special interest groups while
abandoning the well-being of the average citizen tax
payer.
The citizens of the cities of Santa Barbara and Los
Angeles faced $300,000.00 and $1,000,000.00 judg
ments respectively, and their rent control laws for
mobile home parks were declared unconstitutional to
the extent that they did not permit rents to be raised at
the time of the sale of the coach. Those damages were
obtained on behalf of single parks.
Add to the risk of judgment, the inescapable defense
costs which will be in the range of $300,000.00 to
$500,000.00, as well as the hundreds of thousands of
dollars involved in operating the bureaucracy created
by rent control, and the conclusion is inescapable. Rent

A city (like San Bernardino) passes a rent control
law prohibiting the increase in rents of spaces in mobile
home parks when the tenants sell their coach. The land
increases in value, the rental value increases commensurately, and the departing tenant is able to sell the
coach for a premium because they sell not only the
coach, but the right to occupy the space at a reduced
rent
Coaches are like used cars, they
depreciate in value, there is a Kelly
Blue Book on them, and each year they
are worth less than the year before.
Nevertheless, in California where cities
passed rent control, coaches increased
dramatically in value.
The consequences of some rent con
trol ordinances were absolutely stun
ning. In one case handled by this office
against the city of Los Angeles, a ten
ant testified that she purchased a junker
coach for $75,(XX). During her deposi
Gistom quality. It's everywhere you look at
tion she stated, "I bought the space, not The Estates. Here, four luxurious floorplans
measure up to 3400 square feet and offer incom
the coach."
parable design features. Spacious gourmet
The problem is that the space
kitchens with island cooktops. Three fireplaces
belongs to the park owner and not the in every home. Formal living and dining rooms
departing tenant who received the
$75,000.00.
- This office brought the landmark
case of Hall v. city of Santa Barbara in
the federal court, and it is now a matter
of unanimous federal decision, that the
premium value belongs to the park
owner, not the tenant, and that the city
passing the ordinance is liable for all
damages incurred. The damages are
measured by the cumulative value of
the premiums received by the departing
The Chandon Plan, Plan Two
tenants.
that rival the most elegsint residences. Over
With unanimous federal appellate sized master spites with beautiful bathsand an
decisions in place, the leading politi abundance of closet space. Charming breakfast
cians in the city of San Bernardino, nooks. Three-car garages. Lot sizes that aver
nevertheless, caved into special interest age more than one quarter of an acre. And an
unparalleled location in Rancho Cucamonga's
pressure by the mobile home tenants newest planned community, at the base of the
group, and passed a rent control law mountains and within reach of nearby freeways.
which is precisely the same as that con The Estates at Etiwanda North. The look is
custom. The feeling is custom. The value is
demned by the federal courts.
Now, the city's taxpayers stand in apparent. We invite you to tour the model
homes at The Estates today. But hurry—only
harm's way because of a collective 62 homes will be built in this extraordinary
decision made by the local politicians neighborhood.
to advance their political careers at tax
From
payers' cost
Recently, an action on behalf of 13 *289,990
park owners in the city of San Sales office open daily
Bernardino was filed against the city 10:00 a.m. to6:00 p.m.
for $25,000,(XX).00. It is expected that
the balance of the park owners will join
the litigation at some point in the near
future, raising the potential damage
claim to in excess of $40,000,000.00.
The city of San Bernardino does not
CFr
' 1
s^em to learn its lessons well. It just
was the victim of an $11,500,000.00
verdict because of bad decision making
by the city and legal judgment
onployed on its behalf. Now, it faces a
lawsuit of far greater dimensions

control in a mobile
home park is hot only
a bad idea, it is uncon
stitutional as well. A
Robert J. Jagiello is a
senior partner in the law
firm of Jagiello & Peck, a
firm specializing in real
estate and business litiga
tion and is currently rep
resenting approximately
35 mobile home parks
throughout the State of
California challenging
various local rent control
ordinances.

CUSTOMLIVm^
From $289^ 990

14184 Frost Dr., Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91739
(714) 8990093

Century American
You 'II Find Us In The Best Neighborhoods
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Inland Water Tycoons Cut Supplies and Plan for Drought
Districts Implement Creative Plans to Quench Thirst for Over a Million People
by Patt Grantham O'Neill
Inland Empire Business Journai

It's astonishing is how many layers of
bureaucracy your water supply must
trickle through before it reaches your
faucet. Given a rather Byzantine
regulatory situation, and a prospect of
more drought some of the larger water
districts in the Inland Empire are
preparing for the future with optimism
and long-term strategies.

Coachella Valley Water District
The Coachella Valley Water District
(CVWD) serves almost all of the Coachella
Valley from the southern half of Cathedral
City to La Quinta and resumes past Indio
and Coachella, which have their own sepa
rate supply, down to Imperial County. The
district covers 1000 square miles and a
population of just over one million people.
Water is pumped from the 700-1200 foot
level, delivering 24.7 billion gallons of
water per year from CVWD's 81 active
wells.
The MWD has used CVWD as a water
bank. CVWD and Desert Water Agency (a
small agency in the Coachella Valley)
together were entitled to 61,000 acre feet
per year of water from the Feather River
Project, an aqueduct that runs from the
Sacramento River delta and stops at Lake
HemeL However, if Coachella Valley resi
dents wanted that water, they had to pay for
the plumbing. Rather, they went to MWD
and traded their River Project allotment for
water from the Colorado River Aqueduct
(running right through the Coachella Val
ley). MWD agreed. Then, in 1984, MWD
told CVWD to take a ten year allotment at
one time, 600,000 acre feet, and put it into
Coachella Valley aquifers in case MWD
needed it in the future. Since 1986, when
the drought struck, MWD has been able to
call on this savings account
The Coachella Valley is blessed with a
vast natural underground supply. Accord
ing to CVWD resources associate Frank
Orlando, the aquifer contains 32 million
acre feet or enough water to last into the
next century even with an expected dou
bling of population by the year 2000.
The district reclaims 10 millions gallons
of water each day from a sewage plant
located in Palm Desert, then sells it for
landscaping and golf course watering at the
major resorts. A full-time conservation
specialist gives seminars to large users,
encouraging them to save money on awater bill -a big chunk of overhead in
tourist-dependent Valley.
Are these resorts squandering precious
water resources? Without the many golf
courses, lush landscaping and artificial
lakes and fountains, "we would be chasing
lizards," says Orlando. Some might prefer
that, but the economy would lag.

Western Municipal Water District
Covering Jurupa near Riverside to
Temecula (Corona, Rancho California,
Elsinore Valley), 510 square miles and
500,000 people in all, the Western
Metropolitan Water District has experi
enced substantially less growth in the July
90-July 91 period of 7.6% than it did with
the previous year's 20.5%. Blame it on the
economy and the building slump — the
hookups were not happening. Westem has
8,500 individual retail customers and ten
cities which are wholesale customers.
All of Western's water supplies are
imported from MWD, although the cities,
and Western now requires developers to
submit landscape plans for approval of
their projects showing water efficient tech
niques and landscaping, according to Renae
Hinchey, manager of administration and
public affairs.
During the drought, MWD cut Westem's supplies by 36%, back from 89,953
acre feet to 57,911. Even so. Western has
no groundwater reclamation project in
place, leaving any needed tasks of that
nature to their client cities.

A view of the wetlands, with snow-capped Mt. San Gorgonio and the
San Bernardino Mountains in the distance.

of water, 20% from local supplies and 80%
imported from MWD. They supply
approximately 30-50% of their eight client
agencies' needs, the rest made up from
groundwater and surface sources. Eastern
covers 534 square miles with a population
of 328,000, from Moreno Valley south to
City of Riverside
The City of Riverside Department of the San Diego County line, and San JacinPublic Utilities' water resources manage to/Hemet to Mead Valley/Good Hope adja
ment efforts have been so successful that cent to Perris.
Conservation efforts have extended to
they have not only been able to relinquish
repairing leaks in their own
rights to 5000 acre feet
system that could save
from MWD through
Without the many golf
1,600 acre feet per year, and
Western, but have the
courses, lush landscap
working with the Federal
capacity to tum around
ing and artificial lakes
Soil Conservation Service
and supply Western with
and fountains, "we
to study how efficiently
some water. "We are
would be chasing
large
users manage their
pleased that due to our
lizards."
water
and
counseling them
production excess we are
on
ways
to
improve. This
able to share with adja
- Frank Orlando, Resources
district
also
requires devel
Associate, Coachella Valley
cent agencies," said Ed
Water
District
opers
to
submit
plans for
Kostjal, principal engi
approval of water efficient
neer with the department
design.
Even though they are comfortable with
Better water management will occur
their supply now, Kostjal stressed that they
are not complacent Riverside is facing the with a new task force making it easier for
potentially devastating issue of groundwa the different client agencies within this dis
ter pollution. Water quality is declining trict to know what is going on with the
due to contaminants appearing in ever- other agencies so that future growth can be
increasing levels in their wells, although to more effectively planned.
Included in this area are several indi
date concentrations are within guidelines
viduals and farms with their own wells. In
for safety.
Add to creeping pollution levels the fact, the district itself is aiming to be selfEnvironmental Protection Agency's recent sufficient by expanding groundwater
tendency to lower acceptable concentra resources through recharging the aquifers
tions of pollutants, and Riverside could be and by de-salting naturally mineralized
forced to shut down all of its wells. "We groundwater with a planned de-salting unit
are looking at having to purchase a water near Sun City. It will provide 3,000 acre
treatment facility. Even if water quality feet of water a year.
Their five wastewater treatment plants
remains the same...this is a delicate bal
have the capacity to reclaim 40 million gal
ance."
lons of water each day. The district wants
to tie these plants together into a large grid
that will be able to p-ovide reclaimed water
Eastern Municipal Water District
To hear Peter Odencrans, community to more people and can be better managed
relations director, tell it. Eastern is awash by shifting water to where it is needed,
with water due to excellent water resources something that they cannot do with five
management The district has two sources autonomous units. Every drop of their

reclaimed water is used, either by selling it
for landscaping, parks, golf courses, etc., or
by recharging groundwater supplies. Last
year, they sold 15,700 acre feet of
reclaimed water.
Working with the state wildlife people,
wetlands are being created using reclaimed
water. The San Jacinto Wildlife Area is
3,500 acres east of Lake Perris. It is on the
Pacific flyway bird migration route. The
Department of Fish and Game is managing
the preserve and Eastern is providing
reclaimed water, for ponds and for irriga
tion to grow food plants for the birds.
"We want to continue doing projects
like that," said Odencrans. The district
would like to take this project one step fur
ther by running reclaimed water through
more wetland area, allowing natural life
processes of water plants, sunshine and
bacteria to clean and balance the water fur
ther (tertiary treatment). The district hopes
to expand this to a potential of 120,000 acre
feet or more to use for future drought. As a
comparison. Lake Perris has a 130,000 acre
feet capacity. Thus, the district feels that it
has the capacity to store underground more
than a one year supply.
Under the right conditions, they can
even take their reclaimed water and store it
in aquifers. The tertiary reclamation effect
and dilution with existing aquifer water
could make this water suitable for domestic
consumption.
MWD is looking at putting in a large
above-ground reservoir, which will be
called Eastside Reservoir, to store 800,000
acre feet This will double the total storage
capacity for MWD and the state south of
the Tehachapi Mountains. Three sites are
being considered for this new reservoir, all
within Eastern's service area; Vail Lake
might be enlarged, or Domenigoni Valley
or Potrero Canyon could be dammed and
flooded. Feather River Project water would
be used to fill the new reservoir.
Please see Page 30
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aid fell into a hole and broke his leg.
And me...I had a gas bill of $3.00
because 1 burned all of that nice wood in
my fireplace.
Sincerely,
Adelle Olney

Dear Editor:

We Get Letters!
Dear Editor:
Articles about McDonalds' first
GOLDEN ARCHES always interest me.
My husband LUTHER OLNEY
helped to raze the original McDonald
building. The old tin building once used
as their warehouse & office is located at
2325 Blake St, Muscoy area Bernardino.
We used it for our Shuffleboard shop
where we refmished shuffleboards (19521978).
McDonald acted as his own contractor
and hired my husband to build the first

Golden Arches. We have the working
plans around here now. McDonald
designed the utensils he would use for the
hamburgers. Luther made the models in
wood.
They were later taken to be fashioned
out of metal.
Later on, McDonald bought the old
colonial house on a hill in San Bernardi
no that burned and Luther rebuilt that.
One of the carpenters cut a finger off.
Our brother in law and nephew hurt their
backs when a gust of wind caught ply
wood they were carrying. Dick McDon-

^

^

Referring to your editorial in the
August issue - you may be rightly proud
of your new format of the publication.
I'm surprised you haven't received letters
immediately about the design of the title
"Inland Empire Business Journal." Your
poor excuse for a T is so close to the 'o'
it pastes itself to the 'o' to become a 'p'.
Not good! At least put the proper hook at
the bottom of that stroke to make it more
readable! (J)
Otherwise — no complaint — it's
great!
Sincerely,
Mary M. Moser

battling the 91 Freeway. unheard of.
Widespread support from
"Sometimes it doesn't seem fair to
large firms is still yet to undertake so much regulation," says
Continued from Page 22
be seen, but the concept is nifty and it Albright. "Small businesses are
fits well with SCAG and SCAQMD's going to be hit hard, but one carmot
level."
Vehicle Miles Travelled reduction point a finger at any one of our
A few of the key areas the VMT
package (see related story in this regional governing agencies. If you
reduction program intends to attack
issue).
So
ask me, the Federal
are companies with large parking
while
the
Government needs to
The problem worsens.
lots. With the AQMD's ride-sharing
telecommuting
show stronger leader
Another twist to the complex
program now in full swing small and
program may
ship. They need to be
large companies should look to pay
issue balancing jobs and
clutter a few
more flexible, utilizing
stiff penalties unless they develop
housing is California's new
extra phone
control technologies
immediate plans to reduce the num
regulatory nature
lines, it will do
that are now available
ber of vehicles to and from their
little to counto reduce pollution.
facilities.
teract a population growth of Right now we face a national doubleAccording to Sherwood, SCAG
1,250,000 by the end of the decade.
standard...there are certain areas of
will look to encourage businesses to
"By and large, most people that the country that have more pollution
develop flexible hourly schedules for
move here will continue to commute, than others and are negatively
their employees. "On a large scale,
and will do so for quite some time," impacted by the regulations regard
this would help greatly in spreading
says Busing. Not only that, but less of geographic circumstances
out peak commute hours."
Riverside economist Steve Albright beyond their control. To me it's not
For the short term, the SCAQMD,
looks for congestion to worsen as a right to be able to go out into the
new wave of LA citizens dodge to the middle of Kansas and pollute all you
By and large, most people
Inland Empire for new found work. want."
that move here will continue
Again, WILL THERE EVER BE
"I also look to see a lot of cross-coimto commute, and will do so
ty commuting...people who live in A SOLUTION?
for quite some time
"In the Inland Empire, there really
Riverside wiU travel to San Bernardi
no to work and vice versa," con isn't a solution in the immediate
SCAG, state policy makers, federal cludes Albright.
future," says Busing. "We are going
bureaucrats and a few large compa
The problem worsens. Another to be an area that people move to, and
nies are looking to dent congestion by twist to the complex issue balancing when they move (at least initially),
implementing expensive telecommut jobs and housing is California's new they wiU be commuting back."
ing programs. The concept includes regulatory nature. Already himdreds
According to Busing, during the
utilizing high-tech telecommunica of large and small businesses have 80s Inland areas began to see evi
tion tools at regional satellite centers. packed up for other towns like Salt dence of additional jobs as companies
A Riverside resident who works in Lake City, Seattle, Phoenix and scat found that wages were somewhat
Orange Coimty could walk down the
tered Mexican villages where labor is lower and properties were cheaper.
street to a fax-filled office rather than cheap and air-water regulations are "But I don't think that was a great

Balancing Jobs, Housing...

WHO
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9
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HIGHEST QUALITY
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(714)367-1334
INTERMEDIA
MARKETING
PRODUCTIONS
motivation...even with the recession
continuing, I expect to see manufac
turing and warehousing firms locat
ing here, simply because it's a better
place to do business, but even with
these trends, the population growth
for the balance of the 90s will contin
ue to support long-distance commuting...that's just the way Southern Cal
ifornia develops. Bousing comes
before jobs.
According to Steve Pontell, direc
tor of the Inland Empire Economic
Council, balancing jobs and housing
is not even the issue. "Just look at
Orange County," quips Pontell.
"They have absolutely the best jobhousing in the state but their traffic
congestion is stiU imsuimoimted."A
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New Homeowners Beware...You're Gonna Get Stuck!
Is $16,000 Too Much to Charge a Builder For a House?
who make their living from the building vote for the new fmancing or reject such a is for courts and jails. The remaining pro
industry (banks, building trades, suppliers, proposition.
posed square footage is to expand the
will unfairly tax new homeowners and hurt trackers, subcontractors, insurance compa
Some County officials have called this County's bureaucracy.
the economy and job base of local cities.
nies, etc.) will also suffer from the effects idea of letting the voters decide methods of
Only six months ago, San Diego's City
Under the title of "development impact of the proposed New Homeowner Taxes.
infrastructure funding "irresponsible and Council rolled back all proposed new home
fees" the County is plan
It is important to take a unconscionable." How can the American fees because of concem raised by the Coun
ning to charge a New
careful look at the principle of the vote of the people be cil's Transportation & Land Use Commit
Homeowner Tax ranging
County's statement that labelled irresponsible and unctmscionable?
Right now, the
tee. The Committee reported that adding
from $1,800 - $3,500 on
new homeowners must pay
County officials attempt to compare the more fees to the cost of building would
County can legislate
every new home built in
their "fair share." Present funds collected from this proposal to the serve only to hinder the recovery of the
fee collection only
the unincorporated areas
ly, the current homeowner funds collected by the County of Riverside local economy.
in unincorporated
to purchase infrastructure
pays an average of $800 under a similar plan. What San Bemardino
In these times when all public dollars
areas. This poses a
for County use. This pro
per year, but a new home County officials fail to consider is that this are being reduced, we need an equitable
posed infrastructure
owner pays an average of is a false comparison because no analysis approach to the financing of public pro
problem to the
would include new Coun
$1,300
per year. In its new was made of infrastructure needs of the two grams which represents the needs (and
County because the
ty offices, libraries,
infrastructure financing counties, and further. Riverside County wants) of the public. The only results of the
majority of new
museums, open space,
proposal, the County is only collects from the unincorporated areas proposed funding program are an increase
development is
regional parks, and fire
planning that anyone who of its county.
in housing costs, an inaease in bureaucra
occurring within the
service.
wants to buy a new home
Some of the funds to be collected under cy, and the decline of the American Dream
Right now, the Coun
pay fees that will be added the County's proposal are to purchase open of hone ownership. A
incorporated areas.
ty can legislate fee col
to the cost of their home.
space. It is curious that the County would
lection only in unincor
It should be noted that propose to spend money collected fi^om res
porated areas. This poses a problem to the during the 1990 calendar year, only 25% of idents of the largest county (geographically)
County because the majority of new devel the homes purchased were new homes. in the nation to purchase open space when
opment is occurring within the incorporated However, the County is expecting this small less that 15% of the County's 22,{XX) square
areas. To get around this, the County plans percentage of homeowners to bear the miles are urbanized. When adding up the
to solicit the cities to collect the County's entire cost of new infrastructure. Another "inventory" of park land for recreational
misconception presented by the County is use by the residents of the County, the
fees for its infrastructure.
As the State of California puts the that opponents of the new fmancing propos County omitted the tens of thousands of
squeeze on the Counties and demands more al want current residents to pay for new acres available in the San Bernardino
local expenditures for services which, infrastructure. On the contrary, critics of the National Forest. These park lands are avail
before Proposition 13, were provided by the County's new financing proposal have able to County residents without purchasing
State, the Counties are putting more pres requested a two-step process to determine additional land, which the County reports
sure on the cities' budgets to take up the both infrastructure needs and equitable would cost an average of $25,0(X) per acre.
They have refused to substantiate this fig
financial slack. As the cities in San funding solutions.
Bemardino County fight for their financial
First, a careful and prudent review ure, and the Building Industry Association
survival, the County adds to the strain with would allow the County's proposal to fmds this an inflated average.
proposed new homeowner taxes.
progress from a bureaucratic "wish list" to a
The County is proposing to build new
When the County solicits the cities to refmed list of infrastructure projects which public facilities to add to the office space
collect its fees, the County leaves unmen- are actually necessary.
the County presently has in its building
Second, a thorough analysis should be inventory. In trying to sell-the need for
tioned several effects fiscally detrimental to
the municipalities. However, these fees completed to determine who would actually "public facilities'j County officials are stat
pose a danger which goes far beyond hurt benefit from such infrastructure. Then, vot ing the need for jails and court houses.
ing the finances of the municipalities or the ers (i.e. the taxpayers who would fund such Upon review of the public facilities to be Bill Bethel, Executive Officer, Building Industry
new homeowners. All of the businesses projects) should be given the opportunity to built, only 58% of tlffi total square footage Association, Baldy View Region

Wee are now fighting legislation which

Interior Design Trends For The 90s
he trend toward "cocooning" (i.e.
retreating from a hostile world outside)
that started in the 1980s, is clearly esca
lating in the 1990s.
Stylewise, traditional forms and state
ments are returning stronger than ever
for the upper middle class and the
wealthy.
Eclectic style is making its statement

for intellectuals and global minded indi the Inland Empire Claremont
viduals.
Human Services, Mission
"Discount" will be used only by per Viejo, and San Clemente, I
sons who are unaware of
stress "personal defi
investments and what
nition" and "simplic
discount mean^ in
ity" so as to create
regard to quality. In the
order and beauty.
past 10 years^ the "dis
This clarity also sup
count world has made a
ports family energyreal killing" in the
levels which pro
instant-grat
duces harmony in
ification
the home.
society.
Well defined
Coop
spaces that are inviting and real,
erative liv
not void of life-celebration
Jeannette Caress
ing/
i.e.,
"touches," will never go out. I
grown children returning predict and truly hope the consumer
home, in-law accommoda overkill styles (full of confusion and dis
tions and singlo-shared hous connectedness to the grace and style of
ing will need to be taken into serving in the home) will fade, with more
consideration.
and more people choosing hearth and
In the classes I teach in home. There is a reconnection occurring

to what is needed in a warm, inviting
comfortable HOME. A
Jeannette Caress is an award winning interi
or consultant and designer. She is the recipient
of the Design Award for Historical Homes, for
her work with the Christmas House Bed &
Breakfast on Archibald Ave. in Rancho Cucamonga. Caress has also been published in
Designers West magazine for her work with the
Showcase House on Euclid Ave. in Upland.
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Birtcher Construction to Build
The Dominion Homes

A Residential News A
TownGate Announces Groundbreaking
for ISO Acre Phase II

Mc

Loreno Valley, California; July, 1991:
The Fritz Duda company has aimounced
groundbreaking for TownGate - Phase II.
TownGate, a 650 acre master planned com
munity, is the strategic centerpoint of the
Inland Empire and fast becoming the eco
nomic heart of the regioa

The completion of infrastructure improve
ments, along with specific site development
qiportunities, is scheduled to coincide with
the grand opening of the Moreno Valley
Mall at TownGate in October of 1991 The
1.4 milliOTi square foot mall is a joint VMIture of Hranart Development Company and
the Fritz Duda Company. Phase n sites are

B.

'irtcher Construction'Limited, a Laguna
Niguel, California-headquartered general
contractor is continuing its focus on resi
dential building for developer/clients with
the recent contract award to build The
Dominion, a housing project located in
Apple Valley Califomia. Construction on
the first phase, four models and ten produc
tion homes began last month with Ae sec
ond phase scheduled to begin shwdy after
initii sales of the fust phase are completed.

Sale of 328 Apartment Units Marks
One of Inland Empire's Largest
Residential transactions

PHASE II

I
MOREIMO VALLEY MALI
AT TOWNGATE

ra-"

- * •V.\^
rOWWJATE V, * 'Jk
rOW^WTV:

HtiWTAGf. sy RVDCn

i

n one of the largest recent residential
income transactions in the Inland Empire,
the 328-unit Victoria Woods Apartment
Complex at 8493 Etiwanda Ave. in Rancho
Cucamonga has been purchased by Allmark
Inc., Rancho Cucamonga, for approximate
ly $16 million, Cushman & Wakefield
announced recently.

Allmark, which develops, purchases
and manages residential inctsne properties,
will hold the complex as an investment.
The transaction, which was closed in
three weeks, was negotiated by Wolfgang
Kupka and Dan Trapp of Cushman &
Wakefield's Los Angeles office. The seller
is First Interstate Bank of Califomia. A

I i ;;

i

With 150 acres. Phase II represents
approximately 1.8 million square feet of
space valued at $125 million. The master
plan includes development opportunities in
retail, commercial, restaurant, medical, govonment and entertainment facilities.

The tract of homes includes 137 ranchstyle, single family residences which feature
the expandable home design concept The
four floor plans range in size from 1,018 SF
to 2,048 SF and are being built on extra
large lots (15,000 SF to 20,000 SF). The
developer. The Victor Valley Company of
Apple Valley, Califomia, expects the homes
to sell in the low $100,000s. The Dominim
was designed by Pekarek Crandall of El
Toro, Califomia. Phase I is scheduled for
completion in December 1991. A

(T[

U t:

adjacent to the mall, and this location, cou
pled with the dynamic growth of Moreno
Valley and the prestige of the TownGate
project, has already generated a high level
of interest A

StoneRidge to Encompass 2^400 Units
X emecula-based Rancon Financial Cor
poration received approval from the River
side County Board of Supervisors in July
for a master-planned community to be
located in the Perris Valley of Riverside
County.
StoneRidge, a development of Rancon
Development Fund VI, is planned to
include more than 2,400 residential
dwelling units in village-style neighbor
hoods. The project will include three
schools, 78 acres fw commercial develop
ment and more than 30 acres of parks and
open space including a 15-acre regional
sports facility.
"We are very excited to be moving ahead
with this project," said Daniel L. Stephen
son, founder and chairman of Ran
con Fmancial. "This is a milestone
for the thousands of investors in our
Sweenev Naincd
Human Resouiccs
Manager l)y Del Webb

Sue A. Sweeney has been named
Human Resources Manager by Del
Webb Califomia Corp., developer of
the Sun City Palm Springs active
adult community.
In her new position, Sweeney will

partnership, for our company and for the
future resi^nts of StoneRidge."
StoneRidge is designed to appeal to
homebuyers ranging from young families
and move-up buyers to seniors by providing
a variety of attractive, affordable product
types. Named for the surrounding stonecropped ridgelines, StoneRidge is located
just south of the Lake Perris State Recre
ation Area with frontage on Ramona
Expressway and Nuevo Road. The future
extension of Antelope Road will be the
community's major thoroughfare.
The project will be developed in phases
with the first phase anticipate to begin in
mid-1992, but will be timed according to
the market, said Stephensoa Rancon Devel
opment Fund VI will be developing fmished
lots for merchant
builders and may partici
pate in joint ventures. A
be responsible for all years in the human resources profession. She B.A, in psychology and communication and an
employee recruitment, has held recruitment positions with both Wells M.A. in social science at Azusa Pacific
training and benefit Fargo Bank and the University of Southern Universityi Azusa, California. Her master's
programs. She will oversee Califomia in Los Angeles. She has also served degree included an emphasis in student
employee relations and as the director of christian education for the development and human resources.
serve as liaison between Community Church of Palm Springs.
Sweeney is a member of the Merchants and
employees
and
Prior to coming to Del Webb, Sweeney was Manufacturers Association and the Desert
management.
personnel director for the Harris department Communities Employer Advisory Group.
Sweeney's background
store in Indio.
She and her husband, Tom, live in West
includes more than five
Originally from Ohio,, Sweeney earned a Indio.A
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Office Market Dead: Master-Planned Communities to See Action
ased on current economic and
demographic trends, the best
opportunities for real estate builders in
the early 90s will be in residential rental,
then warehouse rental, residential for-sale (par
ticularly in low-price ranges), and some select opportunities
in retail, depending on which market you are in. The
market for oSlce construction in most areas is dead,
and will be for three to five years until demand
catches up with supply.
Master-planned communities, in particular,
will see plenty of activity in the 90s. In the
Inland Empire, there are already several new
housing units occurring in large, master-planned
cranmunities. On a broads scale, up to half of all
new building in the country over the next five to ten
years will primarily be in California, Florida, Texas
and Arizona. The majority of that development will be in
master-planned communities.
Real estate, more than ever, will be driven by economic
and demographic trends. To survive this decade and
beyond, builders in the Inland Empire must become inti
mate with demographic and economic trends, and provide
the right product in specific regions targeted for growth.
Working with up-to-date, accurate information about
where the economy and population are going, and formulat
ing careful, long-range plans about what type of product to
bring to market and where to provide it, is critical for sur
vival in this business.

Impact of Demographic IVends
The introduction of the birth control pill in
the early 60s brought a dramatic end to the
Baby Boom period (1945 to 1963). As a
result, there are about 80 million Baby
Boomers — about one out of every three
persons in our society. Get to know them
because the statistics about this population
group directly impact on the real estate indus
try.
For example, this group is aging, which means there
are fewer people under the age of 35, more between 35 and
55, while the 55 to 74 year old age group is stagnant.
Those rushing to build retirement communities right
now may find themselves with an overabun
dance of vacant lots. And builders target
ing fnst-time homebuyers will eventu
ally be competing for a shrinking
market, although affordability
remains a critical issue in many
areas.
Although the larger 35 to
55 year old group continues
to expand, it does not neces
sarily signal increasing
demand for new housing. In
fact, the overall housing mar
ket is declining and will con
tinue to do so. In the 1980s,
builders were building about 1.3
to 1.4 millitHi households per year.
From 1990 to 1994, it will drop to
about 1.2 million, and from 1995 to 1999
to about 1.1 million atmually.
One reason why this middle-aged group is
demanding more new housing is that many households'
assets are already tied up in their homes. The tremendous

price appreciation, experienced during the 1950s through
the late 1980s, started to slow down in 1989-1990. As
prices inflated, demand diminished and appreciation
slowed. Most people in their 30s and 40s have already

portion of singles now in the population who will be buying
homes. But they won't want an expensive, 2,400-squarefoot split-level on a hillside — but rather condominiums
and other homes that are affordable so they can get a little
equity going for them.

Ditch Your Hotels

bought homes, and many overpaid, and are now trying to
figure out how to get out from under them. They're not
interested in, nor can they afford, a new home.

Socially Speaking
Another reason why the percentage of people who own
homes in the middle-age group is declining is due to soci
etal changes. There are fewer marriages, more divorces,
and couples are having fewer children, all of which has an
impact on the number and type of households. As a group,
they are also less likely to be as prosperous as their
parents over the course of their lifetime.
What all this means is that out of every
three people who are earning a living building
homes now, only two will be needed by
1995. The industry has no choice but to
fully downsize by one-third.
Also affecting new housing
starts is the fact that household forma
tions are extremely subject to economic
circumstance. Currently, young adults are staying
home longer because they can't get decent jobs or
they're priced out of the market. They'll stay put
until economic conditions
improve. In 1990, for
example, there were about
500,000 household forma
tions, dropping off
from more than 1.5
million the year
before.
Affordability

Key For
Singles
Yet another
demographic fac
tor (also influ
enced by the econo
my) that has con
tributed to the declining
housing market is the
number of new married cou
ples. hi 1986, there wwe 583,000
weddings, 604,000 in 1989 and only
217,000 in 1990.
Keep in mind, howev», that there is a much higher pro

While the biggest real estate opportunities in the
Inland Empire this decade will be in residential
rental, warehouse rental, residential-for-sale, mas
ter-planned communities and, to some extent,
retail, other markets will suffer.
New hotel and office construction will
be flat. How flat? A quote from Coldwell
Banker advises that "nobody should have built a
single office building anytime after 1986." That's
pretty scary.
But opportunities will exist in a much smaller and
more competitive market. This trend is quickly observed
when one looks at the annual value of new construction.
Since 1987, the construction value of new housing has been
steadily declining, going from $114 billion to $104 billion
in 1990. New apartments declined for $25 billion to $17 bil
lion in the same period, while office construction value
dipped from $26 billion to $23 billioa

Like Cold Drinks
A golden opportunity exists for builders to provide
affordable housing in almost any market in the country.
Builders can take advantage of all the distressed property
out there; buy it for a bargain; rezone it into small lots;
build affordable, 1,1(X)- to 1,500-square-foot homes, and
sell them from anywhere between $90,000 and $140,0000.
They would sell like cold drinks on a hot day.
What's the bottom line? What is the key to real estate
success in the Inland Empire? First we
must understand demographics and
economics. This is essential to
determining strategies for survival
for the next 10 years in real
estate. Starve the problems and
feed the opportunities. Don't
lament the fact that there is eco
nomic darkness out there; light a
candle and go where the activity is.
Accept reality and downsize.
Building and construction today is a
much more competitive business, with longer holding peri
ods, higher cost of money and slimmer profit margins. The
impact will be different on small, medium and large compa
nies. The small companies will go to niche and service
industries. Medium-sized compaiues will need to maximize
flexibility and diversity, and probably become either smaller
or larger. Large companies, that have fmancial reserves to
weather the storm, must diversify geographically and in
terms of product lines. They will be the only ones with stay
ing power to undertake large master-planned community
projects, which will better accommodate environmental
requirements and impact fees.
Working with accurate information will help us to for
mulate detailed, strategic business plans that must outline
the mission; the market; the manpower, the money and the
questions, "Where are we going and how are we going to
get there?" And always remain adjustable and flexible.
You need to meet a changing world. A
Winston Elton is the principal-in-charge cf the red estate consulting
group for KPMG Peat Marwick, providing services for large red
estate projects across the country and interruitionally.
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Table For Two
The cover of this issue was photographed
at Spencer's Restaurant in the Maruko Hotel,
San Bernardino

wo of the Inland Empire's leading restaurant
writers and critics are embaricing on a new venture
this month. David Cohen and Allen Boigan, both
members of the Southern California Restaurant
Writers, together with KVCR Channel 24 launched
a television show. Table For Two. The new season
begins October 2nd (the third season) and will air
at 7:30 pm every fhesday and Saturday night.
David and Allen co-anchor the,
show and host local lestauranteurs,
winemakers and others as their
guests. They've promised to bet
ter acquaint the Inland Empire
with various restaurants and to
inform the public on various din
ning situations. Based on Our
Town's visit to the taping of the
show, they'll succeed in providing
a fair amount of entertainment as
well. The personalities of Allan
and David both clash with, and
compliment, each other as they
carry on an endless banter about
the merits and de-merits of their
experiences. David is as properly
pompous, pretentious and prac
ticed as Allan is laid back, unpol
ished and casual. Allan provides
David with numerous opportuni
ties to tilt his head back, adjust his
glasses and look down his nose at
Allan's irreverent remarks and
unrehearsed antics. It was difficult
to determine where the script
ended and the ad-libs began.
These two promise to get even bet
ter as they become more comfort
able with their new roles and the
We'd love to explore outside
the Inland Empire and some
time move onto a major net
work. There's a big need for
people to eat out, and today,
with working couples, U's often
cheaper to eat out than buy
groceries.
processes of taping their shows.
Each in his own right has substwtial qualifications for his new
position. David is currently a
restaurant critic for KDUO-FM.
His father was a maitre'd and he
has traveled extensively. Allan
currently writes for Our Town
each month and has had formal
training as a chef and years of
restaurant experience. Previously
David spent three years as a
restaurant critic for Riverside's
Press-Enterprise and Allan with
Moreno Valley's Butterfield

Express newspaper. Both have numerous other
memberships and credentials.
The format of each show includes several
reviews of local restaurants
beginning with segments
taped on location and end
ing with discussion and
evaluation back in the stu
dio. Cafe Francais, a popu
lar French restaurant in Our
Town's Downtown, was
reviewed in the pilot. Each
show includes discussion of
how to best deal with such
situations as poor service, unacceptable food, wine
selection and tipping. The co-stars often resort to

role playing and drama to bring to life an otherwise
dull topic. Their genuine concern for the cus
tomers, with their frank advice, should prove to be
useful and make their viewers
more comfortable when con
fronted with similar situations.
The show has great
promise and benefits from the
enthusiasm, dedication and
vigor of Allan and David. The
show is already a popular local
success on a regular basis.
So you be the judge!
Forks up, forks down or forks
sideways? Call the station with your comments at
(714) 888-6511, extension 3. A

REAL ESTATE CONFERENCE GROUP
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Residential Construction Management Can Save Money
most cases, produced a better product in
he small to middle-range developers less time.
Boyd said construction managers
of Riverside County, faced with a lethar
wo'e
replacing general contractors as the
gic housing market and cash flow at a
word
processor replaced the electric
molasses pace, are turning to an alterna
tive solution for buildouts: Construction typewriter or the FAX replaced FedEx.
Architect and developer Clemente
management.
General Construction Management, Troncoso said that GCM eliminated his
based in Palm Desert and with involve most frequent problems with building by
ments stretching from the Inland Empire keeping the project on budget, providing
to Blythe and beyond, say residen
tial developers have discovered con
struction management can save them
money and carrying time on new
residential construction.
GCM is cunwitly overseeing the
construction or in the bidding pro
cess to construa in excess of 1,400
single-family homes for several
development firms that, in boom
times two years ago, maintained their
own in-house building departments.
Steve Boyd, a principal of the
Gary Covell,Steve Boyd and Doug Bertheola
firm, said developers who had
reported in-house building departments quality construction and lower costs, and
eating up 20 to 30 percent of their intake, supervising his interests on the building
were realizing that construction manage site.
Inland Empire Business Journal asked
ment dropped costs to SO percent and, in
Boyd and partner Gary Covel about the
new industry recently.
Construction man
agers were replacing
general contractors as
the word processor
replaced the electric
typewriter or the FAX
replaced FedEx.

lEBJ: How does a construction
management firm operate?

tion management firm, unlike a general
contractor, works on a professional fee
arrangement like a physician or archi
tect The goal is to bring the project in
at or below the developer's budget.
Cost savings go back to the owner of
the project.
lEBJ: How did the service evolve
from General Conbacting?

Developers who had
reported in-house build
ing departments eating
up 20 to 30 percent of
their intake, were realiz
ing construction manage
ment dropped costs to 50
percent and, in most

Boyd: It was a natural progression
in the age of the computer as pro
fessional managers entered the
building industry. Construction
management firms looked at the
common problems of building a resi
dential community and solved them.
The management firm gets involved
earlier with developers in a pre-bid
plan review that evaluates construc
tion issues and finds and cures the
flaws before it ever goes out to bid.

lEBJ: What sort of developers are
opting to give up in-house services in
favor of construction management?
Covel: The majority of our clients
are mid-range developers determined to
reduce costs either because their lenders
tell them to do so or they are anxious to
keep a rein on their own costs. We fill
the role of project superintendent and
also project comptroller to illuminate the

Boyd: A construction management
firm takes up who'e the genml contrac
tor leaves off. GCM, for example, has a
contractors license, 30 years of experi
ence in residential and commercial build
ing and all the insurances. A construc

cases, produced a better
product in less time.

need for start-up costs and dismantling
costs at project end. Our clients pay us a
reasonable fee to build a home and watch
the pocketbook. We work with new
development corporations, and individu
als like Paulden Evans who has been
involved with the development of thou
sands of homes in Southern California
alone. In short, anyone who wants to
save money and have an in-house
building department protecting corporate
interests without the builders being
underfoot. A
General Construction Management principals
have been involved in residential construction
throughout the Southwest and Midwest and
maintain offices at 41-865 Boardwalk, Suite
112.

General Construction Management tele
phone: (619)340-4445.

SUITE SALE
STUDIO SUITE

Inland Water...

treat to "full bo(fy contact" standards is dis
charged into the Santa Ana River, according
to Ed James, a water resource engineer with
Continued from pege 24
Qiino Basin.
Cons^ation programs by the client cities
Chine Basin Municipal
have been fairly successful. The water dis
Water District
trict is in the process of developing programs
to increase conservation over and above the
Serving seven cities — Rancho Cucaindividual cities' efforts, plans that make
monga, Chino, Chino Hills, Fontana,
sense on a regicmal basis.
Upland, Ontario and part of Montclair —
Part of their
Chino Basin's area
water
resource
manage
covers 242 square
ment effort is to clean
miles with a population We are looking at improv
up polluted groundwater
ing water management
of 538,000. The dis
supplies, a particular
trict is mainly a water tecnniques to better than
problem
at the lower
we nave had in the
reclaimer. Having no
end of the basin where
water rights of its own, past...getting blood out of
the water is heavy with
a
turnip,
so
to
speak
it manages the water
nitrates
from agricul
rights of the client
ture.
This would
cities.
involve
pumping
the
Cunently, the water
water out of the ground and filtering it, thai
supply of this district comes 75-85% from
putting it back into the aquifa.
groundwater and surface sources, and 15"We are looking at in^roving water man
25% from MWD. They expect their
agement
techniques to better than we have
reliance cm MWD wato- to increase to 50%
by the year 2010 unless th^ improve man- had in the past," said James, "in getting blood
out of a turnip, so to speak." A
agemoit of local supplies.
Much of the water they reclaim and

2 Room Suite
From *62
Good 7 days a week through 10-15-91
Present ad or ask for Sale (1 -4 persons)

FREE

CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
FRIENDLY SOCIAL HOUR & HBO

Phx Squaw Peak:
Tempe:
Scottsdale:
Yuma:
Ontarlo/LA:
Tucson:

®lnnSuite
Call

*42/*46
*39/*46
*39/*55
*46/*55
*52/*62
*52/*62

800-842-4242

714-466-9600
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Real Estate
Focus

^

Ow^ht Kdtey Jhmts Dd WeU> as Manager of
Dwight E. Kelley has
been named manager of
land develq)ment for Sun
City Palm Springs.
Del Webb California
Corp. chairman and presi
dent Frank Pankratz said
Kelley's responsibilities
will include bids, con
tracts and schedules for
land development activi
ties. He will also assist in
design reviews and docu
ment processing for the approximately 1,575-acre
annmunity north of Bermu^ Dunes. A

LaMdittl-lO ttidHavenSkrid
Sperry Van Ness, a partnership of real estate bro
kers specializing in major investment properties,
reports the sale of a 1.46 acre parcel at the comer of
Shelby and Haven Avenues, off I-10, to Ashaia, Inc.
Ashaia intends to build a retail/office center on the
property. KHBC Associates, the sellers, were rei^esented by Drew Wetherholt and Michael Baron in the
Ontario office of Sperry Van Ness. Drew Wetherholt
also reiH'esented the buyers in the transaction. A

Trammell Crow Company, reports that leasing of
Johrt Courtney Named Vice President at
Sperry Van Ness
m m'Vn i ,i over 90 percent of the $32 million mixed-use projec
John Courtney was
named a Vice President
in the Ontario office of
the investment real estate
brokerage firm, Sperry
Van Ness.
Courtney is an
industrial property spe
cialist with 4 years expe
rience in the West End
Inland Empire. Courtney
is a graduate of Universi
ty of Massachusetts,
received his real estate education at U.C.L., and did
graduate work in business at Northeastem University.
Sperry Van Ness is a parmership of real estate
investment brokers, specializing in major investment
property sales. The firm's headquarters are in Irvine
with regional offfces in Newport Beach, San Diego,
Ontario and recently, I%oenix, Arizcma. A

OtriK Pvk Opens $10
SeoHid Phase
Nearty 28 Percent Fre-Leased
A reportedly pioneering effort in the City of River
side to combine office with light industrial buildings
in a suburban business setting is proving successful at
Citrus Park, a I7-acre master plaimed development
which opened its second i^iase earlier this year (June)
nearly 28 percent pre-leased, announces Trammell
Crow Company, developers.
Richard Clarire, partner in the Riverside offfce of

tive' students and now does a healthy
trade with this American's company."
You won't get an MBA from these short
executive programs but they won't take
Contumed FnmtPa^ 10
several years of your life either.
beyond.
University of Redlands Whitehead
There are two public universities that Center offers an MBA that takes about
offer MBAs and other post-graduate two years to complete. The Whitehead
business degrees and programs. The Center's MBA classes are all in the
tuition at these two is more reasonable evening from 6-10 pm and the program
than private institutions. California State lasts about two years. La Sierra Univer
University, San Bemardino's graduate sity's MBA program can be completed
business program offers a choice of the in a year but it will be a busy year. A
MBA and MPA (mas
total of 48 units is
ter's of public adminis Last year a businessman
required, so four quarters
tration) with almost
of 12 units each will get
travelled aU the way
exclusively full-time fac
you through but you may
from his home in the
ulty and small classes.
need someone to cook
Soviet Union to partici
"The MPA program is
and do your laundry for
pate in the executive
currently being offered,
you. University of La
besides on-campus, in program, became friends
Verne has by far the most
with one of the Ameri
four off-campus loca
far-flung empire of MBA
tions throughout the
can executive students
offerings
in
San
Inland Empire," says Dr. and now does a healthy
Bernardino and River
Michael Clarke, director
trade with this Ameri
side Counties. Their
of the program, "the San
many off-campus MBA
can's company,
Bernardino and River
programs are adminis
side County Buildings
tered through their School of Continuing
and in Ontario and Palm Desert." Uni Education, Business School.
versity of California, Riverside has both
A great way to gather preliminary
an MBA and an executive education pro information about these schools is to
gram with two tracks: advanced man check the reference section of your local
agement and executive management. library. These books have good general
Both tracks are about three months long descriptions of the programs available,
and enjoy an international reputation. Dr. tuition, academic schedules, financial
Ray Maghroori, director of the executive assistance and admission requirements:
education program, says, "Last year a Business Week's Guide to the Best Busi
businessman travelled all the way from ness Schools (mentioned above); Peter
his home in the Soviet Union to partici son's 25th Anniversary Edition: Gradu
pate in the executive program, became ate Programs in Business, Education,
friends with one of the American execu Health and Law, I99I; and The Official

Getting an MBA in the
Inland Empire

t's first phase in less than 24 months spaiked develop
ment of the new phase. Citms Park is strategically
located at 1650-1880 Iowa Avenue in the I,32S-acre
Hunter Park business area. A

EDD is TylerM^'s Job

"One-stop shopping" reaches a new level at Tyler
Mall. As of July IS, people can shop for a job.
Tyler Mall will re-open in October as The Galleria
at Tyler, a two-level, super-regiraial shopping center.
The 15 new and renovated shops will create hundreds
of jobs in Riverside County.
The Employment Development Department
(EDD) is joining with Tyler Mall to match prospec
tive employees with stores. The Tyler Mall Job Place
ment Center located at the Information Center near
J.C. Penney opened on July 15. A

Guide to MBA Programs. Or just call fw
more detailed information and ask to
have an ^plication packet sent to you:
California State University, San
Bernardino - contact Michael Clarke
(714) 880-5761; Claremont's Peter F.
Drucker Graduate Management Center contact Michael Kraft for the MBA pro
gram (714) 621-8073, or MaryJane
Boland for the executive program (714)
621-8193; La Sierra University - contact
Ignatius Yacoub (800) 874-5587; Uni
versity of California, Riverside - contact
Charlotte Weber for the MBA program
(714) 787-4551, or Ray Maghroori for
executive education (714) 787-4592;
University of La Verne - contact Ken
Poertner for on-campus MBA programs
(714) 593-3511; or Harry Hood for offcampus programs (714) 624-4858; Uni
versity of Redlands Whitehead Center call (714) 335-4060 for further informa
tion.
No matter which kind of program you
seek, general or executive, whether you
go public or private, MBA or MPA,
you'll be able to find a school in or near
the Inland Empire to fit your needs and
your schedule.
by ED. Woodworth

Rfrfltng Out the Welcome
Mat: Mor«io Valley
Strengthens Relatioiis With
Developere
Continued From Page 10

ductive relations with nationally respect
ed developers. The Moreno Valley Mall
at TownGate (developed by Fritz Duda

of Dallas and Homart Development Co.
of Chicago) will opoi in the fall of 1992
with five major anchors. The Moreno
Valley Auto Mall, one of the largest of
The City has provided mil
lions of dollars of infrastruc
ture assistance and tax incre
ment incentives for many of
these new developments.
its kind in the nation, opened its first of
14 dealerships (Toyota) this spring. The
first phases of the expansive Koll Corpo
rate Center is moving toward comple
tion, with The Keith Companies as a
major tenant. Moreno Valley has even
attracted intemational investment interIs Moreno Valley supportive of
economic development? Abso
lutely. Before listening to a few
disgruntled critics, we urge devel
opers and businesses to talk to us.
est with the construction of new BIFKorea furniture manufacturing plant in
Oleander Industrial Complex.
Through our redevelopment agency,
the City has provided millions of dollars
of infrastructure assistance and tax incre
ment incentives for many of these new
developments.
Is Moreno Valley supportive of eco
nomic development? Absolutely. Before
listening to a few disgruntled critics, we
urge developers and businesses to talk to
us. The excitement is building in
Moreno Valley, and our welccune mat is
out A
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The Airlines Serving Ontario International Airport
* ranked by 1990 Market Share
AIRLINE
Address
Suite Number
City/State/Zip

1.

United AbrUncs
Ontano Litemalional Aiipoit
Oatano,CA 91761

PASSENGERS
1990 Carried
June l-June 30
1991 Ontario

GROWTH
1989 vs 1990
6/90 vs 6/91

HEADQUARTERS

RESERVATIONS

1,146,891
12932S

25%

Chicago, IL

714-988-7474

LkidaRose
General Manager
(714)395-8610

800433-7300

Carl P. Perrieiio
General Manager/Ontario
(714)391-8440/391-6450

21%

TOP LOCAL EXEC.
Title
Phone/Fax

•?>

American Airlines
Ontario International Aiipoit
Ontario, CA 91761

1,055,624
85,313

-31%
-9%

Dallas-Ft Worth. TX

Southwest Airlines
5777 W. Century Blvd., Ste. 1190
Los Angeles, CA 90045

907,183
112,685

24 6%
25.8%

Dallas, TX

800-.531-5600

Richard Sweet
Distict Marketing MgC
(213)670-3565/670-3051

America West Airlines
Terminal Bldg. Ontario Airport
Ontario, CA 91761

764,202
63,956

-8.2%

Hioenix, AZ

800-247-5692

4.

James Mog
City Manager/Ontario
(714)391-2050

Delta Air Lines
2990 Inland Empire Blvd.
Ontario, CA 91764

427906
44,075

13%
3 4%

Atlanta, GA

714-984-1276

5.

Ronald D. Johnson
District Marketing Mgr.
(714)989-9233/989-3632

Alaska Airlines
6033 W. Century Blvd, Ste. 560
Los Angeles, CA 90045

249,606
23,658

-2.5%
6%

Seattle, WA

800426-0333

Bobjirsa
Regional Vice President
(213)649-2129

Continental Airlines
Ontario International Airpcnt
Ontario, CA 91761

232,828
21465

16.6%

HoustrauTX

800-525-0280

Mike Ericson
General Manager
(714)984-0255/467-2399

Trans World Airlines
701 North Haven, Ste. 270
Ontario, CA 91761

161,888

-8.7%
-28.4%

MLKisco,NY

800-221-2000

11275

Diane Meese
Manager Passenger Sales
N/A

NorHiwest Airlines
Ontario International Aitport
Ontario, CA 91761

123330
10,982

17 1%
7.5%

StPaulMN

800-225-2525

9.

Frank Stoutenbnrgb
Manager Station Oper.
(714)391-4469/467-3742

Skywest Airlines
Ontario hitematirmal Airport
Ontario, CA 91761

51,236
4,560

43.2%
-5%

St. George, UT

10.

800453-9417

Marilyn Lekkerkerk
Station Manager
(714)983-1228/N/A

United Express
Ontario Intonarional Airport
Ontario, CA 91761

16,770

-66%

Fresno, CA

11.

714-988-7474

811

-64%

Linda Rose
General Manager
(714)395-8610

11

US Air Express
#1 Terminal Way
Ontario, CA 91761

N/A
3,007

N/A
N/A

Phoenix, AZ
(began operating 5/91)

8004284322

Robert Ibcker
Manager Customer Svc.
(714)988-2480

'.j-

7.

1.3%

-9%

M = not aVaUable. The information in the above list was obtained from the companies listed.To the best of our imowledge the informaricn supplied is accurate as
of press time. While every effort is made to ensure the accuracy and thoroughness rf the list, omissions and typogr^cal errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions <m company
to: The
Mand Empire BusinessJournal, 3281 East Guasti, Ste. 490, Omario, CA 91761. Researched by IngridAmhonyXopyrigk 1991 Inland Empire Business JournaL

MIA - Net ^^plicaMeWND = Woidd Not Disclose
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Attention I.E. Hotels; Tj-avel Tops Baseball as Favorite
Pastime; TV, a Close Runner-Up
trips over the past three years, respondents
said that the number of family trips taken
since 1988 had increased by 31%. Only 8%
majority of parents polled (42%) said that they
said that they took no trips at all. When
took more than three overnight family trips dur
queried about where they took their family
ing 1990. When asked about the frequency of
trips, 83% said that they visited relatives.
The next most popular trips were to theme
family trips over the past three years, respon
parks (32%), followed by historic sites
dents said that the number of family trips taken
(3%), and lastly, camping grounds (2%).
since 1988 had increased by 31%, Only 8% said
However, the popularity of trips was con
that they took no trips at all.
fined to family outings and not business
trips. An overwhelming majority of those
took more than three overnight family trips during polled (79%) reported that they did not take their
Outings Most Popular Family Activity
1990. When asked about the frequency of family children along when they travel on business. A
Followed By Watching TV

The American Family Survey, a recent
national polling of more than 1,200 parents
with children aged six weeks to 12 years,
found that families spend most of their
leisure time going on outings, followed
closely by watching TV, and that parents
want their children involved in musical pur
suits more than any other activity. The sur
vey polled 1,269 middle income, working
parents ages 25-39, with average household
incomes of $40,000 to $100,000.

According to The American Family Survey, the

According to the cross-section
survey, 79% said that they spend
their "family leisure time" going on
outings, with watching television a
close runner-up activity at 78%.
Following television as the second
most popular family activity, par
ents said that they enjoy spending
their free time traveling (25%), fol-

American Airlines
Now!
•;

V-

• • , '" " * ' j"

.V

--

Flying From

i-- tV ' ^

Ontario and Palm Springs

TO

EUROPE

'r-;-

lowed by sports (21%) and lastly,
going to the movies (20%).
According to the survey, the popu
larity of television as an important
American pastime is not confined
to the family. While most parents
said that they spend most of their
personal leisure time reading
(79%), the next most enjoyed
leisure activity among parents was
watching television (65%). Exercis
ing was the next activity of choice
(40%) followed by sewing (24%),
and sports (16%).
Family Trips on the Increase Visiting Relatives Tops the
i
List
According to The American
Family Survey, the majority of par
ents polled (42%) said that they

17 European Cities in all, to meet your business
and vacation needs.
To The United Kingdom: London's Heathrow &
Gatwick Airports; Manchester, England; Glasgow,
Scotland.

ijU!u

I IIII

11 IiMm ih

I ii! I llmlllSElItl

To Western Europe: Paris, France; Frankfurt ,

Germany; Munich, Germany; Duesseldorf, Germany;
®^ssels, Belgium; Stockholm, Sweden; Zurich,
Switzerland; Milan, Italy; Madrid, Spain; and Budapest,
Hungary.
yQ^j. travel agent or call American Airlines.
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Can Outside CPAs be Part of Your Inland Empire Business?
Working with the right CPA could mean the difference between success and failure.
our clients," to quote our managing part
ner, Royce Stutzman, "We help them get
an edge on the game by sharing our busi
ness knowledge with them."
At the conclusion of this phase you
will have knowledge of your own
resources, needs and a good idea of the
job descripdon the CPA will be required
to fill.

Y

our business is an oiganization of
resources, the foundation of which
is people. You have cast and developed
your key management team hr(»n day one
and it not only consists of full-time exec
utives and staff but also an outside man
agement team, of which your certified
public accountant (CPA) is a key player.
For most businesses, selecting a CPA is a
Identify Available Firms
crucial decision. Particularly for those
Armed with a job description and a
operating in high growth areas like the
Inland Empire, working with the right cause, you are ready to evaluate CPA
firms based on
CPA could mean the difference
your needs. As
between success and failure.
We aren't just score
you'll soon dis
Not only can a CPA firm
keepers for our
cover, however,
make a difference with top quali
clients. We help them
there are many
ty traditional services, such as
potential appli
financial statement and tax
get an edge on the
cants glad to do
preparation, they have consider
game by sharing our
business with
able experience with many busi
business knowledge
you. So how do
nesses in a variety of industries
with them.
you weed through
and can bring a lot to the table
this mess and sdll
when times are tough or oppor
tunities are unclear. Some of the general evaluate the best of the crop?
Some good techniques for identifying
business areas in which CPA firms are
a limited number of qualified applicants
helping businesses succeed include:
can include:
• Selecting computer information
• Referrals. Exisdng organizadons
systems
with whom you work and know, such
• Ownership transition
as your banker, attorney, or businesses
• Tax planning
• Financial planning for start-up of
like yours, may have an excellent CPA
new businesses or divisions.
firm to refer.
• Business and Industry Journals.
Good CPAs often share their experi
Opportunity Analysis
ence and knowledge in publicadons
Finding the right CPA who can be an
you may already subscribe to.
effective member of your external man
• Business Indexes Often, high qual
agement team can be a considerable
ity firms are recognized in publica
undertaking. I recommend using a prob
tions including Emerson's and busi
lem solving technique which I call
ness journal ardcles and ratings. For
Opportunity Analysis. An Opportunity
example, see Inland Empire Business
Analysis involves:
Journals Top 14 Inland Empire
Accoundng Firms.
1) Defining the requirements of the
• Financial & Industry Trade
job
Groups. CPAs are often active in
2) Identifying available firms
trade groups where they can both con
3) Evaluating and selecting the right
CPA firm for your business
tribute their experience and learn from
other knowledgeable resources.

cants solely based on the job descripdon.
Yet, you should select only two or three
firms as finalists to evaluate further. Very
often, the elimination of the final lot is
based on your business intuidon ~ that is,
gut feel.
The finalists are then taken to the test.
To do this, many organizadons use two or
more of the following tech
niques:

decision you will be faced with is the
choice between a nadonal and local firm.
Although the resources of a nadonal firm
are often astronomical, you may be a
small fish in their big pond even if you
are a big company by your standards.
Smaller firms, on the c^er hand, often do
not have the resources a growing business
needs. Even the most
presdgious CPA firm can
not be everything to every
body. A good CPA will
have knowledge of good
resources to fill those
needs they cannot.
Finally, after all the
analysis and hard work, it's
time to make an even hard
er decision, choosing the
Brad J. Boston, CPA, is a man- CPA for your business.

1. Involving key internal
players in a final interview
where the firms present
their capabilides, allowing
you the chance to meet
some of their professional
staff.
2. Inquiring on references
with similar needs, both
from the standpoint of ser- agement consultant withVicenvices and similarity of ti,Uoyd& Stutzman,one of
business.
theTopM public <^counting

SUBSCRIBE
For only $18, you can*t afford not to receive a full
year's worUi of the best business news in the
Inland Empire.
Also, the Business Journal will pro vide you
with sophisticated, authoritativeyconcise
information to help you operate your company
more effectively and profitably - you will be
updated andinformed on new strategies to
deal with old problems.

Defining the Job
Defining the CPA's job requirements
is not an easy assignment. It requires a
clear vision of the future (both short and
long-term strategies and goals), an under
standing of the skills, knowledge and
availability of existing resources and
knowledge of the services which can be
provided by a CPA firm.
Your needs will most likely include
traditional services such as die prepara
tion of tax forms or a review of quarterly
Financial statements before they are sut^
mitted to the bank. Furthermore, depend
ing upon the knowledge, skills and abilides of your staff, the CPA firm may be
able to provide assistance in tax planning,
closing the books and similar services.
Beyond these traditional services is
the general business advice a CPA firm
can {X'ovide to management. A CPA firm
can offer a wide and varied range of busi
ness experience and, in this c^iacity, the
right CPA can make a big difference to
you. "We aren't just score keepers for

Conclusion

Bringing together the
„ .....
. .....
firms in La Verne.
3. Visitmg the CPA firms
right CPA with other
at their offices and holding informal strong members of your external manage
interviews with partners and staff that ment team requires a wOTking knowledge
would be assigned to you.
of the machine, the c^abilides of exist
4. Asking others in the business com ing resources and hitdng the pavement to
munity about the reputadon, skills and find, evaluate and select the right CPA for
your business. In the end, if you do it
quality of the CPA firms.
right, the machine will have all the right
Along the way you will learn other parts it needs and can then be fine tuned •
factors that will help you to make a more to win the race! A
informed decision. For instance, one

At this point you may want to call on
the CPA firm, perhaps set up a casual
meeting to become familiar with the
ctqiabilides of the firm and its resources.
In addidon to the requirements oudined
in the job descripdon, some informadon
Title
you will want to know include the range ' Name
of services the firm has to offer, the per I Company_
sonality of the leaders within the organizadon, the cost of the resources and other I Address
informadon important to you. Since you I City
State
probably have numerous applicants, do
Date
not spend too much time with any one I Phone
firm in this stage since you will want to I Q Check enclosed ($18 dollars)
leave further analysis for the evaluadon
phase.

r-•

.Zip.

Evaluate and Select
Once you have become familiar with
the applicants and their capabilides, it's
dme to narrow the field and perform an
in-depth evaluadon. You should have
sufficient information at this point to
eliminate two thirds ex more of the aiqili-

plilliiP
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"Has My Business Slipped That Badly?"

hen a loan officer suggests to his client that a
' ^ loan guaranteed by the Small Business
Administration (SEA) might best fit his needs, the
client may react by saying, "Has my business slipped
that badly?" Many business owners still view the
SEA loan program as an option only for minority
companies or companies in trouble.
Traditional bank loans are meant to be short-term
in nature. Banks want to offer lines of credit, shortterm notes or equipment financing, as long as it is
three years or less, in most cases. Additionally, dur
ing times of regulatory pressure and periods of "tight
credit" some banks are reluctant to lend to small busi
nesses. The SEA section 7A Loan Program offers a
guaranty to lenders that enable them to offer fmancing
over long terms to match the need and cash flow of
the business. For a business to qualify it depends on

Many business owners still view the SBA
loan program as an option only for
minority companies or companies in trouble.
the industry. For example, retail and service business
es can have annual sales between $3.5 to $13.5 mil
lion and manufacturers can have up to 500 employ
ees.
To obtain an SEA section loan, ask your banker if
they participate, or contact the Orange County SEA
office at (714) 836-2494 to find out what lenders par
ticipate in the program. Once a lender is found and
the bank approves the loan it is then presented to the
SEA for their concurrence. Some lenders are "Pre
ferred Lenders (PLP)" with the SEA which means
that the SEA has granted them credit approval author

What is the allure of this business? The Culbert
son Winery was founded in 1981 by Culbertstm. Sit
uated on a plaza dominated by a Spanish fountain, it
is the only Southem California winery specializing in
Continued from Page 3
awards and being served at the White House. Cul methode champenoise. This intricate process yields
bertson planned to open a larger 20-acre winery near champagnes of exceptional quality, as evidenced by
the numerous awards . Culbertson claims there is no
Temecula. Martha would open the Cafe California.
substitute
for this classic technique of fermenting
According to Thornton's suit, Culbertson gave him
figures showing that this winery could produce an wine in its own bottle.
Since 1983, the winery's production
income of over $4(X) thousand by the end of 1991, up
escalated
from 18(X) cases to more than
from a predicted 1987 income of
30,(XX) in 1990 and an
$10,900.
Thornton invested
estimated
40,000 in
$50,000 initially, and by the end of
1991
attributable
to
1987 had poured $500 thousand into
the
widespread
accep
the winery. According to Thorn
tance of the wines.
ton's suit, most of this money cannot
Trying to "dig out
be accounted for and was taken by
of
an
extremely deep
Culbertson for his personal use.
financial hole" at the
Taking money from a family
winery, John Thorn
trust, Thornton put another
ton, as 75% owner,
$1,950,000 into constructing the
has
assumed day-to
new winery, but was faced with a
day
control.
He stated
net operating loss of $395,430.
that
the
change
in
My
goaf
Is
to
Improve
the
Additional money followed...some
leadership
was
made
value
of
the
operatlon...lf
$3 million. Then Citibank agreed to
in order to enact new
loan $4.3 million for the new win people call that hardball,
policies
on the ctxnpaso be It...
ery. As security for this investment,
ny's
business
ap
-John Thornton
Thornton claims to have made an
proach, em-barking OT
oral agreement giving him 75% of
a
plan
to
increase
sales. But will the
the corporation's outstanding shares.
winery
operate
at
a loss again this
The winery showed a net loss of $1,707,055 in
year?
"We're
finding
that the effect of
1988. Thornton claims he discovered Culbertson was
the
recession
is
still
with us," said
purchasing still wine, used in the making of cham
Thomton.
"New
menus
and new meth
pagne, from his Fallbrook facility for the Temecula
ods
of
advertising
are
being
created for
winery, paying himself more than fair market value.
attracting
visitors...By
the
end
of the
A loss of $2,232,583 was posted for 1989 and esti
year,
we
expect
materially
improved
mated losses for 1990 exceetted $3 million, according
to the suit. Bringing things to a denouement was a cash flow. Our cost structure has
call in December from the winery's controller to decreased and people are performing
more efficiently. In short, the winery is
Thomton advising him of this alleged misconduct.
Regarding the losses, Culbertson said, "Reserve operating more like a business."
"While we are changing some busi
sparkling wine takes five years to make. There is a
ness
systems and procedures," Thom
major investment in capital. It often takes eight to ten
ton
explained,
"our wine customers and
years before you ever see a profit."
should
not
recogiuze
any perceptible
At the annual board meeting in the Thornton's
differences."
home on March 8, Thornton staged his coup,
Except that John and Martha Cul
announcing that he was taking charge as chairman of
bertson are nowhere to be found, hav
the board and CEO.
ing
been ordered off the premises.
Thomton explained why the investment was a
Watching
his wife's health deteriorate
risky venture. "I look at deals all the time. I have a
and
his
dream
go down the drain, Cul
heavy deal flow," he said, "and this looked like a
bertson
said,
"I'm
seeing the name
good investment." Still, hard-nosed tycoon that he is,
we've
built
being
destroyed."
Bottles
he admitted in an interview with the San Diego
of
Culbertson
Emt
that
used
to
sell
for
Union that "romance was a factor."
nearly $12 can now be found for under

Culbertson Winery...

ity. After the approval the lender funds the loan and
also services the loan for its term. The SEA is merely
a guarantor for a pOTtion of the loan. The normal pro
cessing time is 30 to 45 days.
The most common type of transaction under this
program is for a company wishing to buy an existing
or construct its own facility. This will then serve to
provide more stability for the business and apprecia
tion potential for the principals of the company. Tra
ditional real estate lenders require a down payment of
usually 30 percent, while the SEA 7A program can
allow for as little as a 10 percent down payment. The
term of the loan is 25 years fully amortized at a com
petitive rate of interest. Other uses of the loan pro
ceeds can be for equipment, inventory, leasehold
improvements, working capital or to acquire an exist
ing business. The term for these types of use can
range from five to 10 years. A
By David H. Bartram
Executive Vice President,
Bank of Commerce (619) 232-2266
SBA Department Manager

$7. He added, "The sad thing is that no one is going
to win."
In 1990, every Culbertson wine achieved gold
medal status at competitions across the nation.
Thomton expects to renew emphasis on the vintage
and reserve wines, saying his only goal is "to
improve the value of the operation. If people call
that hardball, so be it." A

"HOW TO KILL A
business IN

tenEASY STEPS

3

Don't advertise. J"®'

4.

Oonl.a«"l««'i2S»rong

custoSS"frSo"7.
costs too
you don t get enough out of rt.

ling - not an expense,

their business.

You decide.. • it s
your business in
good times or bad.
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The Missing Link in the Decision-Making Process?
A

The Missing Link

Ifred P. Sloan, Jr. is reported to have said at a meet
ing of General Motors' top team executives: "Gentlemoi, I take it we are all in complete agreement on the
decision here." Everyone around the table nodded
assoit. "Then," continued Mr. Sloan, "I propose we post
pone further discussion of this matter until our next meet
ing to give ourselves time to develop disagreement and
perhaps gain some understanding of what the decision is
all about."
There is considerable literature on the subject of deci
sion-making and what constitutes a good decision. There
is even debate that the Japanese model of intense discus
sion should be adopted here in some form in the United
States; however, it is highly unlikely that it will ever
completely happen. On the other hand, it's not likely that
the entrepreneurial individualistic approach of decision
making in the United States will be exported and adopted
by the Japanese! Of course, there is no pure model that
is necessarily correct for any culture or set of circum
stances, but there is a quantitative method of getting to
the most appropriate decision by the determination of an
individual's drive to take initiative during certain stages
of the decision-making p-ocess. Unfortunately, it is not
possible to turn back the clock to assess the executives at
General Motors, since the determination of decision
making preference is a technique that has
only been developed and made
available during the past thirEvniorii
ty years.
\5%
The basis of the pro
cess for unraveling
the way an execu
tive makes deci
sions is to find
some criteria that
correlates to the
initiative to act.
Warren Lamb Asso
ciates have now
evaluated over 2,000
chief executive officers
together with 15,000 other
senior executives and have
conclusively determined that the
initiative to act can be related to certain combinations of
integrated body movements. The observation of these
integrated body movements and their interp-etation rep
resents the mission link in the decision-making process
and the motivation to implement strategic goals by key
executives at the top of an organization. Almost all cor
porations have mission statements and strategic objec
tives and they are also endowed with some of the finest
talent to meet these goals, but often there is a contradic
tion or a variance between the real and apparent strategic
thrust.
The initiative of an executive is not an easy character
istic to define, although the term is frequently used to
describe the ability to perform tasks. Executives are
often referred to as having initiative or that they lack ini
tiative to complete certain tasks. At the same time, these
executives have probably been subjected to numerous
psychological and personality tests to ensure their suit
ability on the team. They may have also been subjected
to a rigorous interview schedule by a seemingly endless
stream of potential encoimters with the existing team to
ensure that they "fit." Even so, with all this evaluation,
there is no assurance that there is a blend of initiatives to
meet the desired level of performance.
Warren Lamb has defined six essential, equally repre
sented components of the initiative to act that can yield
an effective decision. They are:

(1) INVESTIGATING - The preference to focus
exclusively on one particular issue that requires penetrat
ing, thorough and detailed analysis, where accuracy and
exacting information are the end result.

made with a balanced perspective. Unfortunately, all too
often leaders surround themselves with colleagues that
reinforce their options; the top team becomes unstable
and the organization is unable to grow with strength.
The analysis is then extoided
(2) EXPLORING - The prefer
to the immediate top team and an
The initiative to act can be
ence to broadly examine the whole
aggregate profile of the top team,
related
to certain combina
arena of opportunity and review alter
including the CEO, is prepared to
tions of integrated body move
natives from many related fields.
highlight the strengths of the team.
At the same time, it will offer sig
ments. The observation of
(3) DETERMINING - The pref
nificant insights as to why the team
these integrated body move
erence to persist against insurmount
may not be meeting its strategic
ments and their interpretation
able hurdles with the continuous con
objectives
and how it may harness
represents the missing link in
viction to maintain and sustain the
the latent potential of the top team.
the decision-making process.
effort.
The aggregate profile is then used as
a working plan to minimize the dis
(4) EVALUATING • The preference to critically parity between the real and apparent strategy.
evaluate all the options with immense clarity with a view
The six components of initiative are not the only indi
to retaining only the most important altematives.
cators of possible inertia in the top team that can be
derived from the aggregate profile. It is also possible to
(5) TIMING - The preference to take advantage of determine whether executives have a preference for mak
the moment and embark on the proposed activities.
ing decisions in private or in conjunction with their
peers, which can predict the emergence of constructive or
(6) ANTICIPATING - The preference to stay ahead destructive conflict. Furthermore, the profile can p-ovide
of events and not be surprised by unplanned occurrences. information about an executive's ability to handle several
non-routine projects in parallel as well as an executive's
It may come as no surprise that all the executives that adaptability and sense of affiliation to the organization.
Wairen Lamb Associates have evaluated rarely pos These concepts are important factors for consideration by
sess all of the above components of the deci the CEO, especially when the structure of job assign
sion-making process, but instead display dis ments are being prepared, since balance in initiative can
tinct strengths in two or three
be achieved by re-definition
areas. It is further evident that
of roles and relating the"
when a top team is composed
motivations of executives to
of members of similar initia
their tasks.
tives, the top team will act
The technique for
with a distinct preference
determining an executive's
towards two or three of the
decision-making preference
above mentioned compo
has taken out much of the
nents. The team is then said
guesswork that has tradition
to be imbalanced in its deci
ally plagued the chief execu
sion-making preference and
tive officer. Apparently,
will have extreme difficulty
Sloan was not regarded as an
meeting its strategic goals. Pre
"intuitive" decision maker,
dominant strengths of the top team in
but he was aware that the
the investigating and exploring mode will
right decision demanded
tend to create difficulty in getting projects off
adequate disagreement. A
the ground and, similarly, predominant
strengths of the top team in the timing and anticipating
mode will tend to create extraordinary risks without suf By Colin Wigglesworth. Colin Wigglesworth is an associate with
Warren Lamb Associates,a consulting firm based in Claremont,
ficient forethought.
California.
The process for analyzing a top team invariably starts
with the chief executive offi
cer or the president of a com
pany since his or her personal
values and initiative will be
pervasive throughout the
entire organization. It is pos
sible that the CEO will have
a preference for making deci
sions in an entrepreneurial
manner or a preference for
making decisions on the basis
of intense research. It may
be based on neither of those
The pick of Business people who want
preferences, but on a prefer
a fresh outlook with their ^gs & coffee.
ence for policy-making to
Open 7 days for Breakfast at 8 a.m.
initiate action. The type of
For Groups, large meetings,
preference is largely unim
reservations, please
portant but from a team536-2555
building perspective, it is
vital for the CEO to surround
himself with complementary
317 Pacific Coast Highway •Ffajntington Beach gtlhe Pier
decision-making preferences
to ensure that decisions are

Breakfast at Maxwell's
gives you
a fresh outlook.

MAXWCirS
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Desert Business Journal
employed as
sales manager
at the Double
tree Resort in
MIKE HERRICK PROMOTED TO
Cathedral City,
and
prior to
AVP/SALES MANAGER FOR
that, she wor
PALM SPRINGS SAVINGS BANK
ked in a simi
lar
capacity for
LOCAL ENGINEERING FIRM
the Palm Spr
DESIGNS 7 HOVLEY LANE
ings Marquis
Phyllis Heller
PROJECTS
Hotel and Villas where she was employed by Harbaugh Hotels, which now manages
the Radisson property. Heller has
also served as an accoimt executive
for Imperial Airlines and a travel
agent.
Robert Zachmann has been named Asst. VR of
Also appointed to sales manager is
Commercial Lending at Palm Desert
Renae
Joy Stahl. Stahl was most
National Bank.
recently employed in an identical
Mike Herrick
Palm Desert National Bank has
AVPlSales Manager
capacity
for the past two years by the
announced the appointment of Robert
Palm Springs Savings Bank
Hyatt
Regency
Suites Hotel, Palm
Zachmann as assistant vice president
Springs. Prior
Mike Herrick has been promoted
of commercial lending at the finan
to that, her
to
assistant
vice
president/sales
man
cial institution's Palm Springs office.
experience
Zachmann has nine years experi ager for Palm Springs Savings Bank.
encompassed
He
originally
joined
the
bank
as
a
Dennis Freeman (left)
ence in the banking industry. Previ
Rick
Gander
son
(center)
five years in
ously he was a business banking offi loan agent in 1988.
Irwin Golds (right)
the sales and
In his new position, Herrick will
cer with Wells Fargo Bank and was a
marketing
Mainiero,
Smith
and
Associates,
be
manager
of
loan
origination
and
commercial loan officer with City
Inc.,
a
local
full-service
engineering
field. She ho
National Bank. Zachmaim graduated will supervise a staff of five loan spe
and surveying firm, is becoming a lds a B.A. in
with honors from the University of cialists.
familiar name on a one-mile stretch speech com
Before
joining
Palm
Springs
Sav
Montana.
of
Hovley Lane in Palm Desert with munications
He is a member of the Rotary Qub ings Bank, Herrick was a loan agent
Renae Joy Stahl
and the Jaycees. Zachmaim, his wife. for Directors Mortgage for two years. seven separate projects at various from Luther
CoUege. A
He was vice president/manager for stages of development.
Since the 1989 completion of the
WESTAMERICA PRINTING
Barcon Development project, "Sonata
I," the first Mainiero, Smith Hovley SYSTEMS/PHOENIX GRAPHIC
Lane client, the area has grown into a
GROUP EXPANDS BUSINESS
Presents
major residential community.
Centrally positioned in the heart of
Palm Desert, the Hovley Lane resi
dential community is near major
shopping facilities, restaurants, the
aters, schools and the Bob Hope Cul
tural Center.
The two firms began their associa
tion five years ago, when they engi
neered and developed, "Sonata 1."
Since that first project, Mainiero,
Smith & Associates, Inc. has engi
neered seven projects on a one-mile
Westamerica Printing Systems Phoenix Graphic
stretch of Hovley Lane. A

LOCAL BANK NAMES
ROBERT ZACHMANN
ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT
OF COMMERCIAL LENDING

Renee, and daughter, Alicia, live in
Bermuda Dunes and enjoy camping,
tennis and fitness training. A

Palm Desert National Bank from
1982 to 1986. From 1974 to 1982 he
was vice president/manager for Bank
of America's Smoke Tree area office
in Palm Springs. In 1978 he was
named outstanding manager at Bank
of America. A

The Inland Empire Business Journal

OUTHERN VALIFORNIA
USINESS nADIO

WEEMS .

5:30 pm - 6:00 pm

on

20,000 Watts
• Los Angeles
•
• San Diego
•
• Santa Barbara
•

Covering:
Orange County
Inland Empire
Ventura

SALES MANAGERS
APPOINTED FOR RADISSON
PALM SPRINGS RESORT AND
CONFERENCE CENTER
Paul Zech, director of sales and
marketing for the Radisson Palm
Springs Resort and Conference Cen
ter, announced the appointment of
Phyllis Heller as sales manager for
the 482-room, 24-acre property. Her
responsibilities will be to secure and
manage group business. Before com
ing to the Radisson, Heller was

Group expands its business to over 8,000 square
feet in 'The Complex," JPH Enterprises' light
industrial center located just ojfl-10, in Indio.

Westamerica Printing Systems/
Phoenix Graphic Group has expanded
its business to over 8,000 square feet.
On January 1, 1991, Westamerica/
Phoenix took occupancy of 8,380 feet
in "The Complex," located at Auto
Center and Avenue 45, in Indio.
"The Complex," a light industrial
center, comprised of nine separate
buildings, is designed to offer expan
sion options. Businesses that choose
to do so can expand without disrupt
ing established locales. A
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Commercial Interior Design Firms
Ranked liy 1990 Revenues

Company
Address
City, State, Zip
Envirodedgn
I. 420Soiiai''E"a.
San Betnardiaa, CA 92412
The Design Studio
309
N.Euclid Ave.
2.
Upland, CA 91786
Design West
3. 10722 AITOW Rte., Ste. 502
RtuKbo Cmng., CA 91730
The Heberllng Company
4. 9581 Business Center Dc, #12 D
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Scarbrough-Slsson Assoc.
5. 2143 East "D" St. #150
Ontario, CA
Interior Network
6. 24735-CRedlandsBlyd.
San Bernardino, CA 92408
Total Flan Bus.lBt
7 5645 Mission Blvd
Riverside, CA 92509
Kay Franklin Interiors
8. 188 North Central Ave, Unit F
Upland, CA 91786
Berkeley D%n.AssQC.
9. 226 W. Foothill Blvd
Gaiemont,CA 91711
Randolph Hluhlk Assoc., Inc.
10. 3612 Seventh SL
Riverside, CA 92501

Billings I.E. Personnel
Designers
(millions)
Total Employees
2,500,000
5

1300,000

4
7

1,000,000

2
15

975,000

5
6

585,000

7
6

N/A

6
15

N/A

#ofOmces(IE)
# of Offices Co. Wide
Headquarters

Year
Established
1971

San Bernardino
2
2
Upland

1976

1976
Rancho Cucamoiga
1
1
Rancho Cucamcmga

1985

1986
Ontario
1
Liland Empire

mmiMmSmmrnmmrnmM

1979

1969

30
3
5

N/A

n/a

iiiliilliiilii

N/A

1
3

Riverside
1
1
Upland

1985

1990
daremoot
1
1
Riverside

1991

Ibp 3 Clientele
Services
or Specialties
(partial list)
Mr. & Mrs. Bob Hope
Architectural Design
Eisenhower Medical Center
Space Plwning
Betty Ford Center
Interior Design
Paracelsus Health Care
Residential
First Trust Bank
Executive Offices
RJ. Messenger
Healthcare
Irwindale City Han/PoHce DepL
Space IHanning/Des^
Gust Newberg Construction Co,
Genera] Contracting
Holman Methodist Church, LA
Furniture Procurement
Tokyomasuiwaya Company
Hospitality
Don Harris Construction Company
Custom Residential
Beaucham, Inc.
Space Planning
Southern California Gas Co.
Space banning
Centremaik, San Diego, Ontario
Interior Constniction Drawings
The KoU Company
Interior Design Services
OmniTrans
Creamic Tile and flooring
IMndow Treatments, Artwork
Framing, Silk Plants
Interior Design
N/A
Space Planning
N/A
N/A
Color Layouts
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Althouse and Ramber
Health Care Planning & Design
Mt. San Antonio Gardens
Senior House Design
North Anaheim Suigicenter
Lighting Design
KoU Corporation
Tenant Improvement
Facility Planning - Banks
Space Planning

Top Local Executive
Title
Phone
Bill Davis
Director
(714)889-3611
Joseph Petras
President
(714)982-3580
Betty Noll Wood
President
(714)948-3000
Sharon Speer
President
(714)980-0022
Lee Ann Sisson
Partner/Owner
(714)984-2117
Ruth Chafin
Owner
(714)7%-9422
Denny Fosdick
President
(714)787-9000
Kay Franklin
Owner
(714) 981-7522
Sandy Friend
Principal
(714)624-1764
Virginia E. Herman
President
(714)697-4420

NIA = Not ApplicableWND =Would Not Disclose na = not available. The iofonnation in the above list was obtained from the companies listed. To thebestot our knowdedge the infonnatlon supplied is accurate as
of press tune. While every effort is made to ensure the accuracy and thorougbnessof the list, omissions and typographical errors sometinies occur Hease send conedions mr additions on company letteriiead to: The
MattdEmtrire BusinessJournal, 5281 East Guasti,Ste, 490,Ontario, CA 91761. Researched by Phillip DimentCopyrigIa 1991 Inland En^ne BusinessJomui.

Technology No Longer a Luxury: It's a Requirement!

W

e have all heard the old saying,
when looking for a new office,
the three most important considerations

Business has had to continually become more e^cient
with both time and space.
Therefore, relocation consid
erations are not only where
people work, but how they
work. And how people work
affects the space -or, more
specifically, the building*s
infra-structure.
are LOCATION, LOCATION and
LOCATION. This statement was once
true, but in the current competitive
marketplace, technology has become at

least as important as one of the most
important considerations.
Business has had to continually
become more efficient with both time
and space. Therefore,
relocation considera
tions are not only where
people work, but how
they work. And how
people work affects the
space—or, more specifi
cally the buildings infra
structure. This, in tum,
has an impact on both
initial construction costs
and monthly utility
expenses.
During your reloca
tion planning, if you have an employee
who understands the correlation
of local area networks, con
trollers, modems, stand-alone
processing stations or comput
er/telephone equipment and
how they affect HVC, electrical
capacity and distribution and
network wiring construction
costs, then you're in a good
position. If on the other hand,
you are like most companies
where the new technology will
be incorporated as part of the
move, and you do not have
internal expertise, you will need help.
Whom do you ask? The obvious

choice is your facility
design firm. But, unfor
tunately, the designer
may not know any more
than you do, or worse
yet, in their zeal to pro
vide service, attempt to
incorporate your re
quests without suffi
cient technical knowl
edge. This typically
results in higher con
struction costs and longterm disaster. Because
of the need for technological compe
tence, some design firms now provide
an engineering staff to support their
designers. The engineer can present
options and help incorporate technolo

gy into your business operations. Since
the engineer is an integral part of the

design team, specifications that can be
priced and incorporated into the final
design can be considered before con
struction.
Technology is no longer a luxury,
but a requirement The correct
utilization of technology will
provide the efficiencies required
to meet the demands of the cur
rent business world. When relo
cating or upgrading your facili
ties, make sure your design team
has the capability to incorporate
your requirements and that costs
are plaimed as thoroughly as your
location. A
Dave Sawyer is Director, Industrial
Engineering for Reel/Grobman &
Associates, an interior design-facility
planning firm with offices in Santa
Ana, Los Angeles and San Jose.
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CENTRE
OF
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Centrelake; Ontario's outstanding business address. 70
acres, master-planned to offer the best of everything.
Classic office buildings. State-of-the-art telecom- municotions services. Covered parking. On-site /'
amenities, including hotels and restaurants. ^ ^'
Did we mention the lakes?
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Contact:

A joint development of:
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TOURISM COUNCIL FORMED
TO PROMOTE PASS AREA

SEPTEMBER 1991

tion's willingness to support the work of the
Coalition.
Jan Holmlund, director of the Edward-Dean
Museum of Decorative Arts in Cherry Val
ley, previewed future exhibits plaimed by the
museum staff in spite of recent comments by
some members of the Riverside County
Board of Supervisors that discontinuing
financial support of the facility might help
solve budgetary problems.
Participants discussed ways in which the
various communities could support each other's
activities, such as Baiming's Stagecoach Days the
first week of October, Beaumont's Oktoberfest at
Noble Creek Park September 27-29, Yucaipa's Mer
chants Fair September 14, and various activities
coimected with apple-picking season in Oak Glen
from September through November.
Thompson presented a list of possible projects
for the coalition to imdertake in three categories:
group tour business, family and individual tourists,
and local tourism awareness.
"1 am very pleased at the interest expressed by
the people attending our meetings, as well as by
many others who tell us we're on the right track,"
Thompson said. "There's a real sense of coopera
tion among our conummities now." A

Business, civic and cultural leaders met recently
to oiganize the Pass Area Communities for Tourism
(PACT) in support of the various communities of
the San Gorgonio Pass Area.
Mayors Bob Hanson and Ann Coimers of Ban
ning and Beaumont, respectively, were among those
attending a meeting at the Highland Springs Resort
and Conference Center in Beaumont, hosted by
sales manager Ted Thompson, newly-elected PACT
chairman.
Also in attendance were Baiming city council
man Dick Garcia, Beaumont city manager Bob
Bounds, executive director Wauimell Marlar of the
Baiming Chamber of Commerce, and Lee Howell,
Don Haley
who holds the same position with the Beaumont
chamber.
BANNING RESIDENT COMPETES
In addition, the 19 meeting participants included
representatives of tourist-oriented businesses in the
IN GOLF SENIOR OPEN
Pass Area. Marlar and Thompson organized an ini
tial meeting a few weeks earlier, attended by 10
Ray Vanyo of Baiming was one of only seven
people.
golfers from the West Coast who qualified to com
The coalition will coordinate publicity for events
pete in the 1991 U. S. Senior Open golf tournament.
and attractions of Cabazon, Calimesa, Cherry Val
The event was held the last weekend of July at Oak
ley, Oak Glen and Yucaipa, in addition to Banning
land Hills Country Qub in Birmingham, Michigan.
and Beaiunont.
Vanyo placed second out of 182 hopefuls trying for
Executive director Janet Rock of the Inland
the seven spots and went on to finish 54th in the
Empire Tourist Council conveyed her organiza

tournament with a four-round score of 306, 24
strokes behind tournament wirmer Jack Nicklaus.
He collected wirmings of $2,499.
Presley of Southem California, developer of Sim
Lakes Country Club in Banning, provided green
fees, carts, range balls and various golf attire with
the Sun Lakes logo. Vanyo has resided at Sun Lakes
for two years. He teaches and coaches golf at San
Gorgonio High School.
Following his retirement this fall, Vanyo plans to
play senior golf on a full-time basis. He practices
on Sun Lakes' 18-hole championship course, which
he calls "a real challenge," and in the Palm Springs
area. "When 1 travel to tournaments out of the area,
I'm close to Ontario airport as well," he said. A
Don Haley

liid of the Gominulei^" Inland Empire Employees Ha^e lTheir Offices Brought to ®hem
Continued From Page 7
A typical home telecommuting set
ing is not telecomputing," says John up is one like AT&T's Inland Empire
Kershaw, a Riverside Coun
telecommuter Mary Hemanty deputy administrative
dez.
officer. "Telecommuting
"In my case, the cost to my
doesn't necessarily mean
company consists of a PC., a
you have to have a comput
fax, printer and the telephone
er."
calls made," Hernandez said.
Many jobs well-suited for
AT&T owns the equipment
a telecommuting program
she uses, but "the company
include information han
does not pay for the space 1
dling jobs, with not much of
use at home. 1 converted part
a need for office-based
of a three car garage into an
equipment or face-to-face
office."
interaction. Examples are
Along with most
It has been a very
secretaries, travel agents,
teleconunuters, Hernan
bookkeepers, lawyers, slow process due pri
dez says she gets more
marily to exposure,
accountants and man
work done, and feels
adaptation and edu
agers. With information
secure knowing that her
cation in the multi
workers
comprising
kids are within yelling
plicity of its uses.
approximately 55 to 60
distance. Other benefits
David Ariss
percent of today's work
include stress reduction
California Commerce Center
force, many government
and a sense of control
agencies and private
over work.
employers like Pacific Bell, American
One may wonder, if the pros out
Express, and IBM are slowly demon weigh the cons, why hasn't telecom
strating the advantages to moving the muting taken off at a faster pace?
office to the worker instead of the
"It has been a very slow process due
worker to the office.

primarily to exposure, adaptation and as San Bernardino Second District
education in the multiplicity of its Supervisor Jon Mikels disagree about
uses," says David Ariss of the Califor the much heralded potential success of
nia Commerce Center.
telecorrunuting.
"Sometimes it's a hard sell for older
"Telecommuting is only one mea
supervisors to realize that they can trust sure which will help to alleviate the air
their employees to work on
pollution problem in our air
their own," says Kershaw.
basin. A number of other mea
"Most supervisors think
sures must be developed,
they have to keep the peo
implemented, and maintained
ple right in their office,
before our air quality will
ride shotgun."
improve." Mikels suggests
"1 think it's becoming
vanpools, ridesharing, public
more popular now that
transit, flexible work weeks
traffic congestion has got
and altemative fuel vehicles.
ten worse, air quality cer
"Nothing's ever the ultimate
tainly has not improved
solution," says Claudia Keith,
that much, and with
a South Coast Air
the passage of the
Quality
Management
Telecommuting is only one
(California and fed measure which will help to alle
District spokesper
eral) Clean Air
son. "It could be very
viate the air pollution problem
Acts, you have to
effective along with
in our air basin. A number of
look at other
a strong ridesharing
other measures must be devel
options that have
strong
ridesharing
oped, implemented, and main
not been looked at
program.
It could
tained before our air quality
more seriously in
definitely
help,
but I
will improve.
the past."
wouldn't say it's the
Jon D. Mikels
Still, others such Supervisor, San Bernardino Second District
solution." A
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CORPORATE PROFILE
Sun World International
Rouge Royale, a "brilliant, flaming red"
sweet
pqtpCT. Anotha^ Sun World additicHi
The fresh produce industry
to
the
produce secticHi was the DiVme Ripe
in California certainly has
tomato. The tranato was first introduced in
become more sophisticated
1986, then later reintroduced in 1990, as a
in the last to years. We've
carefiilly-bred sun ripened tomato that has
learned how to grow, har
an extended shelf life. The company also
vest, pack, and merchan^se
markets table grapes, asparagus, peppers,
our products in a more
carrots, and strawberries, among other
sophisticated manner.
items.
"They are extremely advanced in the
research and development side of business
aiKi their ability to find madcet niches that a
emember the old days? Spitting product would fill," said Barbara Buck, a
pesky watermelon seeds on the spokesperson for the Western Growers
front pwch? Thanks to Sun Wwld Interna Association, which represents West Coast
tional, the days of the messy melon are long growers, packers and shippers.
The pataited varieties now comprise 40
gOIK.
percent
of the company's total sales, which
The Sun World Seedless watermelon,
hit
about
240 million in 1990.
introduced in 1988 after 50 years of
Sun
World was founded in 1976 by
research, is one of many specially produce
items that Sun World, located in Indio, has Howard Maiguleas, Carl Sam Maggio, and
introduced to the U.S. and 30 other coun Domenick Blanco, all three bom into long
tries since 1976. As a marketer of 75 fresh time Califomia agricultural families. Sun
fruits and vegetables, the company has World caught the public by surprise in
aggressively responded to meet new mar 1978, when it became the first to grow and
heavily market the
ketplace demands for
Red Flame Seedless
better varieties, pack
grape,
originally
ages, more consistent
developed at the
supplies, and more
University of Cali
stringoit grades.
fomia, Davis.
"The fresh produce

R

Sun World Watermelon Facility in Coachella

"And, we're also seeing the consumer is
willing and prepared to pay a premium
price for these different commodities."
A premium price of a Sim World seed
less watermelon sells for five to 15 cents
more po" pound than ordinary watermelons.

What's Next?
What's next for Sun World? For tbs
company, there is no limit to the types of
produce that need perfecting in their lab.
No fruit is considered too foreign, no cli
mate too-different to grow it in.
For the past six years. Sun World scien-

Developing the Perfect Fruit?
industry in California
Standing Out
b 1989, Sun World expanded its prod
certainly has become
As
the
grape
uct
Ime
with the acquisition of the Superior
more sophisticated in
became
more
popu
Farming
Company, a major grower and
the last 10 years
lar,
Sun
World
felt
a
mariceter
of special patented table grapes
says Chief Executive
need
to
differentiate
and treefruit located m the San Joaqum and
Officer Howard Maritself from the com Coachella Valleys. The acquisition mcludguleas, 56. "We've
petition, said David ed what Marguleas calls the world's largest
A Sun World sweet & mild pepper
learned how to grow,
Marguleas. "We saw fruit-breedmg laboratory.
harvest, pack, and
"Each year we crossbreed tens of thou
it
becoming
more
clearly
evidait that to be
merchandise our products in a more sophis
sands
through conventional practices,"
successful, we had to be different, and being
ticated manner."
The introduction of fresh fruits and veg different meant developing pataited or pro said David Marguleas. "In addition to
developing fruits with
etables, such as the seedless watermelon, prietary comimportant characteristics, we
modities
that
oth
are expanding the local grocery store's pro
The
acquisition
included
are also developing fruits
duce dqtartment to meet the demands of the ers didn't have,"
what Marguleas calls the
more resistant to disease, or
more health-conscious consumer, the said David Mar
that might grow more effi
world's
largest
fruitguleas.
gourmet cook, and the rapidly expanding
ciently
m certam areas."
The
commodi
breetUng laboratory.
ethnic population.
Although
Sun World will
"Our ultimate objective as a fresh pro ty that made Sun
not release the annual costs
CEO Howard Marguleas
duce marketer," says David Marguleas, World stand out
of
running
their
Research
among
Califomisenior vice president of marketing, "is to
tists have been quietly developmg a mango
a's $8 billion dollar produce industry, an and Development lab, agriculture experts
excite and satisfy our customers."
that can be grown m the Coachella Valley.
mdustry that supplies believe it's expensive, smce most growers
The tropical mango is the world's most con
roughly half of the rely on universities to do their research.
sumed fruit. Currently it is only grown m
The center is currently developmg new
nation's fmit, vegeta
southern Flwida and other tropical areas of
bles, and nuts, was peach, plum, nectarme and apricot varieties
the world.
the Le Rouge Royale which have enhanced flavor, white meat,
"We'll be able to grow and harvest it at a
pepper in 1983. and unusually high amounts of natural
time when there are
Other proprietary sugar. They are also
very few mangos
fruits and vegetables developing earlygrown anywhere
soon followed.
maturing, low cbllelse in the world,"
"What this has ing, high-quality
said David Mar
done is attract the stone fruit varieties
guleas.
consumer to become specifically adapted
And that. Sun
more aware, more to the Coachella Val
World says, is
alert, and mwe prone ley, which would
exdtmg. A
to seek out more make high-quality
attractive and better- fruit
available
No more seed spitting with seedless watermelons
By Rene Agredano
tasting
varieties
of
throughout
the year.
b 1983, Sun Wwld introduced its first
Sun World Grapes
patented product when it introduced Le
vegetables, CEO Marguleas said.
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FOCUC

A small child enjoys working with clay in an
art class for children at the Redlands Com
munity Center.
HISTORY

Since its inception in 1888, the City of
Redlands has been known for its rich archi
tectural history, its fair climate, central loca
tion in Southern California, and reputation

K| r 1 r U"]

V«^ m M A m V«. CI

Redlands .. .A Community of Historic and Cultural Quality
vice industries create a
strong economic balance
in Redlands. A major part
of this strength can be
attributed to the Tri-City
Center in West Redlands,
the central business district
in downtown, and the var
ied neighborhood centers
throughout the city. The
availability of both im
proved and unimproved
land zoned for industrial
uses sprovides additional
business opportunities.
Realizing the impor
tance of a well planned
community, Redlands has
not rushed to be the first or
largest in community
development, but rather to
be a quality kind of leader
in growth and develop
ment, incorporating this
same historic fabric into
new development.
A DOWNTOWN

A.K. Smiley Public Library

come to be known as
the "Gourmet meal"
of unique downtown
shopping centers.
Other major de
velopments are cur
rently under construc
tion in downtown
Redlands, each de
signed in an architec
tural style complimen
tary to the overall
plan.
The Santa Fe
Trail, a pedestrian
Healthful lunches are served regularly at the temporary Senior
walkway, will link the
Nutrition Center in the American Legion Club. The new center will
four major quadrants
be built near the corner ofJudson Street and San Bernardino Ave.
downtown, adding gre
ater aesthetic appeal
specialty shops and new office space). Redthrough brick walks, landscaping, and other lands' quality-controlled growth plan is
decorative touches.
becoming more visible every day.

For the past
several years, Redlands
Main Street Program
has been revitalizing
the downtown retail
district into unique spe
cialty shops, creating a
pedestrian oriented
commercial experience.
This has been achieved
through a cooperative
effort between public
and private sectors and
coordinated by the City
of Redlands Redevel
opment Agency, mak
ing Redlands a leader
HISTORIC QLALITV WITH A HIOH
in downtown redevel
TOP NOTCH LIVTNO
TECH TOLCH
opment.
Redlands offers the Inland Empire qual
Through the
While the city carries out its historic ity residential neighborhoods and important
Facade Program, they
quality theme, it maintains the most modem cultural resources. The University of Redhave assisted business
technology in city services and utilities. lands is both source and setting for cultural
es with storefront
During the past four years, the city has enrichment, and Redlands is fortunate to
Redlands Santa Fe Station
design concepts and
have its own Symphony
implementation.
as an oasis of culture and heritage.
Orchestra. The Redlands
Downtown streets and sidewalks were
Located in San Bernardino County, Just improved by adding decorative brick
Bowl provides free out
southeast of San Bernardino, Redlands was walks, antique street lights, benches, trees
door concerts, and
developed primarily by wealthy philan and a quaint downtown park.
Prospect Park Theatre
thropists from the east coast who found the
offers another historic and
Many retail stores and restaurants have
climate and scenic valley
scenic setting for plays
located in historic build
an ideal place to settle.
and cultural events.
ings, such as Joe GreenTheir influence is still
sleeves Restaurant on
DEMOC.RAPHICS
evident today as the city
Orange Street, which was
is filled with historic
Once dubbed "The Navel
constructed in a building of
homes and mansions,
Orange
Capital of the
1890s vintage. The Santa
unique buildings and
World," Redlands is the
Fe Depot is being devel
shops, and tree-lined
oped as an Italian restau Shoppers and browsers come to downtown Redlands Market Night home to a predominantly
streets and boulevards.
rant and other stores have for the variety of vendors, fresh produce and friendly people. Atten white-collar technical,
The same styles and val
sales and service work
dance averages 3,000 in the winter and 8-10,000 in the summer.
followed the Facade Pro
ues from its forefathers
force.
Major employers
gram by remodeling their
can be found in Redlands
invested
over
$22
million
in
public
include
the
Redlands
Unified
School Dis
storefronts to be consistent
today.
improvements
downtown,
with
more
trict,
Redlands
Community
Hospital
and the
with the city's overall his
planned
for
the
future.
Research
Institute,
Environmental
Systems
toric style.
DKXKLOPMKNT
Combined with the $23 million in pri a computer mapping firm. Average family
When visiting Redlands,
<!•.Agriculture, manufac
vate
development in 1987 (shopping facili income in Redlands is $31,547 with a popu
it is easy to see why it has
turing, retail sales and ser- University of Redlands - Chapel
ties, financial institutions, a supermarket. lation of 60,394. A
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Inland Empire
Calendar -1991

Inland Empire
Profile-Richard Ray

DATE

EVENT

LOCATION

CONTACT

9/69/8

Journey to Quilt and Walk
Quilt display, memorial fw
those who have died AIDS

Riverside Visitors
and Convention
Center

Sarah Neiman
<714) 684-8838

9/12

(714) 788-9770
The Hub of the
EDA Luncheon "Planning
Southwest Valley.
for Tomorrow's Infra
MenifeeValley Bowl
structure," redevelopment
and industrial projects.
Discover future opportunities
in Riverside County.

9/24

10/2610/27

1991

Worker's Compensation
Documentation, meeting
of the Greater Riverside
Employer Advisory Council

Canyon Crest
Country Club

Orange Empire
Rail Festival: Ride on an
Railway Museum
Authentic Steam TVain,
Diesel Locomotives, Trolleys, Perris, California
and Pacific Electric Red Cars.
Fun, food and entertainment
for the entire family!

Best Thing About the Inland
Empire: Twofold, (1) We have all
the conveniences of a large city but,
(2) Inland Empire stiU has small city
atmosphere and attitude.

The Museum
(714) 943-3020

Laptops A re The Link
Continued From Page 17

Future Uses Unlimited
Future uses of laptop and telecom
munications technology seem limited
only by the imagination. Very soon sur
veying crews in the Inland Empire will
send data back and forth using cellular
modems, effectively making each crew
van or 4-wheel drive vehicle a self suf
ficient "satellite office."
Psomas plans to do more project
scheduling work on the laptops. More
powerful models also will give the civil
engineering profession the ability to
perform certain Computer Aided Draft
ing and Design functions on site.
Whatever profession they are in, those
who use laptops regularly will probably
agree that these computers can help
managers stay in closer touch with peo
ple in the field. At the same time they
enable field personnel to take hands-on
responsibility for some work previously

Personal Accomplishments:
Chair of AT&T Inter Entity Manage
ment Council for 1990 and 1991.
Encourage corporate and employee
involvement in community activities,
events and trade shows.

Mary Terfaune
EDD
(714) 782-4149

Overcoming Terminal Apathy Corona, California KenTastad
(714)272-3202
C.V.B.E. meets Twice a month

instruments. Crew chiefs now take lap
tops (Toshiba T-12(X)XE's with 1 MB
RAM and 20 MB hard disk plus HP
Thinkjet printer) along with them in a
survey van or a 4 x 4 pickup with a
desk in back.
Can this technology save tax dol
lars? Yes. On the RCTC transportation
improvement program, for example,
conpanies use l^tops to word-process
detailed descriptions of physical fea
tures found during a survey. At the end
of the day, you push a button to produce
the entire report without spending addi
tional time (i.e., money) to prepare it.
Reports generated in this way are more
accurate and complete than those based
on written notes.

Major Accomplishments:
Established successful small busi
ness product division office for
AT&T to serve Inland Empire.

done in the office. The end result
should be greater efficiency and better
business management
As laptop and cellular equipment get
easier to use, civil engineers and sur
veyors continue to develop new ways

Greatest Concern: Future quali
ty of life for my children — educa
Occupation: Sales Manager with
tion environment and affordable
AT&T.
housing.
Short Biography: Age 34, bom
and raised in Tucson, Arizona. Has Last Book Read: "The Mental
B.S. in Business Finance from the Athlete," by Kay Porter and Judy
Foster.
University of Arizona.
Family: Married to former Adri- Favorite Drink: Orange Juice.
enne Alberts, children Richard Jr.
Last Vacation: TXicson, Arizona.
age 7, Royce age 4.
Hobbies: Basketball, weightlifting
and coaching.

Favorite Sport: Basketball (Go
Lakers!)

Prior Career(s): Entire career
with AT&T.

Favorite Restaurant: Ancho's
Southwest Bar & Grill.

Afflliations: United Way, Small
Business Division.

Last Movie Seen: The Rocketeer.
Residence (city): Riverside, Cali
fornia.

Capitalists and the Thousand Points of Light - Doing
Good in the Inland Empire
Continued From Page 10

to work with it. By adopting new tech
nology as a project management tool,
any additional problems can be solved
in a cost-effective manner for both pub
lic and private sector clients. A
As regional vice president of Psomas and
Associates, Jose Gama is responsible for the
overall operations of the company's River
side office, that include civil engineering,
residential planning, land planning, survey
ing, and construction surveying.
Gama is a member cf the American Soci
ety of Civil Engineers, Society of American
Military Engineers, American Public Works
Association, and California Council of Civil
Engineers and Land Surveyors.

tion of our people puts us to shame. Cor One of the most important reasons is
porate gifts constitute only a small percent making a constructive difference. Capi
age of funds raised by United Ways. For talists, whose "job" is to promote wellexample, last year the Arrowhead United being through their own self-interest, may
Way raised 14% (less than half a million have a slightly different perspective, but
dollars) from corporate
are no less vital to the
gifts and 86% (OVCT $2.3 In employee campaigns, well-being of the com
million) came from arm twisting is out - and
munities of the Inland
employee contributions.
unnecessary!
Empire. The best news
Nationally, corporate
for
business support for
gifts average 26% of a
volunteaism
is
win-win.
The real bottom
campaign. OOPS! Oh, well, there's
line
is
businesses
live
and
die with their
always this year.
In employee campaigns, arm twisting conununities. Capitalists should be glad
is out - and unnecessary! Properly to "do well by doing good," reaping
planned and presented, the employee employee education and training, public
campaign is a fringe benefit - an opportu visibility and, over the long-term, provid
nity for a little time out with refreshments. ing themselves with a more secure pool of
Not surprisingly, this information can employees and consumers. A
have very direct benefits. One in four res
Irwin is an attorney practicing in the
idents in the inland Empire will receive areaKitt
of business and finance. She is a partner
services from United Way agencies.
with the law firm of Reid & Hellyer with offices
People volunteer for many reasons. in San Bernardino, Riverside and Temecula.
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Classified Ads
A DELEA

CO.

RESOURCE RECOVERY
SYSTEMS
•Balers •Shredders •Com
pactors •Pneumatic Scraping
Handling Systems

THIS SPACE
COULD BE
YOURS

INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS
•Palletizing •Depalletizing

2 MONTHS = $350

MATERIAL HANDLING
EQUIPMENT
•Pallet Racks
•Wide Span Mezzanines
•Scissor Lifts

3 MONTHS = $450
4 MONTHS = $500

COMPLETE METAL FAB
RICATION
Call today to discuss your
requirements!
Fax (714) 393-9856
Phone (714) 393-9737
DICK
FHURST
iCBATl

Inc.

Call Petra Hauff or
Rebecca Gordon

t

FIRST CLASS

'">391-1015
There are ho small victories
in the fight against heart
disease.

American Heart
Association

Z'

I

Mailing Lists
Enveiope Stuffing
Addressing/Labeiing
Other Services

"

N N N X N • > N X N V X N S N > •

. N N N V S N V N S Y>

N N >

13626-F Monte Vista Ave. Chine, OA 91710
(714) 628-9577

WE RESPOND SO FAST
YOU'LL THINK YOU
CALLED 911.

Wk

MISAQE®

PORTABLE DISPLAYS
• Ultra-light portability
• Solid custom look
• Stunning graphics
• Hand carryable
• Easy set-up
• Save on shipping

Systems to Fit Any Budget...
Purchase, Lease or Rent
Reconditioned Unitsat Huge Savings!

SKYUNE DISPLAYS^

714-535-6695

t hen your copier goes
down, your company goes into
cardiac arre.st.
Tempers rise. Productivity
plummets. The situation is critical.
You need expert profe.ssional
care. And you need it now.
You need CopyLine.
CopyLine is California's largest
distributor of reliable Ricoh
copiers and facsimile ma
chines. With more than
2.-^ factory-trained .service'
technicians. Inland Umpire.s**
only computerized emergency
di.spatch sy.siem that's open from
7:30 am to 5:30 pm. A fleet of very
fa.st trucks. And an absolute dedi
cation to servicing our cu.stomers.
Only CopyLine offers its

•MMM
^ R0®®K1

cu.stomers the unique Performance
Bond* that guarantees;
• Emergency service re.spon.se
that averages under four
'
hours. (In April, our average
emergency response time was three
hours. What was your .service
company's?)
• If your copier can't Ix' repaired,
we will replace it with a compar
able model—absolutely free.
If we fail to repair or replace
your equipment within two
working days from your d(xumented call, you can cancel your
lease without penalty.
Now, ask yourself two que.stions. Are you completely .siiii.sfied
with the perft)rmance of your
copier? Are you completely

.satisfied with your .service?
If the answer to either
question is no, ask your>>eif one more question.
f
Why haven't you
called CopyLine?

Fr«« copUr trial. Froa tarvlca.
Fra« suppiUt.
For a free copier trial, call
1-800-28-R1COH. And ask how
you can receive six months of full
.service, including .supplies,for free.
Call now for quick CopyLine
response: 1-800-28-RICOH.

COPM?N€
C

O

R

P

O

R

A

T

I

O

N

1001 East Cooley Dr.- CoUon, CA 92324
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B U S I N E S S

D T P Productions William Stover 60815
Natoma Trail, Joshua Tree 92252
Dakens Land & Lawn Services Tommy
Evans, Jr. 796 Garfield SL, Hemet 92343
Dale's Concrete & Asphalt Sawing Dale
Vaughn 7272 ML Vemon, Riverside 92504
Dan Stark Bert Stark 255 Benedict #G, San
Bemardino 92402
Dan's Mobile Service Danny Shaffer 541 N.
Main SL #104-154, Corona 91720
Dan's Trim Co. Tree Service Mike Hancock
4211 Ramona Drive, Riverside 92506
Danco Landscape Maintenance Dennis
Gonzales 14015 Dos Palmas, Victorville
92392
Dancor & Associates Daniel Cormio' 29809
Camino Cristal, Menifee 92355
Daniel's Pool Service Daniel Homer 12860
Fontainebleau Drive, Moreno Valley 92360
Daves Drain Service David Murphree 12255
Lantz Lane, Moreno Valley 92360
Daves Pressure Wash Steam Cleaning Linda
Lohse 39250 Hilt Road, Temecula 92390
Davsam/Ortega Construction Fernando
Ortega 27185 E. 5th StreeL Highland 92346
Dawn Patrol Aviation Lawrence Preston
23780 Pine Ave., San Jacinto 92383
Day's Cleaning Service Arpie Day 1110 W.
Princeton, Ontario 91762
Days Pool Service David Yeasley 17429 San
Bom, No. Palm Springs 92258
DeCosta Enterprise Sean DeCosta 653 Wal
nut Drive, Elsinore 92380
DeWeese and Aguilar Enterprises Inc
William DeWeese 12825 Santa Anita, Vic
torville 92392
Dean's Power Sweeping Service Lee Dean
35499 Carter St., Yucaipa 92399
Deh-Lin Edwin Decastro 9037 Marmalade
CourL Riverside 92508
Deh-Mar Interiors Debbie Harris 912 Red
head #201, Corona 91720
Decent Exposure David Bradley 4527 Jumpa
Ave., Riverside 92506
Dee Wood Properties Robert Driver 66462
Cahuilla, Desert Hot Springs 92240
Deebob Industries Robert Landwehr 1136
Daisy Circle, Corona 91720
Dekkon Construction David Wakefield
42181 Avenida Aluarado, Temecula 92380
Del Webb's Sun City Palm Springs Del Webb
California Corp. 42-600 Cook St. #110, Palm
Desert 92260
Delphi Capital Management Larry Stamper
12333 Wililower Lane, Riverside 92503
Desert Am Hedy Hapsburg 56460 29 Palms
Hwy #B, Yucca Valley 92284
Desert Business Journal Daily Planet Pub
lishing Inc. 3401 Centre Lake Drive, Ontario
91764
Desert Rain Sharlene Francis 57750 29 Palms
Hwy, Yucca Valley 92284
Desert Sun Science Center, The Guided Dis
coveries, Inc. 26800 Saunders Meadow Road,
Idyllwild 92349
Desert Ventures Cyril Bluth 7184 Topaz
Road #2113, Hespoia 92345
Desert Wind Sandblasting John Geiger 6652
Roca Circle, San Bemardino 92404
De^n Studio, The Joan Ward 1842 W. 11th
Street #G, Upland 91786
Designer Wbarebouse Russell Burke 1262
River Drive, Norco 91760
Designer's Dependable Deliveries Carlos
Velastegui 8028 Montana Ave., Rancho Cucamonga91730
Designworks Peter Ross 14198 Weeping Wil
low Lane, Fontana 92335
Destarte Ranch Morgans Gary Seegraves
20270 Gaston, Peiris 92370

Detail Supply Ronald Jones 1227 E. Lynwood Drive, San Bemardino 92404
Di's Royal Cakes Diane Parsons 24557 Big
Pines Hwy, Wrightwood 92397
DiGerolamo Family Insurance Service
Frank DiGerolamo 12702 Magnolia #21,
Riverside 92503
Dial One All Star Plumbing, Inc. All Star
Plumbing Inc. 1061 N. Shepard SL #E, Ana
heim 92806
Diga International Co. Vmginio Gasparotto
9233 Colorado, Riverside 92503
Direct Drywall Josephine Micalizzi 11852
Motmt Vemon Ave. #X-565, Grand Terrace
92324
Discount Mortgage Co. Discount Brokers,
Inc. 4126 Sunnyside Drive, Riverside 92506
Diversified Data Systems Thomas McCarthy
7529 Maloof Couit, Fontana 92336
Diversified Interests & Investments Elia
Pirozzi 9121 Haven Ave. #140, Rancho Cucamonga 91730
Diversified Marketing Group Profile Resi
dential Sales, Inc. 1 Bethany, Irvine 92715
Diversifled Repair & Construction Robert
Pearce 6113 Peridot Ave., Alta Loma 91701
Diversifled Sales & Investments Anne Keidel 6126 Coirell St., Riverside 92504
Doctors Laboratory Management Euflaua
Stanfield 291 E. 46th St., San Bemardino
92404
Dogwood Construction & Develop Ca Ste
fan Jaworski 779 Crown Drive, Lake Arrow
head 92352
Dollars For College Michael Drotman 31566
Railroad Canyon Road, Canyon Lake 92380
Domestic Productions Jerry Berber 4710
Brooks, Montclair 91763
Donaboe Tax Service Melvin Donahoe, Jr.
3415 Bahia Place, Riverside 92507
Donna's Confldentially Yours Donna Griggs
5491 Bain SL, Mira Loma 91752
Doors R Us Fadi El-Dana 423 South E StreeL
San Bemardino 92401
Doris Wayne Morton Doris Morton 27344 El
Rancho, Sun City 92381
Dracaea Associates Robert Rechnitz 1333
South Hill StreeL Los Angeles 90015
Dragon's Egg Press Jo Ellen Valenzuela
65118 San Jacinto #15, Desert Hot Springs
92240
Dy's Designs Diane Sparacino 314 Brigette
CourL Redlands 92374
Dyer Co. Lewis Dyer 13476 Golden Sands
Ave., Yictorville 92392
Dynamic Marketing Group John McCombs
1220 E. Washington St. #24, Colton 92324
Dynatec Computers & Peripherals Gregory
Bennett 455 W. Fourth St. #A, San Bemardino
92415
E & L Associates Larry Fleming 12138
Industrial Blvd. #100, VictorvUle 92392
E P I Estate Plans, Inc. Epic Estate Plans
Inc. 415 N. Vineyard Ave. #100, Ontario
91764
E R A Career Training Centers All-Data
Marketing Group 2012 Riverside Ave. #180,
Rialto 92376
E-Z Distributing Luz Hill-Nilson 27636
Ynez Road Bldg. L, Dept 7323, Temecula
92390
Eagle Enterprises Clark Hawley 431 E. Cha
parral SL, Rialto 92376
Eagles Mortgage Co. Chelly Alexis 3233 N.
Grand Ave.#N297, Chino HUls 91709
Eaglewood Darryl Ruiz 22006 Sioux Road,
Apple Valley 92308
Earth Plus Nancy Miller 29952 Valle Olvera,
Temecula 92390
East/West Retreat James Christian 32875

L I S T I N G S

Red Mountain Road, Hemet 92343
Easy Yellow Page Guide Scott Krieges 1040
Dolly Drive, Lake Elsinore 92330
Ed's Repair Service Edwin Matako 6130
Camino Real #302, Riversitte 92509
Eddy Electronics Rebeca De La Cmz 580
Inland Center Drive #6E, San Bemardino
92408
Effective Educational Advocacy Charlene
Elston 27717 Peninsula Drive #212, Lake
Arrowhead 92352
Eighth Avenue Graphics Laura Hoyt 449-B
North Eighth Ave., Upland 91786
El Corre Caminos Mark Sneed 15908 Valley
Blvd., Fontana 92335
Elco Distributing Eveline Lakey 7152 Bel
Air, Corona 91719
Electronic Maintenance & Repair Raymond
Felton, Jr. 31226 Comotilo Couit, Temecula
92390
Elegant Host, The Jimmy Adams 3694 Lil
lian SL, Riverside 92504
Elegant Leisure Designs Eleazar Jimenez
2355 Manzanita Road, Corona 91720
Elite Appraisals James Umgelter 1692 W.
Arrow Hwy #132, Upland 91786
Emerald Health & Education Corp. Annetta
Smith 11075 Benton St., Loma Linda 92354
Emerald Pool Service Anita Patton 4621
Bluff SL, Norco 91760
Emerald Property Improvements Thomas
Daigneault 4039 4th SL, Riverside 92501
Emery Distributors Boimie Emery 11172
Caribou, Apple Valley 92308
Empire Bay Ecap 985 Via Serana, Upland
91786
Empire Exchange, The Peter Shearon 8807
Mango Ave., Fontana 92335
Empire Imaging Elsworth Williams 403 W. F
StreeL Ontario 91763
Empire Medical Imaging Center Medical
Imaging Consultants, Inc. 1873 Commerce
Center WesL San Bemardino 92408
Empire Trucking Fred Seiler 9024 Chantry,
Fontana 92335
Engineered Business Software Rashmikant
Patel 706 San Benito Lane, Corona Hills
91719
Enterprise Systems Reuben Aaron, Jr. 13692
Berkeley Court, Fontana 92336
Environmental Care Co. Environmental
Coast Control, Inc. 22797 Barton Road #118,
Grand Terrace 92324
Envirotech Kenneth Hackworth 13552 Poppy
Place, Chino 91710
Epicurean, The Charles Marvin HI 54791 N.
Circle Drive, Idyllwild 92349
Erawan Garden Resort Pleasant Travel Ser
vices 76-477 Highway III, Indian Wells
92210
Esplanade Development Inc. Esplande
Development Inc. 1600 E. Florida Ave. #212,
Hemet 92344
Estate Services Matthew Wiechec 39640
Rustic Glen, Temecula 92390
Ethical Mortgage Mark Hikel 5220 Wondo'land Drive, Riverside 92509
European Custom Builders Klaus
Cieslewicz 30260 Channel Way, Canyon Lake
92380
Evante Linda Yoesel 16815 Mediterranean,
Moreno Valley 92338
Executive Voice Applications Marcia Roybal
2900 Adams St. #A15, Riverside 92504
Express Loan International Lois Mathews
8401 Cottonwood #215, Fontana 92335
Express National Funding Bertram Reed
916 Kimberly Ave., Redlands 92374
Expressive Designs Mary Stephenson 29156
Campbell Ave., Moreno Valley 92360

Extend an Arm Robert Tidwell 15785 Mis
sion St., Hesperia 92345
False Front Temecula Investment Co. 28465
Front SL #321, Tanecula 92390
Fantastic Finances Christy Jimenez 8969
Mandarin, Alta Loma 91701
Fantasy Productions Susan Bird 15878 Tus
cola #9, Ajple Valley 92307
Farmers Touch, The Ray MacMurdo 24709
Hilton Drive, Moreno Valley 92557
Fast Billing Service Josephine Tupas 16834
Fontlee Lane, Fontana 92335
Fauchier Group Dan Fauchier 985 Via SCTana. Upland 91786
Felicia Enterprises Felicia Hicks 17909
Slover Ave., Bloomington 92316
Fiqueroa Enterprises C. Medardo Ramirez
12385 Beardsley Road, Corona 91719
First i International Manguel Townes 7046
Cypress Ave., Fontana 92336
First American Bancor Kathy Conti 45826
Palmetto Way, Temecula 92390
First United Financial Service Ronald Con
ner 1131 Lugo Lane, Colton 92324
Five Star Productions Inc. Five Star Produc
tions, Inc. 1682 Wack Wack Plaza, Palm
Springs 92264
Flash Morgan's Lawn Service Nicholas
Morgan 1051N. Ramona Drive, Perris 92370
Formost Gardens Kent Cloud 41220 Guava
St., Murrieta 92362
Four Seasons Creamery W L C Corp. 5460
Philadelphia #6H, Chino 91710
Fox & Associates Michele Fox 10400 Arrow
Rte #E1, Rancho Cucamonga 91730
Frank's Refrigeration Frank Rizzo 2562
Stonegate, Riverside 92506
Fraze One Studio Vickki Hemondon-Frazier
24099 Postal Ave. #101, Moreno Valley
92388
Freedom Flooring Contractors Harry Hartridge Jr. 2424 Goldcrest Place, Ontario 91762
Friendship Referral Services John Ziegenhom 3561 LakecresL Lake Elsinore 92330
Fruciano Development Co. Frank Fruciano
1248 Millbrook Road, Corona 91720
G & R Electric Co. George Gilltrap 41236
Torrey Pine CourL Hemet 92344
G & T Investments Gary Landry 3779 Palm
Crest Drive, Highland 92346
G C Financial Gary Cook 6373 Revere Ave.,
Alta Loma 91701
G Cottle Services Gary Cottle 3127 Jaguar
Way #D, Ontario 91764
G E Construction Esplanade Development
Inc. 1600 E. Florida Ave. #212, Hemet 92344
G N Engineering George Cochran HI 25145
Spring SL, Perris 92370
G R Molter & Associates Gerald Molter
8120 Skyline Drive, Pinon Hills 92372
G R S Marketing Gary Tingstrom 7650
Kickapoo Trail, Yucca Valley 92284
G-Cube Glen Graham 4384 SL George Place,
Riverside 92504
Garage Masters, The Brett Parker 5640
Northwood Drive, Riverside 92509
Gardenhire Thomas Gardenhire 15181 #271
Van Buren Blvd., Riverside 92504
Gary's Machine Repair Service Gary
Watkins 11722 Tilden Place, Riverside 92505
Gas Company, The So. California Gas Co.
1981W. Lugonia Ave., Redlands 92314
Gene Sanders Construction Alvin Sanders
5045 Geneva SL, Riverside 92505
Gilead Springs International, Inc. Gilead
Springs International Inc. 7783 Strathmore
Road, Highland 92346
Global Development Group Romam Garcia,
Sr. 41743 Enterpises Circle North #205,
Temecula 92390
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Hanna Trucking Calvin Haima 16166 Wash
ington Drive, Fontana 92335
Harddrive Specialties Co Larry Wright
17421 SevUle Court Fontana 92335
Haro Construction Mauro Haro 362 W. 10th
Street Paris 92370
Harrington MoM/CaUfOTnia Pmy Car Ray
mond Harrington 1906 Quaker Ri^e, Ontario
91761
Harvest Technologies Roger Harte 41342
Salt River Court Temecula 92390
Haven Avenue Investment Associates John
Willett 9121 Haven Ave. #200, Rancho Cuca
monga 91730
Hay Hay Hay Rodger Parton 4409 CaUfornia
Ave., Norco 91760
Golden IViangle Nuclear Medical Group Health Concepts Suzan Wright 6320 Halsted
Golden Triangd Radiology & Medical 25405 Ave., Alta Lrana 91710
Heavenly Created Sandra Cdon 7908 Tokay
Hancock Ave. #102, Murrieta 92562
Good Air/Good Water Co., The Herbert Ave. #75, Fontana 92336
Clark 31566 Railroad Canyon Road #114,
Canyon Lake 92587
Gospel Warehouse, The Dorothy Morton
13819 Amargosa Road #6, VictorviUe 92392
Goud Life Ranch James Deluhery 18870
Lurin, Rivmside 92506
Grace Maintenance Co. Hong Yi 4633
Kansas Ave., Riverside 92507

Global Int'l Cynthia Khalaf 40575 Calif.
Oaks Road #D2-168, Murrieta 92362
Glorious Record & Music Productioiis Glo
ria Lewis 25188 Yolanda Ave., Morm) Valley
92388
Gluck Enterprises Emery Chick 17535 Mesa
Ave., Fontana 92336
Gods Christian Center of Nuevo Gary Grajeda 28331 Lakeview Ave., Nuevo 92367
Golden Empire Financial Group Paul
Anoyo 9330 Baseline Road, Rancho Cucamonga 91701
Golden Rainbow Enterprises Julie Golden
450 E. Cypress #A303, Redlands 92376
Golden State Alloys Patrick Kennedy 6758
Misty Ridge Drive, Riverside 92505

Grand Terrace Urgent Care Center Quali
ty Medical, A Calif Corp. 22182 Barton

Road, Grand Torace 92324
Graphic Illusions Jon Carter 24610 Leafwood Ehive, Murrieta 92362
Graphic Illustration Steven Barbee 5839
Zap^ Place, Alta Loma 91701
Green Guard First Aid & Safety John
Newcmnb 1002 Elmhurst, Corona 91720
Green Pastures Ranch Susan Smith 9140
Haven Ave. #105, Rancho Cucamonga 91730
Green Slope Nursery Miguel Hemondez
8176 Duffirein, Riverside 92504
Greg Hohnes Enterprises Gregory Holmes
10567 Peachtree Lane, Alta Loma 91701
Grenier Electric Ridiard Grenier 16500 Car
bon Cyn Road, Quno 91710
Groff Grading & Hauling Hollee Groff
40460 Calle Hara,Tmnecula 92390
Group 4 Development Today Homes, Inc.
12138 Industrial Blvd. #200, VictorviUe
92392
Grove's Enterprises 92324 William 600 W.,
E" Street Apt 10"Colton
Guardian Mortgage Co. Miguel Molinar
14471 La Halwa Road, VictorviUe 92392
Gyp-Masters Ralph Haasl 701 E 4th Street,
Bldg. LPerris 92370
H & F Repair Service Harry Fox 8465 Gale
na SL, Riverside 92509
H & H Plant Growers Michael Harrison
2060 Darby SL, San Benuirdino 92405
H B K Messenger Services Hossain Khollesi
12760 Ardos St, Moreno VaUey 92388
H B L Screen & Sign Supply Han Ben Lao
11334 Rancho La Brea Drive, Riverside
92505
H R L Michael W)lz 15370 Cholame #7, Vic
torviUe 92392
HQ Building Maintenance C. Marquez
2603 Via Pacirica, Corona 91720
Hacienda De Monterey Muruko Inc. 44600 Monterey Ave., Pabn Desert 92260
Hamaku Kurt Bochner 1488 E. Ramon
Road, Palm Springs 92262
Hamilton Asphalt Paving, Inc. Hamilton
Asphalt Paving Inc. 5025 State St, Ontario
91762
Hampton Woodworks Henry Rode 37021 A
Industrial, Hemet 92344
Hanko Honover Kosaka & Associates 340
S. FarreU Drive #A-200, Pahn Springs 92262
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Hemet Acoustical & Insulation Ted Lightfoot 547 N. Palm Ave., Hemet 92343
Hemet Investments Donald Hood 1600 E.
Horida #204, Hemet 92344
Hemet Soco Rahim Nikmanesh 40991 E.
Florida, Hemet 92344
Hernandez MFG Francisco Luna 13472 5th
Street #5, Chino 91710
Hero Construction Lloyd Perry 21707
Aiqraloosa Court, Canyon Lake 92380
Hi-Arc Development B I Hutchison 15625
7th Street #C, VictorviUe 92392
Hi-Deseert Testing & Inspection Darmy
Goodwin 15107 Mendoza Road, Apple Valley
92307
High Desert Gastroenterology Raman Poola,
MD18523 Corwin Road, Apple VaUey 92307
High Desert Professional Services Teddi
Strigas 18284 Hackberry SL, He^ria 92345

Robert FUiar 5104 FqothUl, Riverside 92503
Highland Services Tom MiUer 42599 Ruben
Wity, Big Bear Lake 92315
Highland Tropical Steven Chudy 938 E.
Highland, San Bernardino 92404
HiUcrest Mortgage Co. Tanka Yusuf 1122
Glenwood Ave., Rialto 92376
Hilltop Market R K K Enterprises, Inc. 9790
Jurupa Road, Riverside 92509
HUltop Software Services Dormette Haddad
42090 Grantite View Drive, San Jacinto
92383
Hoffhian/Marshall Advertising Robert Hoff
man 1141 Big Bear Blvd., Big Bear City
92314
Home Capital Management Raynald Crol
10970 Arrow Route #211, Randio Cucamon
ga 91730
Home Repair Service John Hein 227 E.
Highland Laddie Ground Maintenance Florida, Hemet 92343

We tried to compare apples
to apples, but they came up
a few bushels short

What does your office
rent include?
ITEM

COMM SUITE EXECUnVE

225-sq.-ft. Suite wA^iew
Conference Room
Lounge/Kitchen Facilities
Facsimile Machine
Postage Meter
Telephone Answering Service
Coffee/Tea Service

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Audio Visual/Seminar Room
Mail Room
Two Secondary Lounges
10,000-sq.-ft. Courtyard
Large Administrative Staff
Maintenance Staff
4 Line Touch Screen Phone/
Computer Terminal
Photocopies (500)*
Secretarial Services (5 Hours)*
Laserjet Printers
Computer System in each suite
w/the following capabilities:
Word Processing
Accounting
Spreadsheets
Database Access
Electronic Telephone Message
Electronic Mail
Telex
Electronic Rolodex

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

surra

*A]iocated on a monthly basis.

"Fortune 100" Amenities Mode Affordobie For Smoii Businesses
Comm Canttera

ONTARIO COMM CENTER
3535 Inland Empire Blvd., Ontario
Phone 341-0333

offioee Of Tttm Fucurss

Shopt-tepm ptxjQrams available for traveling executives.
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THE INLAND EMPIRE'S
BUSINESS ALL-STARS?
THE INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOURNAL WILL SELECT
FIFTEEN INDIVIDUALS WHO'VE MADE A DIFFERENCE
The Inland Empire Business Journal is seeking your help in
recognizing the Inland Empire area's top individuals. Fifteen
people, one from each category below, will be chosen as the
first Annual Inland Empire Business Journal's All-Stars.
Those selected will have demonstrated excellence in business
and a commitment to charitable or public service work.
The All-Stars will be selected by the editors of the Inland

The Inland Empire Business Journal
BUSINESS ALL-STARS

Please explain why you think each
individual should be chosen.
Include information on his/her
business accomplishments in 1990
and his/her efforts to improve the
Inland Empire area.
Eligibility;
Individuds must be employed by
firms in the Inland Empire area.
All-Stars will be selected in each
of the following categories, but
•nominations can be made without
specifying a category:
A. Finance: Banks, Savings and
Loans, Thrifts and SEA
Lenders

Empire Business Journal based on the people you nominate.
Winners will be profiled in the October issue of the Inland
Empire Business Journal and honored at an "All Star" Lun
cheon to be held on Wednesday, October 16, 1991 at the
Riverside Convention Center. Please complete the informa
tion requested below and mail as soon as possible.

••••
Please photocopy this entry blank or use a separate sheet of paper to nominate one executive per category*
Executive Name
Company Name
Address

B. Health Care: Hospitals,
Medical Clinics, HMOs,
PPOs, Doctors, Dentists, and
Health Care Personnel

Telephone,

C. Woman Entrepreneur

Business performance, philanthropic/civic activity:

Fax

Category _

D. Manufacturing
E. Hotels, Meeting Facilities
and Hospitality Industry
F. Education
G. Hi^ Technology
H. Accounting Services
L

Legal Services

J. Residential Real Estate
Industry
K. Commercial Real Estate
Industry
L. Industrial Real Estate
Industry
M. Advertising and Public
Relations

My Name
Title
Company
Address
Telephone

Fax

Primary company services

N. Retail Merchandising
0. Public Service

To be counted:
Please mail all information to The Inland Empire Business Journal All-Stars, 3281 E. Guasti Road, Ste. 490, Ontario, OA 91761

The health plan that makes sense today
With people following so many different
lifestyles, it's good to know there's a health plan
that can fit their needs.
Employers like the flexibility they have with
inter Valley. They can select the program that's
best for their company and their employees.
Members choose their own doctor from hun'
dreds of physicians in private practice. He can

refer the member to a wide range of specialists,
and arrange hospital admissions.
Our resources are concentrated right where
our members live and work, giving them conve^
nient, easy access to medical providers.
If you employ from five people to many
hundreds, just ask your insurance broker about
Inter Valley. Or call us at (800) 843-3520.

Inter Valley Health Plan
300 South Park Avenue, Suite 300 • Pomona, CA 91766 • (800) 843-3520
A Non-Profit, Federally Qualified HMO

